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Ansrnecr

This thesis describes the design and implementation of the one-dimensional (1-D)

discrete wavelet transform (DWT) using filter banks as a custorn computing engine

(CCE), using a Xilinx field programmable gate array (FPGA) for the compression of

raw synthetic aperture ladar (SAR) data.

The con-rpression of raw SAR data has been a topic of intelest to researchers for

many yeals as the spaceborne SAR instrument generates an enorrrìous amount of

coherent information, which must be transmitted back to Earth fol processing into the

final SAR product. The goal of any new raw SAR data compression technique is to

tlansmit the highest fidelity data from the radar satellite within the downlink

bandwidth constraints. Since developing a theoretical compression technique is not a

complete solution to the problem, the technique must be realizable in the hardware

available for placernent on the radar satellite. To this end, 2-D transform techniques

are not practical due to the large on-board memory requirements. The implementation

must not only be low in computational complexity, but must also be able to handle the

ever increasing throughput demands of the radar.

Experimental results of the 1-D DWT technique on pre-conclitioned raw SAR data

in Matlab show that the best pelforming wavelet basis function is Daubechies-2, but

that there is very little difference between all standard wavelet basis. The CCE

implernentation of the 1-D DWT technique gives an average SQNR of 8.95 dB on the

five test sets which is 0.4 dB lower than that the average SQNR of BAQ.
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Problem Definition

In the design of a spaceborne synthetic a¡terture raclctr (SAR) system, there exists a

trade-off between the resolution of the resulting SAR irnage and the bandwidth

allocated to the downlink channel. As radar technology advances and user demands

for quality increase, current raw SAR data compression techniqr-res will encounter

serious limitations. To ensure that future imaging radars can convey the highest

resolution possible, implovements in raw SAR data compression techniqr:es are

necessary. It must be noted, however, that the raw SAR compression techniques are

vely different from processed SAR irnage compression techniques as the statistics of

raw SAR data are very similar to random white noise.

The basic spaceborne SAR system can be described in three distinct steps: (i) the

transmission and reception of the radar pr-rlses by the antenna, (ii) the downlink of the

received radar echoes to Earth, and (iii) the processing of the received data into the

final SAR product, such as a SAR image, as illustrated in Fig 1.1 . This thesis is

primarily concerned with in-rproving the second step in the SAR system, namely

downlinking as much information as possible within the bandwidth constraints.

I{APT

il
C

1.1
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Fig. 1.1.Fig. 1.1. Basic processes of a spaceborne SAR system.

The necessity for raw SAR data compression can be best understood by sirnply

examining the Nyquist sampling frequency of the radal' returns. If we consider the

Canadian spaceborne SAR system, Radarsat-1, which has a minimum pulse

bandwidth of BR = I 1.6 MHz, the Nyquist theorem then dictates that the minimun.t

sampling frequency is 23.2MH2, which results in an instantaneous bandwidth of

185.6 Mbps when quantized using an 8-bit analog-to-digital (AID) converter. This

data must then be transmitted in Radarsat-l's bandlimited channel of 105Mbps,

clearly compression is necessary. Currently, the most widely used raw SAR data

compression technique is the block aclaptive quantiTatio¡z (BAQ) [KwJo89] first

developed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The BAQ algorithm is,

however, not an optimal algorithm as it results in a low signal to quantiz.atiott noise

rarlo (SQNR) compared to the theoretical Shannon bound. With new highel resolution

-2-
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radars cun'ently in deveìopment, compression techniques with low SQNR could

preclude the advancements of SAR.

1.2 Objectives and Goals

The pr,rrpose of this thesis is to develop afield progranulxctble gate array (FPGA)

based custont cont¡ttttirtg ntacltine (CCM) impler-nentation of the 1-D cliscrete wavelet

trctnsfonn (DWT) for the compression of raw SAR data. The prirnary research

questions addressed in this thesis are:

l. Can a 1-D DWT compression technique using a standard wavelet basis

function be used in the compression of raw SAR data to achieve a SQNR

greater than the SQNR of BAQ.

2. Which standard wavelet basis functior.r gives the best SQNR in the

compression of raw SAR data using the 1-D DWT compression technique.

It is not the aim of this thesis to satisfy the raw SAR data compression ploblen't

theoretically only, but also practically because a compression technique which

requires a supercomputer, or massive on-board storage, is not a practical solution to

the problern in the spaceborne environment. All integrated circuits (IC) for use in the

space environment must be radiation hardened. Because of this, most electl'onics are

implemented as custom ap¡tlicatiott s¡:ecffic integrated circuits (ASIC) rather than

using off-the-shelf devices such as digital signal processors. The FPGA allows the

developrnent an implementation that could be developed into an ASIC.

.7
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1.3 Organization of This Thesis

This thesis is organized into nine chapters and six appendices. Chapter 1 states

motivation for this work and the research questions posed for this thesis.

Chapter 2 provides backgror.rnd information on radar, real aperture radar, and SAR

systems. The main goal of this chapter is to introduce the SAR system and provide a

cliscussion on the nature of the raw SAR sisnal.

Chapter 3 provides an introductory background on data compression and wavelets.

The discl-tssion on data compression refers to different compression techniques in

order to provide a basis for discussion of current raw SAR data compression

techniques. Later chapters in this thesis will apply the wavelet tl'ansforn.l in the

development of a raw SAR data compression techniqr:e.

Chapter 4 discusses current raw SAR data compression techniqLres and their

resr,rlting SQNR. This chapter demonstrates that currently, even the best techniques are

either still quite far from the theoretical Shannon bound, or are prohibitively complex

for irnplementation on a satellite.

Chapter 5 describes an application of the DWT for the compression of raw SAR

data. In this chapter, several design parameters are discussed, including the choice of

wavelet basis filnction. The wavelet basis design parameter is chosen in this chaptel by

investigating the SQNR of over 100 standard wavelet basis functions. Chapter 5 also

-4-
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presents a discr-rssion on pre-conditioning 4 and 5-bit per sample raw SAR data to 8-bit

per sample data for experimental use.

In Chapter 6, the DWT compression technique developed in Chapters 5 is

implemented as a CCE in a Xilinx FPGA. This chapter presents a discr"tssion of

architectural considerations and trade-offs in the design of the CCE. hnplementation

considerations for lowering the corrputation complexity of the CCE are also

discussed. Experimental results of the FPGA based DWT CCM are provided in

Chapter 7 along with implementation performance and a discussion of the results.

Chapter 7 also pl'esents a discr,rssion of current metrics used to evaluate raw SAR data

compression techniques.

Chapter 9 provides some concluding remarks and lists the contributions of this

work. Recommendations for future work are also orovided.

Appendix A of this thesis presents the characteristics and details of the Radarsat-1

ancl ERS-1 SAR satellites. Appendix B presents the details of the pre-conditioned

SAR clata test sets used in this thesis and shows the processed amplitude images of

these test sets. Appendix C presents the Matlab code for the data pre-conditioning

technique, and the BAQ and DWT compression techniques with the VHDL code for

the DWT CCM listed in Appendix D. Additional figules and tables of results fi'om

Chapter 5 are shown in Appendix E with additional figures from Chapter 7 shown in

Appendix F.
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Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an all-weather imaging radar capable of

high-resolr-rtion sensing in both the range and azimuth diniensions using the relative

motion of the radar and the surface being imaged. In a SAR system, the radar

instrltment can be placed aboard either an airplane for airborne operation, or aboard a

satellite fol spaceborne operation. This thesis will concentrate on the case of the

spaceborne radar as it is this type of SAR system which is rnost limited in bandwidth

capacitv for the downlink channel.

The spaceborne side-looking radar functions by emitting a high-frequency radar'

pulse directed at a surface below. The pulse is then reflected by the surface and

received by the l'adar. The distance to objects on the surface can be ascertained by

analysing the phase information of the reflected pulse. Information about the surface

can also be obtained by examining the amplitude information of this reflected pulse,

known as the backscattered signal. Because both amplitude and phase information are

used, the raw SAR signal is a coherent signal.

The precision of a radar instrument is charactelized by its spacial resolution

[Tomi78]. This resolution determines the rninimum separation of two point targets

being sensed that can be distinguished as separate by the system. To obtain fine
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Íesolution in the range direction, the classical technique of pulse compression

[Cook60] is typically used. In real aperture radar, the azimuth resolution is

proportiorral fo 
^"R/AL, 

where À^ is the wavelength of the imaging beam and A, is

the antenna length. For an imaging radar with a wavelength in the gigahertz (GHz)

range, an antenna length of I000 times larger than those used for terahertz (THz)

optical frequencies is necessary to achieve the same resolr¡tion.

To improve the azimuth resolution without building an enormous antenna SAR is

used. The SAR instrument is a standard radar that synthesizes a very large antenna by

using the coherent sum of many radar echoes from a target. This allows SAR to

¿rchieve an azimuth resolution comparable to the range resolution and independent of

the imaging wavelength used.

This chapter presents the necessary theory and practical concepts on SAR for the

rest of the thesis. Using the background on the side-looking radar presented in the first

half of this chapter', a model for the raw SAR data will be developed. Cornplete

derivations of the equations used in this chapter can be found in [Brow67], [CuMc91

Ch.1l, [Kova76 pp.21-31], [Tomi78], [Skol7O], and [Lebe95].

¡
I
¡
I
I
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2.1

2.r.1

Side-Looking Radar

Scanning Configuration

Anteuna

\

,/

To irnage a surface below, the side-Iooking real.-cL¡terture radar (SLRAR) is carried

on a moving platform at speed V" relative to the surface in a straight line at a constant

altitLrde .Ë1, as shown in Fig. 2.1 .

6,fJ

Bearn fbotprint

Fig.2.l. Scanning confìguration of a spaceborne SLRAR (afier [Ohns93]).

Nadir
nñr ñf

\f
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From this rnoving platform, the raciar is directed with a squint angle e, relative to

the flight path and downwards to the surface below with a look angle 0r, relative to

vertical. The rnost comnlon squint configuration is to position the radar beam to be

dilected perpendicr-rlar to the flight path, rnaking 0., = 0o. Using this geometry, the

look angle 0, is the same as the incidence angle 0,,, which is the angle between the

radar bearn and the normal to the Earth's surface at the noint of interest.

The side-looking ladar irnages a surface in two dimensions. The dimension

perpendicular to the flight path of the radar is called the range dimension, and the

dimension parallel to the flight path is called the cross-range or azimuth dimension.

The radar beam is wide in the vertical direction and so intersects the surface in an

oval with the long axis extended in the range direction. The spread of the radar pulse in

the azimuth direction, or the horizontal beamwiclth 0., of the radar, is detennined by

the antenna length A, and the radar wavelength À^ as

I
¡
I
I

1tvD0 = --::
UA

^L
(2.1)

-9-
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I
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The spread of the radar pLllse in the range direction,

radar, is detern.lined by the antenna width Ao and the

or vertical beamwidth 0,. of the

radar wavelength as

I,vDÊ- "
n

The range extent of the radar bean'l

swath width, and azimuth extent of the

(2.2)

footprint on the ground Wr, called the gror-rnd

beam footprint W,, can be approximated as

and

wr=
LoH

Arcos2e,

L,Hw- "
" Arcoso,

(2.3)

() L\

For the case of the radar aboard the Radarsat-1 satellite operating in standard mode

with Ë1 = 800 km, 0, = 20", AH = 1.5 m, AL = 15 m, and Ào = 5.66 cm, the

beanr footprint is calculated to be W,,=32 km and Wr=34 km. More detailed

characteristics of the Radarsat-1 satellite are given in Appendix A.

The side-looking radar is an active system, and can determine the distance from

the radar antenna to targets on the surface below by transrnitting pulses. Because the

radar is looking at the target downwards at an angle 0., the distances between objects

- 10-
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are rneasured in a direction which is at a slant to the ground and al'e said to be recorded

in slant range. In imaging applications, the separation in slant range is not as desirable

as the real separation on the ground, known as the ground range, and can be obtained

by dividing the slant range by the sine of the look angle. In the same manner, the

grouncl range swath width W n can be found from the slant range swath width W, by

s
I
I
¡
I

w..
IM"g - ginO¿

(2.s)

A diagrarr of the slant range geometry is shown inFig.2.2.

Nadir
polnt

>f

,/ \.

t,t-*^--**
.N

Fig. 2.2. Slant range geometry of a sicle looking radar (after' [CuMc9l ]).

- lt -
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The radar geometry results in a radar bearn footprint of length W n in ground range.

This geometry also defines the near l'ange R,, and far range Ã, which are the slant

range to a target closest to the radar and farthest from the radar in the beam footprint.

2.1.2 Basic Acquisition Principle

While the radar is moving in space, it transmits a train of radar pr:lses at intervals

cletermined by fpr¡, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). For each of these pulses

radiated by the arìtenna, a pulse echo is received which provides information about the

surface hit by the beam footprint. Between successive pulses, the radar platform

ûìoves a distance of Vr/fr,r, which is often much less than the azimuth extent of the

beanr footprint W,,. Because of this small platfolm displacement, the point targets in

the radar bean-r footprint are hit by n'ìany different pulses from the radar. For example,

a point target in midswath of the Radarsat-l satellite is illuminated by

(W,,f ¡,,¡)/ V, = 55OO pr-rlses. This type of radar imaging is known as strip-map

imaging [MuVi89] and is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.

t
I
T
I
I

-12-
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I
I
!
I

W

Determining the appropriate PRF is a function of the geometry of the radar as after

the radar pulse is radiated by the antenna, it goes into a listing mode to receive the

echo. To avoid any echo overlap, the head of an echo fi'om a point target in the near

range R,, must arrive after the tail of the previous echo from a point target in the far

range R, separated by a inter-pulse period /,r,rr. These times can be expressed in terms

of distances as

) t'.1

I

f.vr/

I

Fig. 2.3. Basic plinciple of strip-mapping SAR (afteL [Lebe95]).

2R, 2R,,

itl+t,,,r*1,

- 13 -
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where V. is the propagation speed of the radar pulse ancl T/) is the time dr"rration of the

l'adar pulse. Since the slant range swath width W,. is by definition the difference of the

near range and far range, F,q.2.6 can be written as

I
I
t
¡
I

(2.7)

where tp,f = tip¡r+ x¡r. Equation 2.6 can then be combined with Eq. 2.3 to give t,,,,¡ in

terms of the ground range swath width as

I/tv -l tr.I
W,. = Rr- O.. a 

-t-¡ I ¡r 't.L

t WV
--i- z ------þ----i---^'nt.,r z stn u/
I''J

Since the PRF f ,,.1 isjust the recipl'ocal of the t,rp * t r,Eq. 2.8 can then be combined

with Eq. 2.2 to give tDtf as a function of the radar geometry

(2.8)

(2.e)

is frorn 1270H2 to

Hz to 13651 Hz for

f"<t ¡tr.J -
I

t-'pr.l

Arcos9,V,
Z),"*H sin9 ,

À ./:

^HJR
2Htan1,

In the case of the radar aboard the Radarsat-1 satellite, the PRF

1390H2, which is well below the lirnit given by Eq 2.1 of 4319

its range of look angles of 20o to 49" .

-14-
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2.1.3 Radar Range Resolution

To detect the distance to an object, a pulse is generated from the transmitter aboard

the radar platform, and radiated by the antenna as shown inFig.2.4.

Antenna

i---r- -
<.---*"'--

,^'l
Fig.2.4. Basic radar block diaglarn.

The greatly attenuated radar echo reflected from the target is then sensed by the

receiver. The distance to the target, or range, is calculated using the round-trip time of

the radar pulse /o, and the plopagation speed V, of the electromagnetic wave, where

V. is typically taken to be c, the speed of light in a vacuum. The slant range to the

target, which is the distance along which the radar signals propagate, is then given by

(2.10)

The slant range resolution ôo of the radar defines the minimum slant range

separation of two points that can be distinguished as separate by the system.

Intuitively, we can see fiom F,q.2.10, that if the head of an echo pulse arrives at the
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antenna at time t > 0 after the tail of the previous echo pulse, then they can be

distinguished by the systen.r as separate.

As an example, consider the system shown in Fig. 2.5 and the resulting received

sigrral shown in Fig. 2.6. The radar radiates a pulse of duration r,, towards the surface

rt t = r0. At t = tt, the radar pulse hits the point talget A and an echo is reflected

back towards the radar. At t = t, an echo is reflected from point target B and the

radar pulse interacts with point targets C and D. At t = t3, echoes from A and B al'e in

tl'ansit ancl separated by a non-zero time, but the echoes from C and D are not

distinguishable in time as the point targets were too close on the gror,rnd. The resulting

received signal shown in Fig. 2.6. shows that A ancl B are distinguishable, but there is

no cleal'distinction between where C ends and D besins.

The slant range resolution for the case of a single flequency pulse is therefore

given by

ôR (2.11)

where r, is the time duration radar pulse.

!
I
I
¡
I

I/r
- 

'c"lt

2
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o - ,0

L - Ll

1-tt-L)

A B CD
Fig. 2.5. Propagation of a radar pulse and separation of the echoes (after' [Lebe95]). (a) Tlie radar

radiates a pulse. (b) The pulse hits the target A and an echo is reflected. (c) An echo is reflected from
talget B and the pulse interacts with targets C and D. (d) An echo from targets C and D is reflectecì.

Received signal

-17-
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OJ:.t:
al
!:

b0:
Cd:

àl

L:

-oi

Fig. 2.6. Resulting received radar-signal (afier [Lebe95]).

Eqr"ration 2.1 I sLrggests that reclucing the time duration of the radar pulse will give

imploved range resolution indefinitely. However, as îp is reduced so is the energy

contained within a pulse and this will eventually result in a pulse contairring

inadequate energy to produce a sufficient echo signal-to-noise ratio for reliable

detection [CuMc91]. Increasing the pulse enelgy is not a complete solution either as

the degree to which the radar pulse signal intensity can be increased is limited by the

radar's available power and heat dissipation capabilities. To improve the range

resolution, a radar pulse compression technique [Cook60] using a linear .frequency

ntoclulated. (FM) radar pulse is typically used where the frequency of the ladar pulse

changes linearly in time. A plot of a linear FM radar pr,rlse is shown in Fig. 2.7 .

- 18 -
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I
I
T

O

=0

-1

0.5 1 1.5 2

Time Ips]
Fig.2.7. Linear FM radar pulse.

One of the advantages of using a pulse compression technique is that even if the

return from points at adjacent range intervals overlap in time, the shape of the pulse is

distinctive enough for signal analysis to enable the components of the superimposed

signals to be resolved using a matched filter [CuMc9l ], [OIms93]. This technique also

perrnits the use of an extended pulse at lower intensity, with lower power'

requirements, which will still emit enough energy to give a detectable return. It can be

shown [CuMc9l] that the slant range resolution for a radar using this pulse

compression technique is

,trl

,,,I

,l
,l

".1

0

LJ

Erl

{)

o
f r.

t/
-1À - ------:-
"RPC - jp

""R
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where Bo is the frequency bandwidth of the transmitted pulse. It can be further shown

that this resolution can be nrade arbitrarily fine, within practical ìimits, by increasing

the pulse bandwidth [CuMc91 ].

The ground range resolution, which is the resolution along the surface, can be

obtainecl by dividing Eq. 2.12 by the sine of the look angle to give

ôcpc =
ô^".

(2.13)
sin 0, 2Bo sin 0,

Equation 2.I3 shows that the radar system ground range resolution is determined

by the geometry of the radar and the bandwidth of the radar pulse. In fact, all

conventional radar systems, be it real apeÍture or SAR, resolve targets in the range

direction in the same way. It is the resolution of targets in the azimuth direction that

distinguishes SAR from other radar systerns [CuMc91].

2.1.4 SLRAR Azimuth Resolution

The azimuth resolution of a SLRAR is defined as the minimum separatiorr of two

targets in azimuth that can be distinguished as separate by the system. Two such

targets on the ground at the same slant range R, can only be distinguished if they are

I
!
I
I
I

V,
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not both in the radar beam at the same time. Using Eq. 2.2, the

at a slant range R" is then given by

azimuth resolution ôo^

ô¿R = Rr0r, =
RrÀo

(2 t4\

Equation 2.14 is very similar to the resolution in optics, and this equation

demonstrates that the azirnuth resolution of a SLRAR is proportional to the raclar

wavelength divided by the antenna length. This equation suggests that the azimuth

resolution can be improved by simply increasing the antenna length. Unfortunately,

this is not a possibility in all cases due to the mechanical problems involved in

constructing a precise antenna with an AL/)"R ratio greater than a few hr-lndred

fCuMc91l.

For example, if we wanted to obtain the Radarsat-1 azimuth resolution of 25

using a wavelength of 5.66x10-3,n at a slant range of 850km we would require

antenna length of about 2 km. Clearly, deploying an antenna this size in space

problematic at best, and an alternative is necessary.

)) Synthetic Aperture Radar

llt

an

is

The goal of SAR is to achieve

using a plactically sized antenna.

high resolution in both range and azimuth directions

Its ground range resolution is determined by F;q.2.5

-21 -
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where as the azimuth resolution is determined by the signal processing of the radar

echoes.

The key observation that ultirnately allowed for fine azimuth resolution with a

manageable antenna length appears to have been the work of Carl Wiley of the

Goodyear Aircraft Corporation in the early 1950s lShRR62l. Wiley observed that a

one-to-one correspondence exists between the azimuth coordinate of a reflecting

object being linearly traversed by a radar beam, and the instantaneous Doppler shift of

the signal reflected to the radar by that object. He concluded that a frequency analysis

of the reflected signals could enable finer azimuth resolution than that permitted by the

along-track width of the physical beam itself.

To better understand Wiley's observation, let us consider the radar echoes for an

isolated point target as shown in Fig. 2.8. When the radar, travelling parallel to the

point target with velocity Vr, reaches Jr1 , the point target is illuminated by the radar

beam. This point target continues to be illuminated until the radar reach xr, travelling

a distance L.The slant range R. to the point target is given by

(2.1s)

¡
I
I
!
I

aa
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where is the nearest range to the target, ;r is the position of the radar platfonll, ancl

T^ iS position of the radar platform when the range is Rn. The change in slant

range AÃ., of the target at any radar position x is then approxin-rately

Ro

the

)(Ì-xn)
AR=r 1pLt\0

(2.16)

x2

D 
RadarBeam

| !¡ffi-/
2f6 rräÊ,qh:;i11?Läd\\If-/ \

=r

Fig. 2.8. Radar-target geometry (afieL fTorni78]).
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The phase change Q(-rr) corresponding to a change in slant range AR" as a function of

radar position x is given by the quadratic function

¡
I
t
!
t

/-- -- ,2\r - ^o/AQ = l_& [wavelengths]

as a function of time can be

lz, for the radar platform and

give

(2.n)

obtained from Eq. 2.17 by assuming a

substituting the displacement (x - x¡)

The phase change

constant velocity

wirh V,(r-rs) to

,.2 . .2

0(¡) = 
v'\r-^tù 

fwavetengthsl
ÀnRo

(2.18)

(2.1e)

where the time variable / corresponds to the time at radar position x. As a time rate of

change in Eq. 2.18 causes a frequency shift, we can calculate the Doppler frequency

f o by taking the first derivative of Eq. 2.18 to give

f-
ztl{t - to)

Therefore, if the

in the return at a

ÀnRo

received signal is freqr:ency analyzed at tinre r,

time r corresponding to a slant range R" and

, any energy observed

at Dopplel frequency

4,1
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fDl
)"pR, f ¡¡

will be associated with a target at coordinate -r, = Ê. Similarly, energy at

a different Doppler frequency f o, w111be assigned to a corresponding coordinate r,.

This allows targets to be discriminated even though they are in the radar bean at the

same time.

With the use of Doppler analysis of radar returns, the azimuth resolution ôo is now

related to the resolution of the measurerìent of the Doppler frequency õr^. Frorn
-t)

Eq. 2.19 the azimuth resolution of a SAR is then

ç_(r^ -

which in theory results in

ô,

ÀoÃ"Q¡p

2vs
(2.20)

(2.21)=ot
2

as shown by Cutrona et al.ICYLH61l, [CuHa62]. Equation 2.27 presents the counter-

intuitive result that arbitrarily fine azimuth resolution is obtainable by reducing the

antenna length. This, however, assumes that the synthetic antenna length is equal to

the distance across the radar beam at each range line, which is not always valid

[CuMc9l].
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As a lower bound to this

examined to show [CuMc91]

sinrple model the PRF eqllation from Eq. 2.9 can be

(2.22)

width W, decreases as the azimuth resolution is

with Eq. 2.22, a requirement on the antenna area

'''#,,'(#)u^

This equation shows that the swath

increased. By combining this result

Ao is found [CLrMc91] so rhat

A,q = AuAr>
4V,7,"*R,,,(tan0 r)

C
(2.23)

where .R,,, is the slant range from radar to rnid swath.

2.2.1 SAR Subsystem Components

A typical SAR can be broken up into its major subsystems, as shown in Fig. 2.9.

The radar functions by first having the raclio frequencl, (RF) eÌectronics send

pulse-cornpressed radar pulses and then receiving the backscattered echoes using the

same SAR antenna. The RF electronics then downconvert to baseband and amplify the

received signal before splitting the demodulated signal into its real (or in¡thase,I) and

imaginary (or quadrature, Q) conponents for further processing by the digital

electronics.

at<
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Since older SARs did not Lìse digital electronics to prepare the signal for

transmission or recording, all processing was done on the analog SAR signal. All

conventional SARs now digitize the I and Q signals using high-speed A/D conver-rers,

passing the digitized sAR signal to the digital electronics subsystern.

I
I
¡
¡
I

SAR

Anteltna
Downlink
Antenna

The digitized SAR signal, called the raw SAR data, is then framed for on-board

storage or transmission to the ground station. It is at this stage that compression of the

raw SAR data can occur. In the event that the satellite is not in a position where it can

communicate with the ground station, on-board storage is used fol. later transmission.

2.2.2 Nature of the SAR Signal

To develop a model for the received SAR signal, the statistics used to examine the

ploperties of laser speckle patterns developed by [Good75], can be Lrsed. The

backscatter returns fl'om a synthetic aperture radar instrument can be modelled as the

superyosition of many small scatters within the antenna beam footprint [KwJo89]. The

Digital
Electronics

Downlink
Transrnitter

Fig. 2.9. Block diagram of major SAR subsystenrs.
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coherent radar return A(x,y,7.) at observation poilit (x,y,z), which is a complex-valued

function of space, is then given by

I
T

I
I
T

N

A(x, v,7) - t'.L
¿o,

I r 'K
la*le () )L\

where ao is the reflectance amplitude, Qo is the phase clelay, and the sum is over all

elementary phasor contributions, N [Good75]. To illustrate this, Fig. 2.I0 shows a tiure

scale waveform of 1000 samples from the EI-25224R test set (as described in

Appendix B).

200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Sample Number

Fig.2.10. Time wavefbrn of El-25224R tesr data.

-28 -
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Since the calculation of the signal statistics at point (x,y,z) is the statistical problem

of a randoln walk in the complex plane, the randomly phased phasors can be assumed

to have the following assumptions [Good75]:

(1) The amplitude ao and phase 0¿ of the ftth elententary phasor are statistically

independent of each other and of the arnplitudes and phases of all other

elementary phasors; and

(2) The phases Qo are uniformly distributed on rhe interval l-n.n)

Assur-nption (2) is a result of the scatters having an unknown range and the range

resolution of the SAR being much greater than the wavelength of the transrnitted SAR

signal. This then produces the result that phase excursions of many tirnes 2r radians

produce a uniform distribution on the interval l-n,n) [KwJo89]. These two properties

allow the determination of the statistical characteristics of the real and irnaginary parts,

along with the magnitude and phase, of the received SAR signal.

The real and imaginary parts of the received sAR signar are given by

1 = Real{A} la,.lcos0,.| ^l
(2.25)

laolsinQo

I
I
!
¡
I

=y.L
k=1

=y
,¿-¿

Q = Imag{A}

-29 -
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The expected values of the real and irnaginary parts of the received SAR signal is

given by

EIRe{A}] = Ietlc^lcosQrl = IeLla¡lìetcosQ*l = 0 (2.2i)
I. - | t, 

- 
1^- _

E[Im{A}l = IEtlaolsinQ¡ì = Ietla¿lìEtsinQoì = 0 (2.28)
k=l k=l

where Assumption (1) allows the calculation of the expected value of laol and Qo

separately, and Assumption (2) assures a value of zero for the expected values of both

cosQo and sinQo.

Proceeding in a similar fashion, the second order statistics of the real and

iniaginary parts of the received SAR signal are given by

't 1¡/ N
EIRe{A}"] =, I I Btl'olla,,,lJEIcosQocosQ,,,ì

k=lnt--1

= #Ë "!*
-o 2

(2.2e)
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E

I
I
¡
I

E[Im{A }') =
|"'\-
N.L

t,_1

1N
=l \-

Nlr
k,ttt=l

-n

I et l" oll",,,l lEI sin Q¿ sin Q,,, i
nt=1

(2.30)

-o

E[Re{A }Im{A }] Et 
lnfr | la,,,l I E I cos go sin Q,,,1

(2.31)

where we have used the fact that independent and uniforrnly distributed phases exhibit

the exnectations

= I S P'llaol2l
NL 2t.- 1

)

ElcosQocos0,rl = EIsinQosinQ,,] =

EIcosQosinQ,,,] = 0

If we now slrppose that the number N of elementary

Iarge, the centr¿rl limit theorem dictates that the real

received SAR signal are Gaussian. Using this fact with

(2.33)

phasor contributions is very

and imaginary parts of the

the results from Eqs. 2.24 to

fr

1;

k=t¡t

l, ¿ -^-

(2.32)
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F,q.2.16, the probability density function of the real and imaginary parts of the

received SAR signaÌ can be rnodeled as

Thus, the real and iniaginary parts of the received SAR signal can be modelled as

uncol'related Gaussian distributions with zero means and identical variances.

The magnitude M and phase 0 of the received SAR signal can be related to the

real and imaginary palts of A using the transformation

M = Re{A }2 +Im{A}2 (2.36)

',2-^
,, ^2t¿o

T-.t x | - 

-p

I x \'^ /-' R la-\) N L)L

4
1^Lt¿6

ïv\Y ) = 
-e' oJ2n

^ Im{A }u = al'ctanR"{A}

_M

1 ^2t¿o
I¡a\|vt) = )e

2o'

(2.34)

(2.3s)

(2.31)

giving the probability density function of the magnitude M as

(2.38)
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and the probability density function of the phase 0 as

fe(e)
1

2n
(2.3e)

(2.40)

Thus, the probability density function of the rnagnitnde M of the received SAR signal

can be modeled as a Rayleigh distribution and the phase as uniformly distributed on

the interval l-n,n). It should also be noted that

f ¡as(M,0) = .f¡a(M)/o(e)

and hence the magnitude and phase are statistically independent at any given point.

This model for the received SAR signal is very close to the true statistics of the

received SAR signal. Figures 2.11 to 2.13 show histograms of a block of data from the

El-25224R test set, while Fig. 2.14 shows a normal probability plot of the same block

of data. The latge probability at the tails of the histogl'am can be attributed to the

limited dynamic range of the A/D converter used to quantize the data aboard the

ERS-1 satellite.

Figure 2.14 shows that the block of raw SAR data does in fact follow a normal

distribution, except at the tails where there is deviation. Our rnodel for raw SAR data

also assumes that the sarnples are uncorrelated. If the signals were uncol'related we

would expect an autocorrelation plot as shown in Fig. 2.15.
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Fig. 2.17. Histogranl of real and imaginaly data fi'om the ERS 1-25224R SAR dataset.
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Fig. 2.13. Histograrn of magnitude data fiom the ERS 1-25224R SAR dataset.
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This plot shows that except for lag 0, which by definition is non zero, the random

Gaussian signal has zero aLttocorrelation. When we now calculate the autocorrelation

for successive range samples of ERSI-25224R raw SAR data, we see that the

autocorrelation is no longer zero. Autocorrelation plots of the raw SAR data are shown

in Figs. 2.16 and 2.11 . h" is this "low correlation" of the raw SAR data that will be the

target of exploitation of the wavelet transform technique used in this thesis.
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Fig. 2.17. Normalized autocorrelation plot of ERS l-25224R raw SAR data and lae of 10.
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The data sets used in this thesis are from the ERS-], ERS-2, and Radarsat-l

satellites, all of which operate at a single frequency and single polarization. Starting

with the ENVISAT [MucLr95], which was launched on March j, 2002, the sAR

systerìl on-board the spaceborne platfolms will all be fully polarimetric SAR systerns

and will open a new generation in SAR technology. Although the rnodel developed for

the raw SAR signal does not address polarirnetric data dilectly, the zero-mean

Gaussian model presented in this section is still used to model polarimetric data

[McCS98], [MuCu95].

2.2.3 SAR Processing

Once the raw SAR data have been received at the ground station it mLlst be

processed to form the final SAR product. It is this processing step that correlates all

Doppler components for ground targets. Originally, this processing was done using

optical lenses [CLPU66], however, all current processing is done using numerical

computers. The conventional, and most widely seen SAR product is the SAR

amplitude image, however, SAR systems are increasingly being used fol non-imaging

applications such as interferometric and multi-temporal differential applications.

Today, diverse disciplines such as physical oceanography measuring moving cul'rents,

moving target detection on the ground, digital mapping, and global changes are

common uses for SAR data.

¡
I
I
I
I
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The processor used in this thesis is the Alaska SAR Processor (ASP) from the

Alaska SAR Facility (ASF) in Fairbanks Alaska. Details about the ASP can be found

in [Olms93]. Processed images of all data sets used in this thesis are shown in

Appendix B.

Summary

This chapter has discr,tssed the basis of SLRAR and SAR systems and the azimuth

resolution benefits of using SAR. This increased resolution is possible as the SAR

systems employ the use of signal processing to detect multiple targets in the beam

footprint. As a model for the raw SAR data, the laser speckle n-rodel developecl by

[Good75] has been suggested. This model shows that the statistics of the I and e

components of the raw SAR data are totally uncorrelated zero mean Gaussian, with

identical variances. The zero rnean Gaussian statistics conform with real SAR data,

however, the data are not completely uncorrelated, as shown by plots of the l-ange

autocorrelation, rather raw SAR data is low-correlated. This model for the raw SAR

data will be the foundation of the development of the DWT compression technique

deveìoped in the next chapters.

t
I
I
t
I

2.3
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The heart of compression is the notion of representing the information contained

within a piece of data using a srnaller number of information units. Since the reduction

of information units has a limit, after which some information is actually lost, this type

of compression is known as lossy compression, and is the class of compresslon

techniques examined in this thesis.

To compress a piece of data (a sarnple) and reconstruct it using lossy compressio¡,

a pl'ocess of removing inforrnation occurs. This processes is called quantization, and it

is the process by which intervals of data values are represented by a single value. One

of the most commonly used methods of quantization is the rounding of real numbers to

their nearest integers. In such a quantization, the lrteasure of the distortion caused by

this loss can be evaluated by the mean of the square of the error of all data quantized,

known as the ûìean squared error.

When performing scalar quantization on a string of data, the quantizer does not

take advantage of any correlation that may exist within the string. As a result, the

quantization may be suboptimal as the quantized data will still exhibit this correlation.

One techniqr-re to remove the correlation, and enhance the compression by

representing the clata using fewer information units, is to apply a decorrelation

C Þrnn

ffi

-40-
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transform to the stf ing of data. After the transform, there rnay be an energy compaction

of transform coefficients which would allow a good representation of the original

string using only a few of the coefficients. By qr-rantizing only these important

coefficients, the overall compression techniqr"re often provides less distortion. The

wavelet transfot'm is such a decorrelating transform and has been used for several year

by many researchers.

This chapter presents the necessary theory and practical concepts on data

compression and wavelets for the rest of the thesis. These techniques will be revisited

in subsequent chapters as they are applied to the compression of raw SAR data. This

chapter does not attempt to give a complete explanation for compression and the

theory of wavelets, but rather provide a basis of relevant information for the reader.

Additional information of compression can be found in [Sayoo96], [GeGr91], and

[GrNe98], and readers interested in further resources for wavelets are directed to

[Daub92], [Kais94], and [StNg96].

Data Compression

One of the key challenges for data compression can be simply explained by the

problem of having too much information and not enough space (i.e., memory or

bandwidth). A sin-rple compression techniqr"re can be described as taking an input

stream of syrnbols oj, where the set of symbols is called the alphabet, and

transforming them into an output stream of codewords which utilize less space than

I
I
I
I
¡

3.1
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the inpr-rt strean. This immediately leads to the question what exactly constitutes the

information, and what is the impact of making the information fit in the space

available. The definition of information used in this thesis is the clefinition by Shannon

[Shan48] whereby the first order entropy of a memoryless source with symbol

alphabet I = { o 1, a2, ..., o¡¿} is given by

T

I
I
¡
I

N
H, = -! /;,log"l.rt / ,r I azr l Ibitsisymbol] (3.1)

where p, is the probability of the 7 rh synrbol.

The entropy of a particular source tells us what the avel'age amount of information

wor"rld be for any message from that source. The entropy also tells us what is the

maximum compression achievable without losing any information. If we take, for

example, the case of 5-bit quantized raw SAR data from the El-22089R data set, we

find a lst order entropy of 4.5452 bits. This tells us that there is only

5 - 4.5452 = 0.4548 bits of redundancy in each of the 5-bit codewords. This enrropv

is an important threshold because if we attempt to fit this data into codewords of Iess

than the entropy of the data then we will start to lose information. Compression of this

type is known as lossy compression as we are losing some information.

A'
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3.2 Quantization

In many ìossy compression applications, it is necessal'y to repl'esent each source

output using only a small number of codewords. Some information is lost as the

number of possible distinct source output values is larger than the number of

codewords available to represent them. Perhaps the most commonly used technique of

quantization is the rounding off of real numbers to the nearest integer. More generally,

a qttantizer q can be defined to consist of a set of decision boundaries

B = {b,;ie 11} togetherwithasetof reproductionvalues Y = {y,;ieIr},where

1' and I, arc sets of consecutive integers. The overall quantizer q can then be defined

AS

q(x) = !¡ xe S, (3.2)

where S, = (b¡-l,b¡l is a partition of the real line S bounded by the decision

boundaries å,_' and b, designed so that the partitions are disjoint and exhaustive.

The erol' D due to the quantization 4 is for a single point ,x given as

D = x-q(x) = (x-_y;) 13 3l
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A simple quantizer with five reproduction levels

quantizer as a collection of intervals bordered by

the reproduction value fol each interval.

is shown in Fig 3.1. This shows the

the decision boundaries along with

),0

*
)1

*
)'3

*
fa

*
)'2

*

bo l) j b2 bj

Fig. 3.1. A nonunif'orm quantizer with 5 r'eproduction levels.

A qr-rantizer is said to be a uniform quantizer if the leproduction values ))- are

equally spaced by an interval called the quantization step A and the decision

boundal'ies b, are midway between adjacent reproduction levels. If the quantization is

to occul' on the real line, and an infinite number of quantization levels are not

available, all cells will have width A except for the two outermost cells which will be

semi-infinite. An example of a uniform quantizer with a quantization step A and 8

reprodurction values is shown inFig.3.2.

)'0

*
)¡
*

),2

*
)'3

*
la

*
)-s

*
)'7

*
)'6

*

3A 4A

Fig.3.2. A unifblni quantizer with quantization step Â and 8 reproduction values.

In compression the obvious goal of a quantizer is to minimíze the error D so that

the quantized data is close to the original. One way to determine the quality of the
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quantizer is to define a distortion metric D(x,y¡) to quantify the distortion resulting

from the quantization of ,x to -y,. There have been many rnetrics developed to assess

the distortion caused by a lossy compression technique, one of the most common is the

nxeüt'L squared error (MSE) defined as

I
I
T
I
I

1N
o'^= \-tJ,/,

;- ì

þ,

)0,_,r'- v ¡)2f ,(x)dx (i 4\

(3.5)

where lf (;r) is the probabili4, ¿¿¡rt¡* functiort (PDF) of the source ;r . To measure the

size of the error relative to the signal, the ratio of the average squared value of the

source output and the MSE can be calculated to give the signal to cluantization noise

rarlo (SQNR) which is defined as

62
SQNR = 101og,6]

6D
IdB]

where orl is the variance of the source x. Using the MSE as a metric, Shannon derived

an equatioti to give the minimum achievable distoltion of a Gaussian distributed

source for a given rate R. From his rate-distortion theory, this distortion is given by

) ) _)p
6b = 6r-2'" (3.6)
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Using F,q.3.6, the SQNR can then be expressed as

n2
sQNR = l0logro-;=

6.r-2 -"

= rorog,e-: Q'i)
2

= 20logro2= 6.02R tdBl

and is called the Shannon bound for a siven rate R.

3.2.L Scalar Quantization

Scalar quantization is the process of quantizing source strings, one symbol at a

tirne. That is to say the quantizer will examine only one source outplrt at a time, and

then output the appropriate reconstruction value. There are two types of scalar

quantizers, ltniform and non-uniform quantizers. A popular example of uniform scalar

quantizer is an A/D convel'ter.

When using a non-uniform quantizer for a source with a known distribution it is

optimum to use a PDF optimized quantizer. With the chosen distortion metric, the task

of designing a PDF optimized quantizer is to choose a set of decision boundaries Í

and reconstrLlction values B to minimize the distortion 62D = f@, Y) .
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separately, Joel Max [Max60] and sruart Lloyd [Lloy82.l developed a ser of

equations to solve Y and B for a given PDF iteratively, using the MSE as a metlic,

giving rise to the Max-Lloyd algorithm as shown in Table 3.2. The SeNR of a

Gaussian PDF optimized non-unifonn quantizer is shown in Table 3.1 cornpared to the

Shannon bor¡nd.

Table 3.1 SQNR of Gaussian optinized quantizer and Shannon Bound.

bits/sample
SQNR in dB

PDF Ootimized Shannon Bound

2 9.30 12.04

J 14.61 18.06

4 20.17 24.08

It can be shown that for a known probability distributioll, the PDF optimized

quantizer is the optimum scalar quantizer [Sayo96]. As can be seen fi'om the SQNR

results shown in Table 3.1, the PDF optimized quantizer is still quite far from the

Shannon bound. In fact, the PDF optirnized quantizer performs on average 4 dB worse

than the Shannon bound for bit rates of 2-4 bits/sample. This disparity demonstrates

that the optirnal scalar quantizer is not the overall optimal quantizer, and that other

quantization scheme may be superior.

!
I
¡
¡
I
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Table 3.2 Max-Lloyd algorirhrn.

Step Description

I (o\-M
varues ty¡ 'j¡=Start with a set of reconstruction

¡ô\
SeL k = 0, D'"' = 0.
Select a threshold e.

2

. , (k) rj?, *rj*)
Dotìnoat.lesD...= 

2
Find the decision

N b:r'

,ì Iu:r),Q
Compute the distortion D(ft) - y)zf,(x)dx

/1

If DG) _ DG-'). e then stop, otherwise continue.

5 Set k+

Compute the new reconstruction values ,Ío' =

lr(,0 
- '\

[uur ,"'fJÐd'
b(k- 

t)

llr--,',r'{')o'

Go to step 2.

3.2.2 Vector Quantization

Vector quantization extends the concept of quantization from just one syrnbol at a

time, to a string of symbols. The input string is qLrantized by comparing it to all

codevectors in its codebook, to determine which one has the lowest distoltion, then

representing it by that codevector. This process is essentially a rnulti-dimensional

quantization, where the decision boundaries of the quantizer now produce

N-dimensional partitions of the N-dimensional space, where N is the length of the
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codevectol's. Vector quantization can be shown to always be at least as good as scalar

quantization [GeGr91] because by considering more than one symbol at a time, the

strllcture that n-ray be present in the source can be exploited. The basic vector

quantization algorithrn is shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Basic vector quantization algorithm.

Step Description

I Create a N-dimensional vectol X from N source samoles.

2 Compute the distortion

{v,}!=,

D between X and all codevectors

3 Represent the input vector X as the codevector with the smallest
distortion.

The choice of codebook is of paramount concern when using vector qlrantizatior.l,

as a poorly designed codebook will produce suboptirnal results. Perhaps the most

commonly used algorithm for codebook design is the one developed by Linde, Buzo,

and Gray known as the LBG-algorithm [LiBG8O]. Their key paper [LiBG8O]

generalized the Max-Lloyd algorithm for the case of a known source distribution

where the inputs are no ìonger scalars, but are vectors. The generalized Max-Lloyd

algorithm shown in Table 3.4.

T

I
I
I
I
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Table 3.4 Generaìized Max-Llovd alsorithm for codebook desisn.

Step Description

of reconstruction values tvlq¡l=Start with an initial set

Set À = 0, D(o) = 0.
Selectathreshold e.

I

2 Find the quantization regions

V',0' = {X : cl(X, Yi) < d(X, Yj) Yj + i}
a
J M

=t
.¿-¿

;- I {,-, 
ll" - vlo)ll' r ¡xt axCompute the distortion D(k)

,4

DG) _ DG- t)
If <€ then stop, otherwise continue.

DG)

5 Setk= k+1.

Find the new reconstruction

centroids of {Vlk 
- t'} 

.

Go to Step 2.

values tvlÐ¡l=, that are the

An obvious practical problem with this algorithm is that it depends on knowing the

multi-dimensional PDF of X. Furthermore integrals are required to calculate the

distortion and centroids of odd-shaped regions in N-dimensional space at every

itelation step.

Of greater practical interest is the codebook design algorithm developed by

[LiBG80] for an unknown source distribution that works on a training set of vectors.

The algolithm more cornmonly known as the LBG algorithm is shown in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 LBG algolithm for vector quantizer codebook design

Step Description

Start with an initial set of reconstruction values {V',0'}Ï=, and a

set of training vectors {X,, }l= ,

Set k = 0, D(o) = 0.

Selectathreshold e.

2
Find the quantization regions {v',r'}!=, that are given by

,lo' = {X,,:d(X,,,Y¡)<(l(X,,,Yi) Vj+i} i = 1,2,...,M

1
J

Compute the average of the distortions D(fr) b-t*"en the training
vectors and their reconstruction value.

4
D&) _ D&- 1)

( g then stop, otherwise continue.
DG)

If

Setk= k+l.
Find the new reconstruction values + VlÐ ¡l=, that are the average

valLre of the elernents in each of the quantization regions VG- 
t) 

.

Go to Step 2.

The LBG algorithm guarantees that the distortion will not increase from iteration

to iteration, but it does not guarantee that the algorithm will converge to the optimal

solution. As can be seen from the algorithm steps, shown in Table 3.5, the final

codebook is heavily dependent on the choice of the initial reconstruction values. To

address this, [LiBG80] describe a codebook initialization for the LBG algorithm called

the splitting technique. The splitting technique is shown in Table 3.6.
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Thble 3.6 LBG splitting technique.

Step Description

I SetM = I anddefine y? = EtXl,thecentroidof thetraining

set.

Define a fixed purtubation vector e.

2
Given the leconstruction values tV',k)¡l=¡ , "split" each vector f,
into two close vectors Y, + e and Y ¡ - ¿. The set of reconstruction

values now has 2M vectols.

Reolace M = 2M.

3
Apply the LBG algorithrn on the reconstrlrction values tV(,k) ll= ,

to obtain an M -level vector ouantizer.

A If M = N then stop, otherwise go to step 2.

Using the splitting techniqr,re on a training set, the codebook is doubled at each

iteration until the desired number of levels in the codebook is reached. By using the

final codebook from the LBG algorithm of the previous iteration at each "splitting",

the codebook is gr,raranteed to be at least as good as the codebook prior to splitting. If

the desired number of levels is not a power of two, then, during the last iteration,

instead of generating two new reconstruction values for each previous reconstruction

value during the splitting step, only the necessary number of vectors are perturbed.

The reconstruction points chosen to be pelturbed should be those with the largest

distortion, or the largest number of training set vectors.
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3.3 Quantization in the Transform Domain

The motivation behind transfolm coding is that if a sequence of inputs is

transformed into another sequence, in which most of the infolmation is contained in

only a few eletnents, then fewer bits would be required to represent the same

information, or reduced distortion would be possible using the same number of bits.

For the case of a linear transform, the tl'ansforn'ì can be represented as

where a seqLlence of transform coefficients { 0,, } is obtained from the sequence of

inputs {",,}. The oliginal sequence {xu} can be recovered frorn the transformed

sequence via the inverse transfonn, which can be represented as

N-t
e"- !x,a..,

rt / t I tt, L

l=0

N-l
x,.= ye,ó..,

¡t /

i=0

(3.8)

(3 e)

The characteristics of the transforrnecl sequence are generally different than the

characteristics of the input, as the characteristics of {0,,} are deterrnined by their

position within the sequence. If the amount of information contained within the

coefficients at different locations is different, it would be beneficial to assign more bits

to the quantization of these coefficients. A measure of the differine infol'mation of the
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different coefficients is the variance of each element o'fr. , where ofr is the variance of

the nth coefficient. Using the MSE as the distortion criterion, a bit allocation for the

transform coefficients can be found as [Sayo96]

Rr = R *)tos,
2

O6

lvl¡M
l--f t -L ¡' '

I I weor

(3.10)

where rR* is the number of bits assigned to the kth coefficient, R is the average bits per

coefficient desired, and M is the number of coefficients to be quantized. This equation

will minimize the Ro s, but does not guarantee that the bit allocations will be integers

or even positive. The standard approach to this problem is to round all R,. s to the

nearest integer, zerc all negative Ro s, and then uniformly reduce all the non-negative

Ro s until the average rate is equal to A .

The fundamental idea of transform coding is that by performing a suitable linear

transformation on an input vector, a new vector can be obtained. The new vectot.,

called the transform coefficients, might have the feature that the coefficients are much

less correlated than the original samples. With this corlelation removed, the

information may be much more compact in the sense of being concentrated in only a

<,1
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few of the transform coefficients. Having in this sense removed (or reduced)

redundancy, the hope is to be able to qlrantize these coefficients niore efficiently.

The objective is then to find the transform that most decorrelates the inpr-lt. An

optinlal decorrelation for a Gaussian distribution was developed by Karhunen-Loeve,

called the Karhunen-Loeve transform (KTL) [Sayoo96]. Unfortunately, KLT is

irnpractical as it requires the calculation of the autocorrelation matrix for each block of

inpr-rt data [Sayoo96]. Consequently, other transforms, such as the wavelet transfornr,

have recently becorne very attractive in transform coding due to their energy

compaction capabilities, as described below.

3.4 Wavelets and the Wavelet Transform

3.4.1 Preliminaries

Before discussing the wavelet transform, it is useful to describe the vectorial space

within which we will define the wavelet transform. The vector space used in this thesis

is referred to as the L2(R) space and is the vector space of all square integrable real

valued functions. A function /(x) is said to be square integrable if

and any function that exists in the L2ß) space must satisfy Eq. 3.11.

¡
I
I
I
I

lr ^. -ra ,
llt(J )l'dx < *
I" ' "

r
(3.1 1)
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3.4.2 Origins of the Wavelet Transform

Perhaps one of the most useful transformations of the 20th century in signal

processitlg has been the Fourier transform, which decomposes a signal into sinusoidal

waveforms of different frequencies. Users of the Fourier transform have been able to

transform a signal mathematically from the time domain to the frequency domain.

Although for many applications, working in the frequency domain has been

extremely usefill and sufficient for the application, the Fourier transform has some

rnajor drawbacks. The most serious drawback is that all time information is lost in the

Fourier transform. Without this tirne information, an event could be seen in the

fi'equency domain, but no information regarding when it occurred would be available.

An advancement of the Fourier transform, to allow some time resolution, was

developed by Gabor called the vvindowed-Fourier transþrnt (WFT) [Daub92l. In the

WFT, only a small "window" of the signal is analyzed at one time and is therefore able

to provide some information about the time and the frequencies that occul'red in the

window. Unfortunately, due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, both time and

frequency can not be known with absolute precision, and thus the V/TF has liniited

precision for both time and frequency that is determined by the size of the window.

While the V/FT does provide information about both frequency and time, once the

window size is chosen for the time domain, that window size is fixed for all
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frequencies. The wavelet transform addresses this problem of inflexible window sizes

by examining the signal using variable sized regions. In wavelet analysis, Iong tirne

legions are usecl where precise low-frequency inforrnation is required, and shorter

time intervals where high-freqLrency information is reqr,rired. Each of these legions

allow the signal to be examined at different scales, and thus bypasses the problern of

certainty outlined by Heisenberg. The window regions of the wavelet transform in

contrast to the Fourier transform and SFT al'e shown in Fis 3.3.

¡
I
I
I
a

ïime
(c)

The wavelet transform can be r:sed to

coefficients Llsiltg scaled and shifted versions

Anrplitude
(b)

Time
(d)

decompose a signal /(r) into wavelet

of a single function as the basis for the

o
0)

=
0)

u_

oÐ
f
.È
lf,-
E

q)
5-c)

LL

Fig. 3.3. Window shapes fbr (a) time domain, (b) frequency domain, windowed Foulier tlansfbrm
domain, and (d) wavelet domain (fì'orn [MMOP02]).

3.4.3 The Continuous Wavelet Transform
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decomposition of a signal. This single function is known as the mother wavelet V(t)

and b -shifted and a-scaled versions are defined as

(3.12)

The wavelet coefficients vrl.,.,, with this basis function are obtained as the inner

prodlrct of the original signal /(r) with the ry.,. ¡(r) to give

(3. r3)

The original function f(t) can be recovered florn the wavelet coefficients by

| /t-l¡\
Vr,,uQ) = .V(.-JJa\Q/

I æ æ I It

f(t) = ; I l trn. ¡,t)t,, ¡,(t)ff
v ìrr 

-æ -æ Ll
Y

where

(3.14)

(3. l5)c.,, _ ¡-lv(rrr)12r,rJ0û)

and Y(ot) is the Fourier transfolm of V(r).
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Intuitively, Eq 3.14 holds true only when 0< Cv<-, which is known as the

admissibiLity conditio¡2. For the admissibility condition to be satisfied it is necessary

that Y(0) = 0, which says that the mother wavelet ry(/) mLrst be zero mean (small

wave). An additional requirement on y(r) is that it belongs b L2(R). This irnplies

that lY(ro)12 must decay to zeÍo as o goes to infinity. These requiremenrs on ìy(/)

mean that the energy in Y(rrl) is localized in a narrow frequency band which in turn

allows the wavelet frequency Iocalization capabilities. The wavelet transform

algorithrn is shown in Table 3.7.

When both the scaling parameter a and shifting parameter å are continuous, then

the transform is said to be the continuous wavelet transþnn (cwr). unfortunately,

the CWT is not useful in practice as there is an infinite number of coefficients and

each coefficient requires an integration over all time. To make the wavelet transform

more practical, the scaling and shifting parameters can be discretized Lo give the

d.is c rete w av eI et tran sfo rm (DWT).

!
I
I
¡
¡
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Step Description

1 Take a wavelet and compare it to a section at the start of the
original signal.

¿ Calculate the correlation wr,,, between the wavelet is with this

section of the signal.

Signal

Wavelet

Wr,,t, = 0.122321

3 Shift the wavelet to the right and repeat steps 1 and 2 until the
whole sisnal has been covered.

Signal

Wavelet t)--'v

W,,, 
b

4 Scale the wavelet and repeat steps I through 3.

.,n^,, f,-r{/ffi
ÈrË

Wavelet E

0.1642

5 Repeat steps 1 through 4 for all scales.

Table 3.7 Wavelet tlansfblm algorithm (fì'om [MMOPO2]).
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3.4.4 Discrete Wavelet Transform

Intr-ritively, the discrete versions of a and å must be related to each other because

if the scale makes the basis function narrow, then the shifting steps should be

correspondingly srrall, and vice-versa. There ale a number of ways that a and b can

be chosen, however, the most popular are

Itla=ao (3.16)

b = nboa'ó' (3.11)

where both nt and n are integers, d0 = 2,and bo = 7. The waveletbasis functions

of the DWT for an m -scale and n -shift are given by

V,r, uQ) = 2-"'/2v(2-"'t - rt) (3.18)

with wavelet coefficients

w,,,,,, = (f(t), v,,,, ,r(t)) = no"" lf{t)''lttoo"'t - nbo)dt (3. r e)

-(.)1-
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If the admissibility condition is satisfied, then reconstrLlction is possible frorn the

wavelet coefficients by

¡
I
¡
I
¡

f(r) = 
Ìì 

w,,,,,v,,,,,,(t) (3.20)

In the CWT, both the time function /(r) and the transform are continuous. The

DWT improves the practicality of the wavelet transform by discretizing the scaling

and shifting parameters to give a wavelet series for the continuous time fr-rnction f(t) .

In the real world, signals of interest are usr-rally sampled functions that are discl'ete in

time. Fol' the wavelet transform to be useful in the analysis of such signals, both the

time and the frequency representation must be discrete. Several techniques exist to

deal with such signals, the most common being the ntultiresolution analysis (MRA)

developed by Mallat [Mall89].

3.4.5 Multiresolution Analysis

The general procedure behind Mallat's MRA [Mall89] is to decompose a discrete

signal l[;r] into an approxirnation signal A,lx) and a detail signal D,lx), where j is

the resolution of the multiresolutior.l analysis, and the brackets signify the specific

element of the discrete sisnal.

l^1
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3.4.5.1 Matltenxatical Preliminaries

A mnltiresolution analysis in L2@) consists of a sequence of successive

approximation spaces V, that satisfy the following properties:

(l) The spaces are nested subspaces of lower resolution spaces

v-= {0} c . ..cVt c Vo c V_t c ... cV* = 12 (3.21)

as shown glaphically in Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.4. MRA approxirnation spaces.

(2) The closure of the union of all subspaces must be the L2@) space

l) v¡ = L2(R)
jeZ

vo

VI

v2

vj

v4
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(3) The intersection of all subspaces must be the null space

î\ V, = {0}J-

jez
(3.23)

(a) The space of a function is invarianr to integer shifting

flrleV,eflx-kleV, YkeZ (3.24)

(5) All spaces are scaled velsions of the central space yo

.f(r) e V, e f(y' x) e Vo (3.2s)

If the spaces v, satisfies Properties 1 to 5, then the spaces V, form an MRA and

there exists a function 0(x) e L2G) called the scaling function of the MRA where

{Q¡,,rJx e Z} is an orthonormal basis of V, (3.26)

and Q(x) is defined for any 2r-scaling and n-shifting as

Q¡,,,(') = (fr)", 2-i x - n) (3.21)
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and the projection of a signal fl;rl onto V, is called an approximation of the signal

flxl at the resolution 7.

Flom the subspaces (v,,i e z) in Eq. 3.21, we define another sequence of

subspaces of Lz(R) , (W j,j e Z) where I4l, is rhe orthogonal complernent of V, in

V;- I such that

V, , = V'@
J'| I

w.l

I
I
I
¡
¡

as shown graphically with the spaces V,

MRA assumptions, there exists a function

(3.28)

(3.2e)

t3 301

in Fig. 3.5. It can be shown that under the

V(x), called the mother wavelet, such that

WjLWkfor.i+k

ojez
L2ß)v/

W.= Span{V,,r,,r,ne Z}

and {yr,,r,.i,ne Z} forms an orthornormal

defined for any 2/ -scaling and n-shifting as

(3.3 1)

basis of L2ß). The funcrion y(-x) is

v¡, ,,(x) = ()'r, 2-i x - n)

-65-
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vo

vl wl

v2 w2

vj w-
-1

v4 w4

Fig. 3.5. MRA approximation and detail spaces.

3.4.5.2 MRA Analysis Algorithm

If we denoteby A, and Dithe approximation and the detail of the signal flxl at

the resolution i therr

A, = y ([ 0, ..)0,J L \', rJ,ill fl,n

ne Z

Dj= >(f,V;,,)V;,,
tteZ

l3 3?l

(3.34)

and from 8q.3.28

A, t = A,+D,.
J-I J J

(3.3s)

where al, = (A¡,Q¡,r) and dJ,, = U,Vj,,r) are the apploxirnation and detail

coefficients respectivel y.
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Fronr the fact that Q(x) e y0 c v_, and frorn Eq. 3.26,by the definition of Span

there exists hþtl, n e Z such that

0(x)= \hln)þ;,,,(r)=J2 lhtn)þ(2x-n) (3.36)
neZ neZ

Also, as V(x) e wocv_, and from F,q.3.28, by the definition of Span there exists

glnl,neZsuchthat

V(x) = | stnìV_',,,(x) = Jz I slnJV(zx-n) (3.31)
ne Z ne Z

using the definition of al, froni Eq. 3.33, and combining with Eq. 3.3j, the

approximation coefficients can be represented as

niu = UIxl, ZnttlO_,,,,(x))
k e z 

(3.3g)

= L nfU(flxl,07- r, r *r,,(x))
ke Z

by substituting / = k + 2n,8q.3.38 can be expressed as

eru = Zntt-2nl(flxl,Q;_r,¿(x)) e.3g)
ke Z
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bnt (fl.n1, Q; _ r, ¿(")) is cti,,- I therefore

(ri,, 7, n¡zn - klnt,; I

4

ke Z

di, = Z, StZ,, - kfnt,,-'
ke Z

where h[n1 = hf-nl. Using the same arguments, the detail coefficients can be

obtained by

(3.40)

(3.41)

where ãlnl = g[-nl

The MRA analysis algorithm is r:sed to decompose the approxirnation and detail

coefficients at resolution j from the approxirnation coefficients at resolution Ì - 1 .

These equations are simply a convolution of the signal with the filter coefficients,

followed by a downsampling by two. This recursive procedure is shown graphically in

Fig. 3.6.
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A") D2 Dl

3.4.s.3

Fig. 3.6. Disclete wavelet tlansfblrn using filter banks (From Dans0il.

MRA Syntltesis Algoritltnt

Using a similar argument as the MRA analysis algorithm, the MRA synthesis

alsorithm is

di,- t =

+Dl(>,rrr,- /.r,{'l\T) (3.42)

!s[2ri - kld.l/ ," '
k
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3.5 Summary

Data compression is the task of placing information in less space than originally

allotted. Two popr,rlar compression techniques discr-rssed in this chapter include scalar

quantizatiou, whet'e only one symbol is considered at a time, and vector quantization

where strings of syrnbols are considered. Since both of these techniques result in a loss

of information, they are called lossy compression techniques. Another compression

technique discussed was the quantization of transform coefficients. By transforrning a

signal into a transform domain, such as the Fourier domain or wavelet domain, the

intersymbol correlation may result in energy compaction of the coefficients. If this

were to occltr, then a quantization of only the important coefficients could be

performed to result in a higher quality compression technique.

The wavelet based transform technique will be used in further chapters to develop

a raw SAR data compression technique. The wavelet transform decomposes a signal

using scaled and shifted versions of a wavelet basis function. Stéphane Mallat

developed a multiresolution analysis technique for the discrete wavelet transform

using filter banks. This filter bank technique allows the fast computation of wavelet

coefficients and will be used in the development of a VHDL wavelet transformer

examined in future chapters.

-10 -
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This chapter presents an overview of all known current raw SAR data compression

techniques, organized into three sections: techniqr-res using scalar quantization,

techniques using vector quantization, and techniques in the transform dornain. Several

articles have been written comparing different raw SAR data techniques, interested

readers are directed to [KuDCg4], [SBBE94], [BeSMg5], lpaclggl, and tElBKOll.

For raw SAR data aboard a spaceborne synthetic aperture radar with a data rate of

R,.,,nu to be transmitted within a bandliniited channel of bandwidth B 
", 

a compression

ratio of at least 8,.r,*/Br:l is necessary. For example, in the case of the Radarsat-l

satelìite with a maximum 8,.,,. of about 310 Mbits/s and a B. of 105 Mbits/s, a

compression ratio of about 3:1 is necessary.

Typicalìy a downlink data rate of 8,,r,* cannot be achieved, since it would require

a large downlink transmitter and antenna subsystem that cannot be accommodated

within the platform resources, given the large mass and power requirements of the

SAR. The alternative is to reduce the system performance by modifying the system

design or adding compression to the data collection procedure [cuMc91].

-11 -
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A complession technique to be ernpìoyed in the conlpression of raw SAR data has

two main objectives, (i) allow transmission of the raw SAR data in the bandlimited

channel, and (ii) preserve as much of the information as possible. These two objectives

are often competing, and finding a balance is only made more difficult due to the

noise-like characteristics of the raw SAR data and the high entropy conservation.

4.1 Techniques [Jsing Scalar Quantization

4.1.1 Quantization of the SAR Signal

As early as 19J7, compression of raw SAR data has been the topic of research

[LiBu77] dne the enormous amount of data generated from a SAR system. Perhaps the

sirlplest compression technique for raw SAR data is the quantization of data itself

[LiBu77.l. The technique discussed in [LiBu77] addresses the problem of storing and

transmitting the raw SAR signal, before being processed into a SAR image, by

digitizing the analog received SAR signal into digital raw SAR data. With rhe

advancements in digital computing, the quantization of the raw SAR data aboard the

radar itself using a A,/D converter is now used on almost all SAR satellites.

4.r.2 compression using Precision Loss and Radiometric Loss

Pelhaps the most significant constraint in the design of a SAR system is the

bandlimited downlink channel. The bandwidth necessary for a given SAR system is

I
I
¡
!
T
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determined by three key factors, filst, the number of bits used in the A/D conversion,

second, the baseband bandwidth of the received SAR signal, and third, the PRF. The

bandwidth of the received SAR signaì, and the PRF are both determined by the

geometry of the SAR radar. There are several options available to attempt a reduction

in the required bandwidth by altering the radar geometry. Some of the available

options are [CuMc91]:

(1) Increase the length of the SAR antenna and reduce the PRF at the expense of

increased nass and degraded azimuth resolution;

(2) Reduce the bandwidth of the transmitted radar pulse and/or the oversampling

factor to reduce the A/D converter sampling frequency at the expense of

degraded range resolution;

(3) Reduce the swath width by increasing the incidence angle or changing the

radar geometry at the expense of reduced ground coverage and increased

geometric distortion from foreshortening and layover effects [CuMcgl Ch.8];

(4) Reduce the quantization performed by the A/D converter to fewer bits per

sarnple at the expense of increased distortion noise and, therefore, degraded

radiometric accuracy.

Of all the options mentioned above, Option 4 has been rnost typically used aboard

SAR systems as the range and azimuth resolution are still maintained and it is

!
T
I
I
I
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implemented by simply using an A/D converter with a larger qllantization step size.

The resulting radiometric loss produces irnages with less dynamic range and more

overall noise. This technique is currently used aboard the ERS-I [Attegl] and the

Radarsat- I satellites.

4.I.3 Lossless Coding Techniques

Due to the extremely high entropy of the raw SAR data, lossless compression

techniques are usually ernployed. However, there has been some research done by

[BrEKO2] and [Bolle97], [Bolle98]. In [BrEKO2], bit-planes of the raw SAR data and

coded raw SAR data were investigated in an attempt to reduce the entlopy of the data.

It was for-rnd in [BrEKO2] that none of the applied simple coding transforms yielded a

significant entropy reduction, and it was suggested that a more advanced transform

such as wavelets may produce better results.

The work of Bolle [Bolle97], [Bolle98] took a different approach by exarnining a

reversible transform for the raw SAR data before entropy coding the coefficients.

Bolle proposed the very interesting idea of applying a reversible transform to rerìlove

the chirp fi'orn the received SAR signal before transforming the data using the cliscrete

cosine transforru (DCT) and coding the coefficients, as shown in Fig. 4.1. This

encoding scheme results in perfect reconstruction of the original SAR data with a

compression ratio of 2.5-3.5 depending on the scene being imaged [Bolle98].

I
I
I
I
I
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transfbrrn

4"r.4

Fig. 4.1. Block diagr.am of Bolle encoder scheme.

Block Adaptive Quantization

Perhaps the most widely recognized form of raw SAR data compression is the

block adaptive quantiTatio,rz (BAQ) developed by Kwok and Johnson of the NASA

JPL [KwJo89]. As indicated by its name, the BAQ algorithm takes advantage of rhe

slowly varying echo power in range frorn pulse-to-pulse to allow the block adaptation

of the quantizer. This is accornplished by the determination of the statistics for each

block of data samples, which in turn is used to adjust the quantizer levels. Since the

statistical distribution of the real (I) and imaginary (Q) data samples is assumed to be

zero-rìean Gaussian with identical variance, the standard deviation is the only

parameter necessary to describe the distribLrtion.

The choice of blocksize is an important parameter in the BAQ algorithm. It is

essentially a trade off between the number of samples necessary to ensure the block

will have a Gaussian distribution, and an attempt to minimize the block size to obtain a

stationary signal.
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At its heart the BAQ algol'ithm is simply a non-uniform quantizer optimized for a

Gaussian probability distribution where the threshold values are adapted on a block by

block basis, and are derived from the variance of the block. A block diasram of the

algorithrn is shown inFig.4.2.

BAQ Algorithm Compressed
data stream

Fig.4.2. Bi;;k diü.;iìi ã1iii" Èeq urri,iir,",. 
:

BAQ algorithm can be broken down into the following 4 steps as shown

Table 4.I .

Table 4.1 BAQ algorithrn.

Step Description

Acquire a block of raw SAR data.

2 Estimate the variance in each block.

a
J use the variance of the block to determine the optimum threshords

for a Max-Lloyd quantizer.

A+ Compress the block of data using a Max-Lloyd quantizer.

Shown in Table 4.2 for several bit levels and compared to the Shannon bound, the

BAQ algorithrn is capable of obtaining the niaximum achievable SQNR for a non-

T
I
I
I
I

1n

Calculation of
vailance

Valiance of
data block

Block of
raw SAR

data

Max-Lloyd
quantizer'

Coded data
block
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uniform Gaussian optimized quantizer [Sayo96]. Although BAe does produce

acceptable results, it is still qr-rite far from the Shannon bound and is, therefore, a

sub-optimal raw SAR data compression technique.

4. L4.1 Particularities of the BAQ Algoritlmt Usecl in the Magel[ap Missiol

For the Magellan mission to Venus, the BAQ algorithm was modified slightly to

reduce hardware complexity. One such modification was the use of the average signal

rnagnitude instead of the variance, to generate the thresholds for the Max-Lloyd

quantizer. This was accomplished by the equation

I
I
I
I
I

127

ll = l\l = n7 s- t r,/'+lu^ 'J2o'
tI=(J

(4.1)

which demonstrates a mapping of the variance of the block to the average magnitude.

As shown in Fig. 4.3, the avel'age signal magnitude is a close approximation to the

standald deviation. A lookup table of values can then be used to calculate the optirnum

quantizer thresholds fi'orn this statistic. The pelformance difference between using the

average magnitude statistic and the variance is small; however, the hardware

complexity savings were significant [KwJo89].

The Magellan irnplementation of BAQ also r-rsed the statistic of the previous block

to calculate the thresholds for the quantizer. This was done to minimize the amount of
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buffering needed aboard the satellite, and was possible, as the raw SAR data has a

slowly changing variance in both azimuth and range directions [KwJogg].

'140

120

100

E

co

F60

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Fig. 4.3' Average rragnitude "ïffiffiï''åiî,u,,"" of a Gaussiar sisnar.

4.1 .4.2 Radiontetric Preservation of BAe

In the quantization of a Gaussian solu'ce using a Max-Lloyd quantizer, there is a

loss of energy, and this is also the case for BAQ. In an attempt to preserve the

l'adiometric energy of the reconstructed signal, the reconstruction levels of the

Max-Lloyd quantizer are adjusted [KwJo89].

The average energy of a signal is given by

Elx21 = 62

-18 -
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but the average energy after quantization is given by

" = ,[;, 'o!u,.,. (.&) '!,o*1

which can be further simplified for the case of a Gaussian signal to

nMbì
El(c¡(x)¡21 = t !r?.f,fOd,

i= lb¡_t

(4.3)

(4 \\

(4.6)

where bg = -*, bM = æ, ârd f*(x)dx is the PDF of source. The gain or loss of

energy from the quantization G is

o = uu# = 
,t,#,'; ,v?r,(*)¿, (44)

ln the case of a4-level symmetric quantizer, F,q.4.4 can be sirnplified to

,=,l)(:)'",lu).;e)'1,-",lL)]]

x

where the error function is erf(x) = + lu-" dt, and y, and yrare the reconstruction
Jn'

0

vaìues of the quantizer.
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Usirig the Max-Lloyd reconstruction levels for 2 bits [Sayo96] into Eq. 4.6, we

obtain G = 0.8825. Therefore, the average energy of the quantized raw SAR data is

0.8825o-. In order to maintain the radiometric energy of the l'econstructed raw SAR

signal, the reconstruction levels of the Max-Lloyd quantizer would have to be raised

by a factor of 1/0.8825, resulting in the reconstruction levels of +0.52o and

+1 .l2o. This change in reconstruction levels also changes the SNR of the

reconstructed signal for a 2-bit BAQ to 8.76d8 as shown jnTable 4.2.

Table 4.2 SQNR of BAQ [Sayo96], r'adiometric corrected BAQ [KwJo89], and rhe Shannon bound.

bits/sample

SQNR in dB

BAQ
BAQ wirh
radiometric
correction

Shannon Bound

2 9.30 8.16 12.04

a
J 14.61 14.46 r8.06

4 20.23 20.18 24.08

4.1.5 Flexible BAQ

A slight variation on rhe BAe algorithm is the flexible BAe FBAe) [Mccu95],

[KLIDC94]. The FBAQ algorithm works in the same rìanner as rhe Magellan BAe

except that the number of quantization bits for a given imaging pass is programmable

from the ground station. FBAQ also only operates on a l-D vector of samples,

whereas the Magellan BAQ operates on a 2-D block of samples [KuDC94]. The

finding of [KuDC94] showed no significant improvement in the performance of the

I
I
¡
¡
I
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algorithm using a 2-D block, and therefore decided on the simpler l-D block. The

findings also show the performance of FBAQ to be the sarìe as the Magellan BAe. A

block diagram of FBAQ is shown in Fig. 4.4.

ö";;;";;;t
data stream

!
a
I
I
I

4.t.6

Fig. 4.4. Btock diagram of ttrè ËÈÀQ org;':iiir"ì

Fuzzy Block Adaptive Quantization

The BAQ algorithm assumes that all blocks are Gaussian zeto mean distributed, a

small block, however, does not guarantee this supposition. The fuzzl block adaptive

quantiT.ation (fuzzy-BAQ) attempts to improve this by the determination of the degree

of membership of each block of data to a distinct Gaussian distributiort [Benz94),

[BeSM95.], [SBBE94]. The membership will then determine which Gaussian

distribution, and thereby which variance, best represents the data to give the lowest

distoltion. A block diagrarn of the fuzzy-BAe algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.5.

In the fuzzy-BAQ algorithm, the estimation of the standard deviation and other

quantization parameters is computed using afuzzy system. The fuzzy input variables

Calculation of
variance

Valiance of
data block

Block of
raw SAR

data

Bits/sarnple
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are generated by the fuzzification of the crisp input variables, where the inputs are

frequencies of the distinct values in the block. Using a rule-based algorithm , the fuzzy

otftput variables are then calculated. Finally, the defuzzified output variables are used

for the quantization.

fuzzy-BAQ
Algorithm

The ftzzy BAQ algorithm can be broken down into the foìlowing 4 steps as shown

in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Fuzzy-BAQ algorithrn.

Step Description

I Acquire a block of raw SAR data.

2 use a fuzzy system to estimate the variance and other quantization
parameters for the block of data.

3 use these paranleters in the to determine the optirnum thresholds
for the Max-LIoyd quantizer.

A Compress the block of data using a Max-Lloyd quantizer.

I
I
I
¡
I

Fuzzy
calculation of
quantization
tl.rresholds

Parameters of
data block

Block of
raw SAR

data

Max-Lloyd
quantlzer
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Performance results from the fuzzy-BAQ algorithm developed in [BeSM95] are

shown in Table 4.4 and are compared with BAQ.

Table 4.4 SQNR of fuzzy-BAQ [BeSM95] and BAQ.

bits/saniple
SQNR in dB

fuzzy-BAQ BAQ

2 10.1 9.30

a
J n/a 14.61

r nla 20.23

4.r.7 BlockAdaptive HistogramEqualization euantization

The block adaptive histogram equalization quantization (BHEQ) tKuDC94l, is an

algorithrn that first transforms a block of raw SAR data from a Gaussian distribution to

a uniform distribution using the variance of the block. The transforrnation is achieved

by computing the cumulative distribution function of the Gaussian distribution, and

can be pelformed using look-up rables [KuDC94]. A block diagram of rhe BHEe

algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.6.

The BHEQ algorithm approaches the sQNR, without surpassing, of BAe using a

uniform quantizer. This Iower SQNR is a result of the BHEQ minimizing the

quantization error in the histogram-equalized domain, and not the quantization error in

the original Gaussian distriburion. Although BHEe has a lower SeNR than BAe, it

has the benefit of a slightly less complex quantizer.

I
I
I
I
I
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IIHEQ Algorithm

The BHEQ algorirhm can be broken down

Table 4.5.

into the following 4 steps as shown in

[KuDC94] are shown

show thar the BHEe

in

is

The SQNR resulrs for BHEe algorithrn developed in

Table 4.6 and compared with BAe. These SeNR resulrs

consistently inferior to BAe by, on average, 0.24 dB.

Calculation of
variance

Variance of
data block

Block of
raw SAR

data
Histogram

equalization

Unifbrm
quantlzer

Fig. 4.6. Block diagrani of the BHEe algorithm.

4.5 BHEQ algorirhrn.

Description

Acquire a block of raw SAR data.

Cornputation of the variance of the block of data.

Histogram equaìization of the block of data.

comp'ession of the histogram equalized block of data usins a
uniform quantizer.
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Table 4.6 SQNR of BHEQ [KuDC94], and BAQ.

bits/sample
SQNR in dB

BHEQ BAQ

2 9.15 9.30

a
J 14.34 14.61

/1
I loo/I t . ta 20.23

4.1.8 Block Adaptive Complex Quantization

hi a typical SAR system, the raw SAR data is digitized as individual streams of

real (I) and in-raginary (Q) data sarnples. The block adaptitte complex quantization

(BACO functions by treating a pair of I and Q valr-res as a complex sample, and then

quantizing the sample using a quantizer with boundaries and reconstruction levels in

2-dimensional space [KuDC94.l. Treating the data as a complex sample is essentially

applying vector quantization to BAQ, where the codebook is comprised of vectors of

length two. BACQ is discussed in this section as the complex value is treated as a

single scalar.

To ensure that only one codebook is needed for the complex quantizer, each block

of raw SAR data must have the same statistics. To accomplish this, the block can be

histograni equalized [KuDC94], or each block can be simply divided by the variance

of the block, essentially perfonning an 8-bit BAQ. A block diagrarn of the BACQ

algolithm is shown inFig.4.7.
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BACQ Algorithm Compressed
data sfream

The basic BACQ algorithm can be broken down into the following three steps as

shown in Table 4.1 .

Table 4.7 BACQ algorithm

Step Description

Acquire a block of raw SAR data.

2 Remove the block to block variance using BAe-8 or histogram
equalization.

a
J Determine the closest codevector to the 2-D samole.

The SQNR results for BACQ algorithm developed in [KuDC94) arc shown in

Table 4.8 and cornpared with BAQ. The only resr.rlts presented in [KuDC94] for

BACQ is for 2 bits/sample, and rhis resulr in inferior to BAe by 0. r 5 dB.

Calculation of
vanance

Variance of
data block

Block of
complex law

SAR data
Division by

variance

Complex
quantizer

Coded data
block

i .........: .- ..........) i. : ......

Fig. 4.7. BIock diagrarn of the BACQ algorithrn
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Table 4.8 SQNR of BACQ [KuDC94], and BAQ.

bits/sample
SQNR in dB

BACQ BAQ

2 9.15 9.30

a
J nla 14.61

A nla 20.23

4.1.9 Wide Bandwidth Btock Adaptive Quantization

A relatively new variant of the BAQ algorithm is the wide banflwid.th BAe

(WBBAQ), as proposed by Parkes [Park99], to address the bandwidth limitation of the

BAQ algorithm. Parkes argues that aìthough advances in IC technology will impr.ove

speed, the demands of future instruments will not be met and new BAQ architectures

must be considered to provide the necessary additional perforrnance. To address the

need for increased bandwidth of a single BAQ IC, wide bandwidth BAQ examines rhe

perfot'mance improvement by applying parallelism at the function, sample, and bit-

level' WBBAQ does not irnprove the SQNR of BAQ, but suggests architectural

improvements to the basic BAQ algorithm to increase the maximum data throughput

[Park99].

4.1J0 Entropy-Constrained BlockAdaptive euantization

More lecently an entropy-constrained BAe (ECBAe)

[Algr00]. This technique promises ro ourperform BAe

has

in

been proposed by

SQNR while still
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maintaining a low level of computational complexity. The implementation of ECBAQ

by [Algr00] also possesses the ability to control the output data rate by adjusting the

level of quantization. This adjustment can be done without the need for developing

new hardwale, and can use non-integel'rates.

The ECBAQ algorithrn is simply an optinrurn quantizer, followed by an entropy

coder. The quantizer in ECBAQ is an adaptive quantizer which adapts the thresholds

based in the standard deviation of each block of data. This, in turn, also adapts the

entl'opy coder. Unlike BAQ, where the optimum quantizer is non-uniform, in ECBAQ

a uniform quantizer is optinu,rm. In [Algr00] the entropy coder used is a Hufflnan

coder [Sayo96], however, an adaptive arithmetic coder could also be used. A block

diagtam of the ECBAQ algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.8.

!l:'':-'' '.'': ":,.- : -'- " ''

i ECBAQìAlgorithm

:...11
Fig. 4.8. Block diagram of the ECBAQ algor.ithrl.

¡
T
I
¡
I

Calculation of
vallance

Variance of
data block

Block of
raw SAR

data
Uniforrn

quantization
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The ECBAQ algorithrn can be broken down into the following 4 steps as shown in

Table 4.9.

Table 4.9 BACQ algorithm

Step Description

1 Acquire a block of l'aw SAR data.

2 Calculate the variance of the block.

a uniformly quantize the san-rples usiug a uniform quantizer adapted
to the variance of the block.

/l Entropy code the quantizer output to the desired rate.

The SQNR results for ECBAQ algorithm developed in lAlgr00l are shown in

Table 4.10 and are compared with BAQ.As can be seen from the SQNR results

presented in Table 4.10, ECBAQ outperforms BAe at all bit rates on averase

by l.31dB.

Table 4.10 SQNR of ECBAQ [Algr00] and BAQ.

bitsisarnple
SQNR in dB

ECBAQ BAQ

2 9.61 9.30

3 16.11 t4.61

/1 22.23 20.23

4.I.ll Block Floating Point Quantization

The block floatittg point quantization (BFPQ) is principally siniilar ro the BAQ

algolithm, except that BFPQ uses a uniform quantizer, where as BAe uses a non-
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uniform quantizer [Hune89], [Hune9O], [JoHW91]. The uniform quantization in

BFPQ is simply a division by the quantization step adapted to each block, followed by

a rounding. To speed r"rp the calculation time, the qlìantization step can be rounded to

the nearest power of 2, nraking the division a simple right shift.

The BFPQ algorithm derives its name from both the block of raw SAR data which

are uniformly qr-rantized, and, the subsets of available bits being selected by a

predetermined algorithn, the equivalent of moving the "floating point" marker of the

binary data. A block diagram of the BFPQ algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.9.

';i

Fig. 4.9. Block diaglam of the BFPQ algorirhm.

The BFPQ algorithm can be broken down into 4 steps as shown in Table 4.1 1.

I
¡
I
!
I

Calculation of
quantization

step.
(power of 2)

Block of
raw SAR

data

Shifting by
quantization

step
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Table 4.11 BFPQ algorithm

Step Description

I Acquire a block of raw SAR data.

2 Calculate the variance of the block.

a
J Caìculate of the quantization step rounded to the nearest power of

2.

4 Compress of the raw SAR data samples by sirnple binary shifting.

The BFPQ is particularly attractive because of its low computation complexity,

which is even lower than that of BAQ. Like the BAQ algorithrn, the BFPQ can adapt

to the variation in power, however, the pelformance of BFPQ will always be inferior

to that of BAQ because BFPQ uses a non optimal quantizer. The BFPQ has been used

on several SAR systerrs, most notably the SIR missions [HLrne89].

4.1.I2 Block Adaptive Bit-Rate Control

The BAQ algorithrn was developed to compress zel'o-mean, Gaussian distl'ibuted

random data, where the dynarnic range of the data changes slowly. In each block the

same number of qr-rantization levels are used to compress the data; therefore, in blocks

with a high dynamic range, the quantization error is greater than in block with a low

dynamic range. The method of block adaptive bit-rate control (BABC) was developed

in order to shift parts of the code budget from blocks with a low dynamic range, to

blocks with a high dynamic range under the constraint of an overall fixed code length

for the complete data [ScSGO1].
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The BABC algorithm operates on blocks in the same rìanner as BAQ, applying a

Max-Lloyd quantizer with the thresholds adapted to the variance of the particular

block. However, BABC also adapts the number of quantization levels on a

block-by-block basis. In many practical cases of SAR data acquisition, the dynamics

of the data in the spectral domain are governed by the azimuth antenna pattern of the

radar IScSGO1]. This leads to the signal dynamics of the SAR signal, and

subsequently the raw SAR data, being approximately known in advance, making it

possible to predetermine the bit-rates for each block. On-board the satellite these

predetermined bit-rates can be applied to the blocks without considering the actuaì

signal dynarnics [ScSGO1]. The BABC algorithrn can be applied to any signal which

has the same statistics as the SAR data, and can, therefore, be used on transformed raw

SAR data as long as the data statistics remain the same.

It was found in [ScSGO1] that the BAQ algorithm outperformed BABC in image

domain SQNR, but it was suggested that this was due to the lirnited dynamic range of

the test data. When BABC was preceded by a 2-D fast Fourier transfontz (FFT),

yielding the FFT-BABC algorithm, the numerical results outperformed the BAQ

algorithm significantly. It was also found that an appreciable performance increase

could be obtained if the FFT-BABC was followed by an additional Huffman coder. A

block diagrarn of the FFT-BABC algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.10.

I
I
¡
I
¡
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ECBAQ Algorithm

The FFT-BABC algorithrn can be bloken down into the following 5 steps as

shown inTable 4.12.

Table 4.12 FFT-BABC alsorirhrn

Step Description

I Acquisition of a2D block of raw SAR data.

2 Application of a 2D FFT on the block of data.

a
J Calculation of the variance of the block of data.

4 Compression of the block of data using a Max-Lloyd quantizer
adapted to the variance of the block and using the number of
quantization levels dictated by the predetermined bit-rate for the
block.

5 Entropy code the quantized data using a Huffnian coder.

Block of
raw SAR

data

Calculation of
valiance

Max-LIoyd
quantizer'

Coded data
block

Bits/sarnple

Fig. 4.10. Block diagram of the FFT-BABC algorithrn.
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4.I.13 Magnitude and Phase Block Adaptive Quantization

Raw SAR data is quantized in Cartesian compìex form, but can be easily

represented in polar form as well. Magnitude and plmse BAQ (MPBAQ) applies an

adaptive quantization technique to raw SAR data in polar form. Although the idea of

MPBAQ has been alluded to in other work [Lebe95], [MGBB94], and developed

mathematically by [Pear79], [PeSe79], and [Wils80], it has only been fully developed

for SAR in [KuDC94].

When the complex SAR data is transformed to polar representation, the phase

component can be modelled as uniformly distributed and the magnitude as Rayleigh

distributed [Good75]. Separate quantizers are then required for each distribution to

quantize the data optimally for a given number of thresholds. The optimr-rm bit

allocation for the magnitude and phase components has been developed by [Pear79]

and [PeSe79] for a Gaussian source. A block diagram of the MPBAQ algorithm is

shown in Fig. 4.1 L

It has been suggested in [Lebe95] that MPBAQ woLrld be too computationally

complex to implement on-board a satellite, due to the Cartesian-to-polar

transformation. Although this is true if done after the SAR signal is digitized, it is not

the case if it is done using analog electronics on the received SAR signal. The signal

could easily be transformed into rnagnitude and phase rather then inphase and

quadrature prior to digitization by the A/D converter.
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The MPBAQ

shown in Table 4.1

BAQ Algorithm

.;i:j.. ..... .. .. .. ............... .. .. .. ... ..... : .....................: l. ...:. . .. .. . .. .. .. ... . .. . ... ... :

Fig. 4.11. Block diagram of the MPBAQ algorithni.

algorithm can be broken down into the following four steps as

J.

Research by [KuDC94] valied

components as shown in Table 4.14

number of bits per sample shaded.

the bit allocation to

with the best SQNR

Performance results

the magnitude and phase

performance for the given

of MPBAQ, using the bit

Calculation of
valiance

Variance of
data block

Block of
magnitude
SAR data

Non-unifolnr
quantlzer

Coded mag
data block

Thble 4.13 MPBAC algolithrr.

Step Description

Acquisition of a block of raw SAR data in polar format.

z Calculation of the variance for the masnitude data blocks.

a
J Use the variance of the blocks to determine the optimurn

quantization levels for the magnitude quantizer.

4 Quantize the phase block using a uniform quantizer and the
magnitude block using a non-uniform quantizer for a Rayleigh
distribution.
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allocations of Table 4.14, is shown in Table 4.15 and is compared with BAe.

Table 4.15 shows that MPBAQ consistently performs worse than BAQ by 0.05 dB on

avefage.

Table 4.14 SQNR in dB of MPBAQ for var.ious bit allocations [KuDC94]

Number of bits/sample
for encoding the

magnitude

Number of bits/sample encoding phase

2 J A 5

0 6.48 6.63

9.19 10.70 I 1.19

2 6.63 T1.47 L4.57 15.93

J r.38 6.89 12.44 17:21 20.22

/1 1.38 6.98 t2.79 18.40 23.t!

5 1.39 7.00 12.89 18.78 24.38

Table 4.15 SQNR of MPBAQ [KuDC94] and BAQ.

bits/sample
SQNR in dB

MPBAQ BAQ

2 9.19 9.3

a
J 14.57 14.61

/1 20.22 20.23

4.1.14 Predictive Coding

Due to the very low sample-to-sample correlation of raw SAR data, some have

concluded that predictive coding is not a viable technique for raw SAR data

compt'ession [Lebe95]. Despite this, some work in this area has been done with
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positive results [Maol02]. It has been noted in [Maolo2], that raw sAR data is more

predictable in range than in azimuth, leading [MaOlO2] to develop a compression

algorithnr based on dffirential. ¡tulse code tnoclulation (DPCM), which is able to

captLlre the correlation of raw SAR data along range lines.

If during the compression, the energy of a block of raw SAR data to be predicted is

the same, only one set of prediction coefficients is necessary. This is the method used

by [Maol02] in their rarxge DpcB BAo ßDpcM-BAe). A block diagram of the

RDPCM-BAQ algorithm is shown inFig.4.t2.

RDPCM.BAQ
Algorithm

The RDPCM-BAQ algolithm can be broken down into the following four steps as

shown in Table 4.I6.

E

I
I
I
I

Calculation of
vailance

Variance of
data block

Block of
raw SAR

data
Division by

variance
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Table 4.16 RDPCM-BAQ algorithnr

Step Description

Acquisition of a block of raw SAR data in ranse.

2 Calculation of the variance of the bìock.

3 Nolmalization of the block by division by the block's variance.

4 Compression of the block of data using DPCM.

From an inrplementation perspective, the RDPCM-BAQ is very attractive as it

functions on lines of raw SAR data. Because of this, little-to-no memorv would be

reqr-rired to buffer the data before compression could commence, as is necessary for

techniques requiring a 2D block of data. Results for the RDPCM-BAQ technique

using a pledictor order of 15 are shown in Table 4.17 and compared with BAQ. These

SQNR results show that RDPCM-BAQ ourperforms BAe by an average of 0.62 dB.

Table 4.17 SQNR of RDPCM-BAQ tMaOl02l and BAe

bits/sarnple
SQNR in dB

RDPCM-BAQ BAQ

2 9.9 9.30

J t5.25 l4.o I

Techniques Using Vector Quantization

From communications theory, it can be shown that vector quantization will always

perform at least as well as scalar quantization [Gray84]. It is then a natural progression

for vector quantization to be applied in the compression of raw SAR data. There has

4.2
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been much research that applies vector qLlantization to raw SAR data compression,

lllost of which has approached the topic from two perspectives. The first group of

researchers developed techniques to apply vector quantization to the entire data fi-ame

at once [Arno87], UVFC88I, [MGBB94], [RACCgg], and the second group of

researchers applied vectol' quantization on blocks of l'aw SAR data [Lebe95],

lLMBLg5l, [BoBl93], [SBBE94], [BeSM95], [paCt99].

4.2.1 Vector Quantization

The appeal of vector quantization in other applications has led researchers to apply

it in the compression of raw SAR data. The techniques used in [Arno87], [JVFCgg],

[MGBB94], and [RACC88], are fundamentally the same, whereby a vector qua¡tizer

is used to compl'ess an entire raw SAR data frame at once. The standard techniqr-res of

LGB and Iattice vector quantization have been used to design the codebooks [Arnog7l,

IMGBB94]' in addition to determining the optirnal codebook size UVFCggl.

Although no raw SAR data SQNR results are described in these papers, it is noted in

[MGBB94] that vector quantization outperforrned BAQ, especially at low bit rates. It

was also noted in [MGBB94l that the lattice vector codebook design was super-ior- to

the LBG codebook.
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4.2.2 Block Adaptive Vector Quantization

It has been shown that raw SAR data has a slow changing power in both range and

azimuth directions [KwJo89]. By applying vector quantization on a block-by-block

basis, the vector quantizer codebook can be more specific to the statistics of the give¡

block. If the block of raw SAR data is normalized to have the same variance, then only

one codebook is needed for all blocks. This sequence is basically a BAe with the

olltput followed by a vector quantizer. The resulting algorithms, which are all

fundamentally the same, are the btock gain ada¡ttive vector quantiTatiorz (BGAVe)

[Lebe95], [LMBL95], the block adaptive vector quarxtization (BAVe) [BoBI93],

[SBBE94], [BesM95], and the gain-slmpe vector quantilation (GSVe) [pacl99.l. A

block diagram of the BAVQ is shown in Fig. 4.14. Performance results for the

BGAVQ algorithrn from [Lebe95] for a vector of length 4 and, compared with BAe,

are shown in Table 4.19. It has been noted by most relevant authors that the

computation cornplexity increase for a block vector quantization technique is slightly

largel then BAQ but the performance results justify this increase.
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BAVQ algoiithm

The BAVQ algorithm can be broken down into the following four steps as shown

in Table 4.18.

Table 4.18 BAVQ algorithm.

Step Description

Acquisition of a block of raw SAR data in ranse.

2 Calculation of the variance of the block.
a
J Normalization of the block by division by the block,s variance.

/1+ Quantization of each vector of samples using a vector quantizer
and a predesigned codebook.

4.2.2' I Block Adaptive Vector Quantiz.atiort usirtg Magnitucle anrJ Phase Data

Just as scalar quantization can be applied to raw SAR data in both Cartesian and

polar representations, so can vectol' quantization [Lebe95], [MoBl93]. The resulting

Variance of
data block

Block of
law SAR

data

Vector
quantizâtion

Fig. 4.13. Block diaglarn of rhe BAVQ algorithrn.
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algorithm is the block gain cLda¡ttive utzrestricted ¡tolar quarxtiz.er (BGAUPQ). Results

of the magnitude and phase technique vary, as l'esults flom [Lebe95] show a lower

SQNR where as [MoBI93] show a higher seNR. Results of the BGAUpe from

[Lebe95] are shown in Table 4.19 and compared with BAQ. This rable shows rhat borh

the BGAVQ and BGAUPQ ourperform BAe, with BGAVe demonsrrating rhe

greatest SQNR results of the raw techniques sLrrpassing BAe by 0.33 dB at 2

bits/sample.

Table 4.19 SQNR of BGAVQ [Lebe95], BGAUPQ [Lebe95], and BAe.

bits/sample
SQNR in dB

BAQ BGAVQ BGAUPQ

L 9.30 10.03 9.55

4.2.3 Trellis Coded Quantization

Sinrilar to the idea of vector quantization is the trellis codecl quolxtization (TCe),

which has been applied in the compression of raw SAR data by several researchers

[Owen97], [OMHK97], [OMHK99]. One of the attractive features of TCQ is that it

can process very long vectol's with a computational complexity that is independent of

vector length. This is in sharp contrast to full search vector quantization which

requires exponential complexity for increasing vector- length.

Two TCQ techniques have been applied in the compression of raw SAR data, the

trellis coded vector quantilation (TCVQ), and the universal rce (UTCe). UTCe is a

I
I
I
I
I
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refinement over TCQ in that it does not require traìned and stored codebooks, and

allows noninteger encoding rates. However, UTCQ uses an arithmetic coder [Sayo96]

and as such has variable length codes making it very sensitive to bit error rates. TCVe

adclresses this problem by using fixed length codes. More detailed information on

TCQ can be found in [FiMW91]. Performance results for TCVQ and UTCe from

[OMHK99] are shown in Table 4.20 and compared with BAQ. These results show thar

both TCVQ and UTCQ outperform BAQ at all bit rates with UTCQ yielding rhe

greatest gains. The SQBR results show rhat UTCe outperforms BAe by l.g6 dB on

average and increases in SQNR gains with increasing bit rates.

Table 4.20 SQNR of TCVQ [OMHK99], UTCe tOMHKggl, anclBAe

bits/sample
SQNR in dB

BAQ TCVQ UTCQ

1 4.39 5.19 5.22

2 9.30 r0.69 11.30

a
J 14.61 16.29 17.31

4.3 Techniques in the Transform Domain

4.3.1 Transform BAQ

The BAQ algorithm was developed to compress azeto mean Gaussian signal, such

as raw SAR data. This means that BAQ can also be applied to transformed raw SAR

clata if it has the same statistics, as is the case of an orthogonal transforrn. This has led
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to substantial research in the development of transformed based BAQ algorithms

[SBBE94], fBeSM95l, and [FiBM99]. The research attempted several transforms such

as the discrete cosine transfon, (DCT), the warsh-Hadantarcr transþrm(wHT), and

the.fast Fourier transform (FFT).

All of these transform based BAQ tech'iques wol'k in the same r-ìranner as shown

in the block diagram in Fig. 4.13-The techniques are simply a transform on a block of

raw SAR data followed by a BAe of the coefficienrs.

z
I
T
!
I

Trániform-BAe
algorithm

Compressed ,

data stream I

i'I

Fig. 4.74. Block diagrani of rransf.om U^rää SÄq.

The transform based BAQ algorithms can be broken down into the followine frve

steps as shown inTable 4.21.

Calculation of
variance

Variance of
data block

BIock of
raw SAR

data
Division by

vailance

Quantization
of coefficients
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Table 4.21 Transforrn-BAQ algorithm.

Step Description

I Acquisition of a2-D block of raw SAR data.

2 Calculation of the variance of the block.
a
J Normalization of the block by division by the block's variance.

4 2-D transformation of the block of data.

5 QLrantization of the transform coefficients using BAe.

Although no SQNR performance metrics in the signal domain are given in the

papers, it has been noted in [BeSM95] that the FFT-BAQ algorithm had the best

perforrnance but the highest computational cornplexity.

4.3.1.1 Porticularities ofthe FFT-BAQAlgorithnt

The idea presented in [BeSM95] for FFT-BAQ is to adapt the data compression ro

the energy variation of the frequency envelope of the raw SAR data, thereby

quantizing the regions with higher energy and with more bits. Additionally, the

frequency region outside the processed bandwidth does not need to be coded at all.

This then requires that the BAQ Lrsed on the transformed data has a variable

compression ratio.

lBeSM95l claims that in practice, the processed bandwidth corresponds to

approxirnately 85o/o of the full signal bandwidth, allowing an immediate data reduction

of 15Vo with no image degradation. The bit allocation scheme for the BAe used on the

transformed data in the FFT-BAQ from [BesM95] is shown in Fie. 4.15.
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Fig.4.15.

4.3.2 compression using wavelets and wavelet packets

The growing popularity of wavelets, has led several researchers to take an interest

in applying wavelets to the compression of raw SAR data. There have been two

approaches to raw SAR data compression using wavelets, those compressing the entire

data frame at once [PaSc99], tpaSB99l, [paSc00], and those applying the waveler

transform to blocks of dara IETHB02], [MaOpO2].

Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages, but it is the wavelet-BAe

which has the highest probability of practical success as the entire data frame does not

have to be stored in memory before the compression can begin. The wavelet

compression of the entire data frame as done by [PaSc99] and [PaSB99] consists of

applying a DWT to the data frame and thresholding the coefficients. The insisnificant
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coefficients are quantized to zero while the significant coefficients are uniformly

quantized and transmitted along with the significance map noting the significant

coefficients. The work done by [PaSc99] and [PaSB99] note that rheir compressior1

yields better pet'formance then BAQ, but only provide SQNR results in the intage

domain, and not the signal domain.

A slight variation of this idea uses wavelet packets rather then wavelets fpaScgg].

As previottsly discussed, the entire data frame is compressed at one time with the

coefficients thresholded and then quantized. The data transmitted in this application is

the significance map and the quantized coefficients. Results from lPaScQQl on their

wavelet packet compression technique is shown in Table 4.6 and compared with the

SQNR of BAQ. AlthoLrgh these results show a performance advantage over BAe by

an average of 1.43 dB, the computational and memory requirements for the wavelet

packet technique on the full data frame rnake it impractical for on-boal'd applications.

Table 4.22 SQNR of waveler packets compression [paSc0O] and BAe.

bits/sample
SQNR in dB

Wavelet packet BAQ

1 5.44 4.39

2 t1.11 9.30

4.3.2.1 Wavelet Block Adaptive Quantization

An alternative approach to applying wavelets directly to the entire data frarne is to

apply it to blocks of data, and adapting the quantization to the specifics of each block

¡
I
I
I
¡
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thereby creating rhe waveler-BAe. The work by lETHB02l and [Maop02] is

fundamentally the saûìe, whereby blocks of raw SAR data are transformed using DWT

and the coefficients quantized using a Max-Lloyd quantizer for a Gaussian

distribution. The main difference is that the wavelet-BAe by [MaOpg2] firsr

normalizes each block of data so that the variance of each block being transformed by

the MRA is the same. Using this technique, the bit-allocation need only be determined

ollce, as it is related to the variance of the original block. A block diagram of the

[MaOPO2] waveler-BAQ is shown in Fie. 4.16.

Results from [ETHB02] are shown in Table 4.23 and, compared wirh BAe. The

table shows the results for the wavelet-BAQ using the Haar, Battle-Lentarié lilear

(BLL)' Battle-Lentarié quadraric (BLQ), and two Dar:bechies wavelets (D-4 and

D-20)- These results show no significant difference from basis to basis and no

improvement over BAQ as their SQNR performance remains about the same.

[MaOPO2] also discuss this issue in their results noting that the wavelet-BAe

produced comparable results to BAe at all bit levels.

Table 4.23 SQNR of BAQ and wavelet-BAe IETHB02l.

bits/sample

SQNR in dB

BAQ
Wavelet-BAQ

Haar BLL BLQ D-4 D-20

4.39 4.35 4.35 4.35 4.36 4.35

2 9.30 8.14 8.01 8.00 8.01 8.00
a
J 14.61 14.55 1 A <.', 14.59 14.53 14.50

!
I
I
¡
¡
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Fig. 4.16. Block diagrarn of rhe waveterBÁQ ;È;,.i;t,;,,

The [MaOPO2] wavelet-BAQ algorithrn can be broken down into the followins

five steps as shown in Table 4.24.

Table 4.24 Transfbrm-BAQ algorithm.

Step Description

I Acquisition of a2-D block of raw SAR data.

2 Calculation of the variance of the block.
a
J Normalization of the block by division by the block's variance.

4 Transformation of the block usins a 2D MRA.

5 Quantization of the coefficients using a predetermined bit
allocation and a Max-LIoyd quantizer for a Gaussian distribution.

Calculation of
valiance

Variance of
data block

BIock of
raw SAR

clata Division by
vailance

Quantization
of coefTcients
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4.4 Summary

Since at least 19JJ, researchers have been working on ways to compress r-aw SAR

data, a task not easily accomplished. Throughout this research, many techniques have

been developed and attempted, but the BAe algorithm developed by NASA JpL

remains the standard. Recent work in the vector quantization of raw SAR data and

transform based technique has shown promising results, along with work in predictive

coding. It is important to note however, that most techniques achieve SeNR

performance results that are not significantly different than BAQ, and are still quite far

fi'om the theoretical Shannon bound.

Of the techniques developed and discussed in this chapter, transform based

techniques appear to be the most promising as they are able to decorrelate the raw

SAR data, removing any redundancy that rnay exist. One of the problems with the

cul'rent transform based techniques is that the necessary computational complexity and

memory requirements prohibit the implementation the technique on-board a satellite.

This issue will be addressed in the following chapters by developing a low complexity

law SAR data compression technique based on wavelets.
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The compression of raw SAR data has been the focus of research for many years,

and many novel approaches have been developed. One of the difficulties with

developing any new raw SAR data compression technique is the noise like

characteristics of the data. This makes conventional image compression techniques

ineffective, and produces poor quality results.

A potential technique that has shown exceptional results in other fields of signal

and data compression is the wavelet transform. The wavelet transform has the ability

to decompose a signal r"rsing a specific function, called the mother wavelet, as the

basis' Using the MRA algorithm developed by Malìat, the wavelet transform can be

efficiently performed using filter banks, thus resulting in an algorithm easily

implemented on a computer.

This chapter describes a technique for raw SAR data compression using the

wavelet transform. The chapter presents the criteria by which a new technique is

based, and the implementation specifications for the new wavelet technique detailing

how the MRA algorithm is applied to the compression of raw SAR data. Details

discussed are the implementation of the discrete convolution, quantization of the MRA

coefficients and the choice of wavelet basis. This chapter also presents the raw SAR

data pre-conditioning technique used in this work to create the 8-bit raw SAR data sets
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fi'orn the original 4 and 5-bit data sets. These test sets are necessary to simLllate the raw

SAR data compression technique with data of the same type it would see if it was

placed about the radar satellite.

5.1 criteria for a new Raw sAR Data compression Technique

In the development of a new practical on-board raw SAR data compression

scheme, several cliteria should be examined. For this work the following criteria will

be used for the development of a new raw SAR data compression techniqr-re.

(1) The new algorithm shor"rld have the potential to produce less distortion due to

quantization than BAQ.

(2) The new technique must be of low computational complexity and in high

throughput.

The filst criterion is fairly self evident, no new compression scheme should aim to

pelform lower than the current standard compression scheme, namely BAQ. The

second criterion is one that many researchers have ignored in their research, but if an

algorithrn is inipossible to irnplement in practice it is not a candidate for on-board use.

A prime exarnple is the Karhunen-Loéve transform (KLT) which, in theory, results in

the greatest decorrelation of raw SAR data, but since it requires a very large number of

calculations per block it is unsuitable for application on-board a satellite.

I
I
¡
¡
¡
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The second criterion presents two main constraints about any potential

implementation. Addressing these constraints amounts to reducing the buffering

required by the implementation by processing the data directly from the ADC. This

requires that the resulting algorithm operate on the data at the sampling rate of the A/D

and opelate on the data as it arrives.

The wavelet transform has previously shown promising results in many other

fields of signal and data compression [Daub92], and it is the focus of this work to

apply it to the compression of raw SAR data. The MRA algorithm has also been

shown to be effectively implementable in pipelined hardware [Parh99]. A wavelet

based technique, if producing results greater than BAQ, would satisfy all requirernents

formentioned as the technique is practically implementable using filter banks,

previous hardware implementations have been shown to have high throughput

fParh99l, and the implementation can be pipelined so that it is low on memory

requirements and buffering.

The irnplementation of the MRA algorithm presented in Chapter 4 immediately

poses the following questions: (i) how exactly is the MRA algorithrn implemented, (ii)

how should the MRA coefficients be quantized, and (iii) what wavelet basis should be

used. These questions will be discussed and answered in this chapter using

experimental results to provide the design specification for the hardware

implementation in the next chapter'.

I
I
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5.2 Pre-conditioning of the Raw SAR Data Test Sets

In order to measure the performance of any new raw SAR data compression

technique, some form of SAR data test set is necessary. From the literature, there have

been three main types of test sets used, simulated data, real law SAR data, and

pre-conditioned raw SAR data. The researchers that use simulated data either produce

random numbers from a Gaussian source, or use a SAR data simulator to produce the

data. While the Gaussian source simulated data is designed to have the same statistics

as the basic raw SAR data model from [Good75], it is not capable of revealing any

underlying data that may exist in real data. The simulator produces data using a much

more complex model than simply a Gaussian source, and has proven useful in other

work [Lebe95]. Unfortunately programming a quality SAR simulator requir-es

significant knowledge and time, and existing SAR simulators are not readily available

to researchers not closely affiliated with a space agency.

The ideal situation is where 8-bit quantized, nw SAR data could be used for

testing. Using such data, the new compression technique could be applied to the very

data that would appear after the digitization on-board the satellite. Unfortunately, sr:ch

data is not readily available to most researchers as it is not a standard SAR data

product available from SAR ground stations. Instead, 4 fo 5 bit quantized data, or

BAQ quantized data is readily available as this is the raw data received by the ground

stations fi'om the satellite. While this data is real r.aw SAR data, applying a
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compression technique to this data will not give a true measul'e of the technique's

performance since the compression technique is designed to compress the 8-bit data

fi'om the A./D converter.

The data used in this work is ERS-1, ERS-2, and Radarsat-1 data obtained from

the Alaska SAR facility. The data compression technique used on-board these

satellites is dynan'ric range reduction. This means that of the 8-bits available, if an 8-bit

A/D converter had been used, only 5-bits, or 4-bits for Radarsat, was transmitted. The

problem is then, how to take the 4 and 5-bit quantized raw SAR data and make it 8-bit.

The resulting data, which is based on real raw SAR data, has 3 or 4 bits of additional

simulated data added and is known as pre-conditioned raw SAR data [McCLr95].

This problem of generating 8-bit test sets has been investigated by sevelal

researchers, however, no paper explicitly describes the pre-conditioning technique

used. Instead, rnost refer to the proprietary ESA document developed by MacDonald

Detwiler [DLrtk93]. Unfortunately, due to a contractual agreement, which must be

made to obtain the technical report, the exact details of their pre-conditioning

techniqLre can not be published.

5.2.1 Selection Criteria

When selecting a techniqr-re to use for the pre-conditioning of raw SAR data, the

statistics of the pre-conditioning data should be equal, or related by a known scaling

I
I
I
¡
!
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factor, to the original raw SAR data. The statistics investigated in [Dutk93] are, (i)

skewness, which is expected to be equal to the original data, (ii) kurtosis, which is

expected to be equal or similar to the original data, (iii) standard deviation, which is

expected to be equal or similar to the standard deviation or the original SAR data

multiplied by a scaling factor, (iv) the entropy of the of pre-conditioned data should be

lower than 8 by the same factor as the original data is from its quantized value, and (v)

the frequency of saturations should be less in the pre-conditioned data than in the

original data. An additional requirement that will be added for this work is that the

shape of the histogram should be smooth. The tails of the histograrn are due to the

limited dynarnic range of the A/D converter. Intuitively, this should cause only the

maximurn and minimum value to be elevated and this elevation should decrease as the

number of bits, and hence the dynamic range, increases.

Analysis of the statistics can be used to select a pre-conditioning technique that

produces data with properties equivalent to those which would have been obtained if

an 8-bit A/D converter had been used. To illustrate the desired shape of the histograrn,

consider a unit variance Gaussian random pt'ocess placed 1n 256 equal spaced bins

between -3 and 3, as shown in Fig.5.1. The tails shown in this figure represent the

samples that occurred outside [-3,3], and corresponds to the same issue of the A/D

converter on the satellite. Notice that this histograrn is relatively smooth,

corresponding to the expected shape and has tails only at the extrernities.

¡
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Fig.5.1. Histogram of Gaussian source with 256 equal space bins between -3 and 3.

5.2.2 Pre-condition Techniques

The raw SAR data product is available from SAR ground stations by their industry

nafiìe "level zero CEOS data". The data files contain the raw SAR data in alterins

samples of real (I) and imaginary (Q) stored in unsigned byte format and are assumed

to have a mean 15.5 or 7.5, depending on the number of quantlzatiotl bits. Once

pre-conditioned, the data must be rewritten in this same format for later processing

into an image by the SAR processor.

Since the problem of data pre-conditioning is the addition of the n-rissing bits of

information, standard noise distributions can be used to add the additional data. The

basic procedure for additive noise data pre-conditioning is shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Basic additive noise pre-conditionins procedure.

Step Description

I Read a range line from the original raw SAR data test file and
convert each sample read to a floating point number.

2 Subtract the mean from the data line.
a

Multiply each sample by cr, where cr is the difference of 8 and the
nunber original qr:antization bits.

A Add cx bits of noise to each sample.

5 Convert the data from floating point to byte format.

Using the additive noise technique for data pre-conditioning with uniform and

white noise sources produces data with histograms similar to those shown in Fig. 5.2

and Fig. 5.3. V/ithout even calculating other statistics for these data sets it can be seen

that they do not satisfy all the criteria. The data set created using additive white noise

has increased the variance but the histogram is not smooth at all. In fact, the addition

of white noise has simply produced several small Gaussian distributions.
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The data set produced using uniform noise, which although looks acceptable, has

very large saturation tails. Recall that one of the requirements was that the frequency

of saturation be Iess for the pre-conditioned data than for the original data. Rather than

lowering this saturation, the uniform noise technique has rnerely spread it or¡t.

To address this problem of saturation at the tails, [Dutk93] reduces the saturation

level by reducing the data range and adding negative exponential noise at the tails, and

unifornl noise elsewhere. The MDA pre-conditioning technique produces data with

histograrns similar to the one shown in Fig. 5.4. The MDA technique can be shown to

produce data that satisfies all statistical requirenents [Dutk93], but the histogram is

not as smooth as would be desired.

Fig. 5.4. Histoglarn fì'om the El -22089R test set using the MDA pre-conclitioning technique.

t
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I
t
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In an attempt to improve upon the MDA technique a cubic spline interpolatiort

[PrFT92] was investigated. Using this technique, each range line is in-turn fitted using

a cubic spline and is then evaluated using an offset. Following this interpolation, the

clata is normalized and requartized to the desired number of bits. The resr-rlting

histogram is shown in Fig. 5.5. As can be seen fronr the figure, the shape of the

histogram is very smooth, and the saturation at the tails is less than the original data.

There are, however, small local legions of higher than expected probability close to

the tails as a result of the tail saturation of the orisinal data.

I

I
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ñ
!

ù4
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0 -100 -50 0 50 100

Fig. 5'5. Histogram flom the E1-22089R ,"r, ,"l,Tll"nditioned using rhe cubic spline rectrnique.

Upon examination of the other statistical requirements of a data pre-conditioning

technique, it can be seen that the cubic spline interpolation plodr,rces good results.

I
t
¡
I
I
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Statistics of the El-22089R test set and resulting pt'e-conditioned data is shown in

Table 5.2 with statistics for all data sets given in Appendix B.

Table 5'2 Statistics of tlte original and cubic spline pre-conditioned data from theEl-22089R tesr set.

Statistic Original Pre-conditioned

Entropy /1 <aA.JL 1.47

Redundancy 0.48 0.53

Standard
deviation

16.37 133.68

o factor 8.17

Kurtosis 1.44 t.39

Skewness 1.16 1.14

Mean 0.001 0.005

As seen in Table 5.2,the entropy difference is very similar, with the entropy of the

pre-conditioned data only slightly less. The other statistics are also all in Iine with

expectatiotis, being similar or off by a factor, such as the standard deviation. This

standard deviation factor occurs as a result of the data expansion to 8 bits and is 2o,

where cx is 8 minus the original number of bits. The cubic spline technique for the

creation of pre-conditioned test sets can be broken down into the following for:r steps

as shown in Table 5.3.

!
!
t
I
r
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Table 5.3 cubic spline based pre-conditioning test set generation algorithm.

Step Description

l Read a range line from the original raw SAR data test file.

2 Subtract the mean fi'om the data line.
a
J Fit a cubic spline to the data line.

4 Interpolate the spline at an offset e to the right of the data point

Add the minimum and divide by the maximun.l of the interporated
data line so that it lies between 10, ll .

6 Quantize the interpolated data line using a uniform quantizer to the
desired number of bits.

This cubic spline technique is the technique used to generate the pre-conditioned

test sets used in this thesis. Additional information about the test sets can be found in

Appendix B, and Matlab source code for the cubic spline technique can be found in

Appendix C.

5.3 Wavelet MRA Algorithm

As discussed in Chapter 4, a DWT analysis can be perfolmed using MRA

according to the equations

0j,, = \ Itl7l-klaj-1
" / , - - tI

ke Z

diu = Zãfz"-klni,;l
ke Z

(5.1)
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Wavelet MRA Algorithm

where al, and Q, are the ¡zth approximation anddetail coefficients respectively atthe

resolution / and the filters hlrl and þ[n] arespecified for a given wavelet. The MRA

analysis algorithn-r is therefore simply a convolution between the filter and the

coefficients of the previous resolution followed by a downsampling by 2 as shown in

Fis. 5.6.

Convolution Downsample

¡
t
I
T
I

5.3.1

Fig. 5.6. Block diagram of MRA analysis algorithm (From [MMOpO2])

Implementation of the MRA Algorithm

For any practical wavelet filter of length /, the convolution for the z th coefficient

of Eq. 5.1 becomes

a' ,,

I

=y.¿-/
fr=0

i_ lILIII-KIAJ' - 1I
(s.3)

Initially, this is a straight forward summation of / multiplications for each r¿',, as the

filtel is defined to have / coefficients and be zero elsewhere, as shown in Fie. 5.7.
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^0",0 "?
^0,t2 n

ltl- l

0 0 Ito l, -, 0 0

Fig.5.7. Convolution of hfn) with A6

To illustrate the convolution, consider the Haar wavelet filter with coefficients defined

AS

15 /.1
; l; 1ll_l- _rn0= _J2 J2

and the resulting coefficients of the convolution with a sequence Ao of length nx ate:

t5 5l

The question then becomes, if Ao is of length ru,having coefficients a$ to ag,_t,

what is the value of a,0,,. This problem, which is also seen in the MRA synthesis

algorithm, is a practical problern of defining what the values of convolution sequence

are outside its defined ranse.

a'o = hoaS+ h-1al

u', - hsal+h-1al

(t',,r_l = hgaP,r_, + h-1a,0,,
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Investigation into this issue results in consulting the properties of the discrete

convolution theorem [GoWo92], which states that for a discrete convolution to be

consistent with periodicity properties of the Fouriel' transform the discrete function to

be convolved is assumed periodic with period M . In the literature [StNg96],

IMMOPO2I, there have been several approaches for rnaking A, periodic including

zero-padding, smooth padding, peliodic extension, bor-rndary value leplication, and

infinite period, each providing different effects to the resulting coefficients on the

boundaries.

This thesis will use the periodic extension of Aj, as done in the Rice Wavelet

Toolbox IBCFHOO]. This involves replicating all the coefficients of A, at nt intervals,

as shown in Fig. 5.8. A property of r"rsing periodic extension in the MRA algorithrn is

that for a signal with an even number of coefficients n , the resulting MRA analysis

will plodr"rce exactly n/2 approximation coefficients and n,/2 detail, and only these

coefficients are needed for a perfect reconstruction. Note that this is not always the

case for different periodic schemes.

dnt-I cLo ant-) ,r0 a,n - |
cto c¿,n7- |

cto

Original sequence

Fig. 5.8. Periodization of A .

I
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once the convolution of Ar with hþtl, or ã[n] has been performed, the next step

is the downsample by 2. This step simply involves picking only every second

coefficierlt after the convolution starting from 0, which is only the even coefficients.

The Matlab code of the MRA algorithm used in this thesis is listed in Appendix C.

5.4 Quantization of the MRA Coefficients

Once the MRA algorithm has been applied to the raw SAR data, the resulting

subbands must be quantized for transmission. If the distribution of the resr-rlting

subbands is known in advance, an optimum quantizer can be constructed to exploit

this infonnation.

For this thesis, the raw SAR data will only be decomposed to resolution l. This

choice was made to simply limit the number of variables analysed in this thesis,

leaving a determination of the optimum decornposition resolution for future work.

This choice then requires the constl'uction of only two quantizers, one for the A,

signal and one for the D, signal. It has been shown in previous work [BuSi99] that the

MRA subbands statistics of natural images are the statistics of the original image

rnultiplied by a stochastic process determined by the wavelet. This also appears to be

the case for SAR by computing the histograms and normal probability plots of the

original signal to the A, and D, signals as shown in Fig. 5.9 to 5.13 for rhe first 1000

I
I
I
f
!
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samples of the E1-22089PS test set. Complete figures of all test sets are shown in

Appendix E.

The mean of two MRA subbands was also calculated for the five test sets and is

shown in Table 5.4. The data, histograrrs, and normal plots of the subbands shows that

they are not exactly zel'o-mean Gaussian distributed, burt that they are verv close. With

the observed statistics of the A , and D, signals, a Gaussian PDF optimized quantizer

can be chosen and will be suitable for the qr-rantization of the MRA coefficients. Note

that this decision is only discussed for the case of descending to MRA resolution 1,

and may not be valid at other resolutions.

Thble 5.4 Mean of the A , and D I MRA subbancls for the first 10000 sarnples of rhe

El-25224P5, E2-5551PS, Rl-24919PS and R1-24576PS test sets using the clb-2 wavelet.

Test set

Mean

Al Dl

E1-22089PS -0.38 r 0.208

El-25224P5 1 1Åa-J. t +J 1.102

E2-5551PS 2.468 -0. r r9

R1-24919PS -2.491 -0. r t9

Rl -24576PS r.909 -0.192

I
I
t
I
I
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Fig. 5.9. Histoglarn of A¡ from firsr
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10000 samples of El-22089PS test set using the db-2 waveler.
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10000 sampìes of E1-22089PS test set using the db-2 waveler.Fig.5.10. Histograrn of D¡ fì'on first
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5.4.1 Bit Allocation

The fr"rndamental idea behind data compression using wavelets is the MRA

analysis of the data using a wavelet l[ to a resolution 7 by recursively applying Eq. 5.1

and Eq. 5.2, followed by a quantization of the coefficients. As in other transform based

compression schemes the bit allocation for the coefficients must be determined.

The problem of bit allocation is to determine the optimurn number of bits to assign

to each coefficient Ã0, subject to a given quota A , to minimize the overall distortion

D. The bit allocation equation used in this thesis

approximations and is given as [GeGr91]

is derived using high-resoìution

R¿ = R *)tog-
2

6t

I

'¡ i+l
\ufr/

15 6l
j+l

II
l.-l

where oi is the variance of the frth coefficient.

When applying Eq. 5.6 to the bit allocation of waveler coefficienrs, rhe bit

allocation is calculated for each of the subbands thus creating a separate bit allocation

for each of the detail signals D, to D, and, the approximarion signal Ar. This differs

from the bit allocation from other transforms, such as the DCT, where a bit allocation

is calculated for each of the coefficients.
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For this wot'k, the raw SAR data will only be decon'rposed to resolution 1, thereby

creating only two signals A, and Dt, and onìy two bit allocations. This choice is

made to reduce the number of variables examined in this thesis and the complexity of

the hardware irnplementation. Investigation into the optimum MRA resolution is left

for future work. With only two subbands, rhe bit allocation of A, using Eq. 5.6 is

reduced to

I
!
I
¡
I

,o1
R¡, = R+ilogr-;a- tt f t

loo,,loó,

(s.7)

Equation 5.7 shows that if the bit allocation of the approximation signal A, is to be

one bit Iarger than the average bits per symbol R, then the variance of At must be l6

tirnes larger than the variance of D, . Experimental results applying F;q.5.7 to the first

400 blocks of the E1-22089PS, E1-25224P5, E2-555ps, Rr -24919ps and

R1-24576PS test sets using the Haar, Daubechies-4, Symlets-4, and Biorthogional 6.8

wavelets show that there is very little variation from the average bits per symbol rate

R.The bit allocation for the E|-22089PS dataset using Eq. 5.6 and R = 2 is shown in

Fig. 5.13 with complete figures of all test sets shown in Appendix E.
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Fig. 5.13. A I bit allocation fì'om the E1-22089PS test set the Haar, db4, syrn4, and bior6.8 wavelers.

An interesting feature of the bit allocation results is that the shape of the plot is

noticeably different for the Radarsat and ERS radars. This suggests that the design of a

wavelet based technique could be optimized to the specific radar performing the

imaging. The optimizafion of the techniqr-re for a specific radar is outside the scope of

this thesis and is left for future work. For all test sets examined. the variation of the bit

allocation around R is small and is due to the small ratio of oÅ,/62D, as shown in Fig.

5.14 for the E1-22089PS test set with cornplete figures of all test sets shown in

Appendix E.
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The snrall oÅ,/oB, ratio observed in all the test sets allows for the decision of

assigning ,R bits per sample for coefficients from both A , and D, , thus rernoving any

adaptive bit allocation. Note that this is only for the case of descending to MRA

resolution 1, and may not hold true for other resolutions.
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Fig. 5.14. MRA variance I'atio of theEl-22089PS test set with Haar, db4, syn.r4, and bior'6.8 wavelets

5.4.2 Block Size

The two MRA subbands have been shown to be approximately zero-mean

Gaussian distributed signals, with non-identical variances. The raw SAR data has

sìowly changing variance in both azimr-rth and range directions, which also indicates

that the Ar and D, subbands will have slowly changing variance. To effectively

1rr-ç¡.-¡,,,¡alzf¿.v.r1i/trr'.r'¡-,r¡;J"n7,¡,¡çr+,1.r,.¡1r1¡¡rri\i,rlv,¡-.f\,.1',\¡/¡^rr.r",,.',,'t¡,¿¡il.ñ-4tuf14,
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quantize the MRA coefficients, an adaptive quantizer for zero-mean Gaussian

distributed data is needed for each subband. Fortunately, one has already been

developed, namely BAQ. The BAQ algorithm is applied on blocks of raw SAR data,

or in this case, blocks of MRA coefficients, so the block size and dimensions must be

determined. When BAQ is combined with the MRA algorithm on raw SAR data, the

resulting technique is a wavelet-BAQ.

The first qr"restion is, should a I -D or 2-D block of data be used, and if I -D then

what direction. To minimize the buffering needecl, the BAQ, and therefore the MRA,

usecl in this thesis will only operate on l-D block of data in range. Because each lange

line of clata corresponds to the radar return from one ladar pulse, any block that wourld

inclLlde multiple samples in azimuth woLrld require buffering the previous range lines

until the number of azimuth samples is available. The memory requirements on such a

techniqr-re would be quite large as each range line contains over 10000 samples.

Processing the data in range is equivalent to processing it as it is digitized by the A/D

converter. The resr-rlting wavelet-BAQ technique operating in range is a 1-D

wavelet-BAQ.

The block size for the quantization, just as for BAQ, is a balancing of parameters

between having adequate samples for a valid estimation of the standard deviation

needed for the and quantizer and making sure the statistics of the block are stationary.

Typical block sizes are 512 to 4096 with 1024being the mosr common The block sizes

for each of the test sets used in this thesis are shown in Table 5.2 and, are calculated as

I
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the closest multiple of the number of samples per range line to 1024. More detailed

information about the test sets used in this thesis al'e given in Appendix B.

Table 5.5 Block size fbr pre-conditioned test sets

Test set

Cornplex
samples per
range Iine

Total
samples per
range line

Quantization
block size

E1-22089PS 5544 1 1088 I 386

E1-25224P5 5616 11232 1404

E2-555 I PS 5616 11232 1404

R1-24576PS 6108 13416 1611

R1-24919PS 6108 13416 1671

Some previot-ts transform based techniques for raw SAR data compression have

first normalized the block of data to be compressed before applying the transform

[BeSM95], [MaOPO2]. The logic behind the normalization is that the quantizers

required to quantize the transform coefficients will not have to be adaptive as the

variance of the coefficients will always be the saffìe. This approach for wavelets,

which although simplifies the quantizer required to qr-rantize the coefficients,

essentially requires three quantizers. One quantizer, a BAQ-8 or similar, would be

required to normalize the raw SAR data, and two other quantizers would be required to

quantize the approximation and detail coefficients. A pre-normalization scheme has

the additional drawback of introducing ûìore nurìerical error into the quantization

technique in any practical implementation due to the limited accuracy of the outputs

from the normalizer.

T
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The quantization scheme for the coefficients in this work will not nornlalize the

block of data plior to transformation, but will instead use two adaptive quantizers to

quantize the MRA coefficients. This can be accomplished because the transform

coefficients have apploximately the same statistics as the original signal, namely zero

mean Gaussian with slowìy changing, but different, variance. The quantizers

necessary for the coefficients are then BAQs where the quantizers are adapted to the

variance of the coefficient blocks.

Optimum Standard Wavelet Basis

Up to this point, the wavelet-BAQ algorithm has been described, except for one

important parameter, the wavelet itself. To determine the best wavelet the l -D

wavelet-BAQ algorithm described in the previous section is programmed in Matlab

and is run on all five pre-conditioned raw SAR data test sets using the SQNR and

qr-rantization gain as metrics. The SQNR provides a solid qualitative assessment of the

irnpact due to the data quantization, and the gain of the quantization gives an

evaluation on the radiometric distortion [DuCu94] The 1-D wavelet-BAQ will also be

run using 2,3, and 4 bits per sample quantization and use the BAQ block sizes from

Table 5.5.

To apply a cornparison for the l-D wavelet-BAQ compression technique, the

standard technique of BAQ is also prograrnmed in Matlab. The SeNR and

qLrantization gain results is obtained using BAQ for each of the test sets and each

I
¡
I
!
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desired data rate. Using the Matlab 1-D wavelet-BAQ technique, the SQNR and

qllantization gain for all standard wavelet basis fr-rnction in Matlab is calculated. The

top five wavelet basis functions giving the best average SQNR on the first 200 blocks

of the five test sets is shown in Table 5.6 compared to BAQ and the Shannon bound.

Cornplete results for all standard wavelet basis functions for all test sets is shown in

Appendix E, and Matlab code for the Matlab l-D wavelet-BAQ algorithm is listecl in

Appendix C.

Table 5.6 SQNR the top 5 waveler basis from the first 200 blocks of the
E1-22089PS andRI-24516PS test sets compared to BAQ and the Shannon bound.

Wavelet basis
Mean SQNR in dB

2 bit/sarnple 3 bit/sarnple 4 bit/sarlple

Shannon bound 12.04 r8.06 24.08

BAQ 9.52 r5.00 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.11 14.49 20.11

dbz O ?/1 14.69 20.40

sym2 9.34 14.69 20.40

coif l 9.33 14.69 20.40

haar 9.33 14.61 20.39

db3 9.32 14.65 20.31

t
t
I
I
I

As shown from

difference between

for 2 bits/sample is

the results in Table 5.6 and Appendix E, there is not

the different standard wavelets. The mean SQNR of

9.11 dB and there is a standard deviation of 0.30. The

a substantial

the wavelets

mean SQNR
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for 2 bits/sample is shown graphically in Fig.5.15, with only Daubechies wavelets

shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Fig. 5.15. Avelage SQNR of wavelet-BAQ using 2 biVsample qr"rantization and all srandar-d wavelets.
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Fig. 5.16. Ave'age seNR of waverer-BAa",rXTiiiiyå",i]i!5ii'r",,r",ion using Daubecrries waverers.

The results of all the standard wavelet basis in Matlab reveal an interesting

observation about the wavelet compression of raw SAR data. Specifically no standard

wavelet function is adequately similar to the raw SAR signal. This can be seen from

the SQNR performance of the wavelets which are consistently less than that of BAe

for all test sets and all bit rates reflecting the fact that no wavelet is adequately similar

to the SAR signal.Although no standard wavelet basis functions used in this thesis

have prodr:ced SQNR performance greater than BAQ, a custom wavelet basis function

could be created that could be placed directly into the 1-D wavelet-BAe algorithm.

The possibility of such a wavelet validates the need for a hardware implementation of

the l-D wavelet-BAQ algorithm as once the wavelet is created, and corresponds to a

MRA, the wavelet coefficients could then be placed directly into the l-D

I
t
I
I
I
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wavelet-BAQ implementation. The development of a custom wavelet for the

compression of raw SAR data is left for future work. The 1-D wavelet-BAQ technique

used to contpress raw SAR data for this thesis can be broken down into the followins

four steps as shown in Table 5.7, with Matlab code listed in Appendix E.

Table 5.7 I -D wavelet-BAQ algorithrn for r.aw SAR data compression.

Step Description

Acquire a I -D block of raw SAR data in range.

2 Decompose the block ìnto an approximation signal A, and detail

signal D, using MRA and the Daubechies 2 waveìet.

2 Estimate the variance of A, and D,

3 Use the variance of the coefficients to determine the optimum
thresholds for the Max-Llovd quantizers.

/1T Compress the coefficients using separate Max-Lloyd quantizers
and a common bits per sample À.

Summary

It is the aim of this thesis to develop a useful wavelet based compression scheme

for raw SAR data that is low enough in computational cornplexity to make it a

candidate for on-board data compression. Achieving this goal requires that the

technique provide potentially better performance results than the standard BAQ

technique, but also not require excessive computation.

Using the recursive MRA algorithm developed by Mallat, the MRA technique for

wavelet decornposition can be implemented by a convolution followed by a

!
¡
¡
¡
I

5.6
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downsampling. Several parameter decisions specific for the MRA technique used in

this thesis have been described in this chapter. The MRA will only descend to

resolt¡tion 1 to produce the Ar and D, signals, where the block size used for 4,., is a

function of the dataset file.

After examining the variance of the A, and D, signals for various wavelets, it was

found that no adaptive, or different, bit allocation technique was required as the

optimun bit allocation was always around A. This was found to be a result of low

snall ratio of o],/ o2o, , and allows the bit allocation for both A, and D, to be R . An

examination of the statistics of the A, and D, signals also shows that their statistics

can be modelled as zero-mean Gaussian with slowly changing signal power. The BAe

algorithm can then be used to quantize the A, and D, signals.

The choice of l-D or 2-D block sizes was chosen to be l-D in range as this will

remove the need for any additional buffering, and will simplify the wavelet-BAe

algorithm. This choice also implies a technique that processes the SAR data directly as

it leaves the A/D converter.

The final parameter that was left unknown, was what wavelet to use. After

experimenting with all standard wavelet basis in Matlab it was discovered that no

wavelet performed significantly better than any other, and that no wavelets performed

better than BAQ. Although no wavelet was supelior to BAe, the wavelet-BAe

I
I
¡
I
I
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algorithm has the potential to outperform BAQ if a wavelet is found to be better suited

to the SAR signal. To irnplement the wavelet-BAQ algorithrn, the Daubechies-2

wavelet was chosen as it showed the highest average SQNR in the experiments. With

aìl aspects of the 1-D wavelet-BAQ algorithm discussed, the algolithnl can now be

implernented in hardware.

I
I
I
¡
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IUpTEMENTATIOI\ oF THE, l-D
WnvnLET-BAQ TEcuNreuE

The 1-D wavelet-BAQ algorithm developed in Chapter'5 has shown good SQNR

performance results on the pre-conditioned test sets, but the true test for any on-board

raw SAR data compt'ession technique is whether or not it can be irnplemented in low

complexity hardware. The algorithm described in Chapter 5 addressed all the practical

issues with the MRA and BAQ such as the convolution, the wavelet. and the

quantization of the coefficients and if the target of the hardware implementation was a

floating-point processor, then the 1-D wavelet-BAQ algorithm could be directly

irnplemented.

For this thesis, the desired hardware target is an integer only arithmetic custom

computing engine (CCE) that could be implemented as a radiarion hardened ASIC.

This constraint on the hardware implementation dictates that no floating-point

arithmetic can be used, and all calcuiations must be done on integers. A second

constraint on the hardware is that buffering and memory should be kept to a minimum.

Acknowledging these constraints requires the re-examination of the 1-D wavelet-BAe

for inplementation Lrsing integer arithmetic only.

Two main issues of the l-D wavelet-BAQ algorithm will be explored in this

chapter before discussing any impÌementation. Firstly, how to calculate the standard
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deviation, and therefore the quantizer thresholds, for a block of data without Lrsing a

floating-point unit to calculate the standard deviation and without br-rffering the entire

block before hand. Secondly, how to calculate the MRA coefficients r,rsing integer only

arithmetic since the db-2 filter coefficients are all rational numbers.

This chapter presents the design and FPGA impìementation of the l-D wavelet-

BAQ algol'ithm described in Chapter 5 as a CCE using integer-only arithrnetic. To

provide a performance measurement of the l-D wavelet-BAQ, the BAQ algorithm is

also implemented for comparison in Chapter 7.

Design of the Custom Computing Engine

The algorithrn described in the previous chapter discussed a 1-D waveìet-BAe for-

the compression of raw SAR data, as shown in Fig. 6.1, where the raw SAR data is

decomposed to MRA resolution 1 using the db-2 wavelet and the A, and D, signals

are quantized using a BAQ. This discussion detailed many of the practical

ir-nplementation concerns of the algorithm, such as how to perform the MRA

convolution, how to quantize the coefficients, and what wavelet to use. Although these

specifications allowed the implementation of the 1-D wavelet-BAQ in Matlab, there

are implementation parameters which must be considered fol' an inteser CCE

hardware i rlplenrentation.

I
I
¡
I
I

6.1
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MRA
analysis

Fig. 6.1. Block diaglam of waveler-BAQ algorithm.

The end irnplernentation for any on-board raw SAR data compression technique is

the irlplernentation as a radiation hardened ASIC, and the lower the complexity the

smaller the ASIC size. Additionally, the less br"rffering required for the

implementation, the cheaper the implernentation. That being said, the implementation

cannot be so simple that it requires enormous processing time or unacceptable

performance results. The goal is then to implement the 1-D wavelet-BAQ algorithm as

a low-complexity CCE that can run at frequencies greater than the throughput of the

A./D converter, which for Radarsat-l is 64.6 MS/s.

To irnplernent the 1-D wavelet-BAQ in low complexity hardware, the algorithm

needs to be re-exarlined and optirnized for the target hardware. Several functions used

in the Matlab implementation that used floating-point arithmetic will have to be

converted to integer arithmetic before irnplernentation. The specific procedures that

will be examined are the calculation of the block variance and the quantization of the

data of the BAQ, and the filter bank implenentation of the MRA analysis algorithm.
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6.1.1 Calculation of the Block Variance

The standard deviation o

estimated from N points using

of a zero mean Gaussian random variable x can be

(6.1)o- 1

N-1

and is all that is needed to completely describe the distribution. The standard deviation

can then be used to calculate the optimal quantizer boundaries using the Max-Lloyd

quantizer. AlthoLrgh Eq. 6.1 is easily calculated using a standard PC with floating-

point capabilities, it is not as simple for a low complexity integer ASIC. The two

problems are the Iarge amount of multiplications and the calculation of the square root.

As a solution to this problem, Kwok and Johnson [KwJo89.] suggested using the

average signal rnagnitude statistic lXl to determine the standard deviation, as opposed

to estimating the standard deviation directly. The average signal magnitLrde is

attractive as it is much simpler to compute than the standard deviation.

To find a lelation between the average rnagnitude statistic lXl and rhe standard

deviation o of a Gaussian distlibution, let us assume that they are related bv a factor

¡rz sr-rch that
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o = nxlrl

and the average magnitude statistic is defined as

lãl = | lxll..(x)dx
I _',¡' '

= 2 i xf,xdx
,0

where /" (,x) is the PDF of the Gaussian input defined as

)
tõt a-:

r I l-I = 

-oLv

J r-\'- /"-la-
vNLlv

_x2

lxl=zi ' u^'a,
'o o J2n

=op-
NIt

Combining Eq. 6.5 with Eq. 6.2 gives

For a zero-mean Gaussian distribution, Eq. 6.3 is equal to

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

o
ttt 

- 

-

Ãt/ol=
^t 

1lY.r

r-
llr
t-

^l')tL
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which is approxirnately equal to 1.25. Therefore

o = i.25lxl

Using F,q.6.7, the standard deviation of raw SAR data block can

accurately. To illustrate this, the error between F,q.6.7 and Eq.6.l

bìocks of the E1-22089PS test ser is shown in Fig. 6.2.

(6 7)

be estimated very

for the first 400

Bfock Number
Fig.6.2. Error between average magnitude static based estimation of standard deviation and clirect

estimation of standald deviation for first 400 blocks of the E1-22089PS test set.

A first reaction to Eq. 6.7 might be that it is still a floating point operation, as it is

the prodr"rct of a real number and an integer, and calculating lXl requires the division

by the block size. This is of course true, however, Eq. 6.J can easily be implemented
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Lrsing a look-up table relating lxl to o, and for a powet'of Z block size lxl is sirnply

the sum of all l.xl followed by a shift.

6.1.2 Max-Lloyd Quantization

To simplify the hardware implementation of this thesis, only a 2 bit/sample BAe

will be implemented with this sirnplification there are only three thresholds and four

codewords for the quantizer as shown in Table 6.1 .

Table 6.1 Intervals, codewords, and reconstruction values of a 2-bit Gaussian pDF quantizer

Interval Codeword Reconstruction

(--, -0.981 6o) il -1.5104o

[-0.9816o,0) l0 -0.45280

[0,0.9816o) 00 0.4528o

[0.9816, -) 01 1.5104o

The quantizer is thus reduced to asking two questions of each piece of data x to be

quantized' (i) is 'r)0, and (ii) is l"xl >0.9816o. Implemenring these questions in

hardware anlounts to implementing two comparatols, one cornparing x to zeto and the

other comparing I,xl to 0.981 6o- .

The cornparison to zero is only a check of the most significant bit (MSB) of x , if x

is a signed nutnbet', which can easily be implemented by simply transfer-ring the MSB

I
I
I
I
I
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of ;r to the MSB of the

comparing lxl to 0.9816o

codeword. The only comparator

as shown in Fig. 6.3.

needed is then the one

Fig.6.3. Block diaglam of Max-Lloyd quanrizer.

The only parameter required for the quantizel is the standard deviation of the data

block o, which can be calculated using the average magnitude statistic described in

Section 6.1 .1.

6.1.3 MRA Analysis Using Polyphase Filter Banks

As previot-tsly discussed in Chapter 5, the DWT using MRA can be implernented

by convolution with a filter and downsampling, as shown in Fig. 6.4.

Convolution Downsanrple

The convolution of the fllter hþl with Ar in the MRA analysis algolithm can be

expressed in the time domain for a filter of leneth N as

Codeword

Fig. 6.4. Block diagram of MRA analysis algorithm (Frorn [MMOpO2]).
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and requires N nir-rltiplications and N- 1 additions for each coefficient. The total

computation requifed to convolve a signal of length M with two separate N length

filters is then 2MN multiplications and zM(N - l) additions. In rhe MRA analysis

algorithm only every second coefficient is kept after the downsarnpling, resulting i¡ a

great waste of cornputation. An effective means of developing a convolution algorith¡r

that computes only every second coefficient is the polyphase decomposition [parh99]

of the convolution. Two develop the algorithm, Eq. 6.8 can be expressed in the

¿-domain as

¡/_ I

atlnl = | n¡,,-klai-tþt)./.
k=0

Ai[zl = ulrle¡-t[z,l = \' ,rn r-o \' oi-t¡td1.-*' L¿ L -- L'-r\
,t=0 ,t=0

At[z] = arl)l + ai¡11r-t + ai[zlz-2 + ...

= ¿¡i¡01 + ai[Z)z-2 + ail4]2.-4 + ...
+ z.-t (ai¡1) + ailZlT.-z + ail5lz-+ + ...)

= Atn,u,rlz2l + z-l Alrulz2l

(6.8)

(6 e)

(6.10)

The input sequence o¡ ,¿ilnJ can be decomposed into two polyphases, one for the even

indices and one for the odd indices as
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where AL,t,¡2.21 and AJe,e,rfz,z) are the z-transformt o¡ 6¿i[2k] and ail2k+ 1l

respectively. Likewise, the filter ltlnl can also be broken into two polyphases as

uk) = fr u,u,,[22] + z-1 lro¿¿lz.2l (6.1 1)

where both Ho,¡,¡12.2) and Hn,u,rlz2) are of length N/2. using the polyphases of the

input and filter, the even index and odd index output sequence can be written as

ei - t lrl = Ainrut,,lzzl + ,-, ¿.Lì lrrl
= (Ai,n,,[z2l + z-t Aia¿[2z))(fu uru,,[221 4 ,-t ir o¿,il22))

= Atu,n,r[z2fírn,",rlzz)+2.-lAi aal-22)Hu,u,,¡r.21 
rc'12)

+ z,-I Aru,",,[22]iI o¿¿1221 + z-2A¡,,,¡lz,z)íI ot,iz2)

such that

At¿)t?.21 = AL¿¿lz.21H n,u,,¡2,2) + A¿,,u,,[zz)ir o,r,Ãz,z) (6. j 3)

and

Atniut,,[2.21 = Ator,,¡[2,2)Ho¿¿lzzl + z.-2Ai,,",,122)irur,",,¡rz1 6.14)

A block diagrarn of the polyphase convolution operation is shown in Fig. 6.5.
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At[2k]

Ar - r[2k

AJI) I' +

At - | lzk)

Fig. 6.5. Polyphase decomposirion of FIR filter (Afier [parh99]).

Recall that after the downsampling of the convolution, only the even index

coefficients are kept, therefore the MRA analysis of Ai is

Aj - | - Ai, u,rf 2,2) lI u, u,,[ z21 + z.-z A¡ oo[ 2.2) lr o *ilzz) (6.15)

+ 1l

and

Dj - I - Ai'n,rlz21ô r,,",,¡ z21 + z-2 A¡,,0[ z2)ô o¿,il2,2) (6.16)

Using the polyphase decomposition, the total computation of the MRA analysis to

decompose a signal of length M tnto the approximation and detail signal at the next

lesolution is then MN multiplications and M(N-2)+2 additions, a significant

improvement. An additional advantage of the polyphase decomposition is that now 4
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N/2 lengfh filtering operating can occLìr at once, compared to just 2, speeding up the

convolution. A block diagram of the polyphase MRA analysis is shown in Fig. 6.6.

Fig. 6.6. Polyphase irnplementation of MRA algorithrn.

In addition to decomposition into two polyphases, there are several other

optirnizations that can be applied to further optimize the filtering operation. Interested

readers are directed to [Parh99.] and [MeyeO1].

6.2 Implementation in an FPGA

The aim of this section is to discuss the implementation of the BAQ and l-D

wavelet-BAQ algorithr¡s in FPGA hardware using the complexity reducing methods

discussed in Section 6.1. The irnplementation should closely resemble an architecture

for use on-board a satellite for raw SAR data compression. Unfortunately, a SAR

T

I
I
T
I
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satellite development kit is not readily available, and as sLìch the Ballynuey 2 pCI

FPGA card by Nallatech was chosen to implenrent rhe FPGA desisns.

6.2.1 Target System

The target hardware platforrn fol'the hardware implementations for this thesis is

the Ballynuey 2 DIME PCI card developed by Nallatech incorporated [NallOl]. The

Ballynuey 2 is a PCI carrier card populated with a dedicated PCI contloller FPGA, a

user FPGA, and up to 4 DIME modules. The systern functions by prograrnming the

user FPGA, and DIME modules, fi'om the host pC, then reading and writing

information to the DIME system via the PCI bus. A block diagram of the DIME

system is shown in Fig. 6.7.

Host PC I Ballynuey 2

Fig.6.7. Block diaglarn of Nallatech DIME cald callier (Afrer [Nall01]).

The Ballynuey 2 system used in this thesis is populated with a Xilinx Virtex-600E

FPGA as the user FPGA, and no additional DIME modules. The PCI FPGA is a Xilinx

Spartan FPGA pre-configured by Nallatech and cannot be reprogrammed. To program

the Virtex FPGA, a bitstream is first generated using the Xilinx toolchain, and the

I
I
¡
I
I

PCI intelfäce
Nallatech low-

level dlivers

oftware lunning
on host PC

Up to 4 DIME
modules
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FPGA is then programmed via PCI busing using the Nallatech low level clrivers.

Adclitional information about the Ballynuey 2PCIcard can be found in [Nall01].

From the Virtex FPGA point of view, the system is inpr,rt data via a PCI interface

bus of the PCI FPGA, and has access to 2 banks of 2 MB pipelined zero bus

turnaround (ZBT) RAM [Bapa99], as shown in Fig. 6.8. The pCI interface FpGA

handles all PCI con.lrnunication and places the PCI to FPGA clata in a FIFO. Likewise,

all FPGA to PCI data is fed into a FIFO where is it read via the Nallatech low level

drivers.

Fig. 6.8. Block diagram of Ballynuey 2 system frour user FPGA pelspective (Afier' [Nall0l ]).

TheZBT RAM aboard the Ballynr-rey 2 are Late-Late Read RAMs [Bapa99] as

during a read operation, valid data appears two cycles after addresses and control

signals have been registered. Similarly, during a write operation, the data is input two

clock cycles aftel' the address and control signals are registered. A tirning diagrani of a

read operation is shown in Fig. 6.9.

I
T
I
I
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PCI FPGA
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with

PCI/board
contlol

firmware
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Available
exclusively for

user
applications
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Bank l
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Clock

Address

Control

Data

AO

CO

A1

CI

A2

C2

DO

A3

L-J

DI

Fig. 6.9. Bus operations fbr lead fì'om pipelined ZBT SRAM (Afrer [Bapa99]).

Using the Ballynuey 2PCI card, an implementation resenrbling one that would

appear on-board a SAR satellite, is desired. The basic SAR compression system is

very sinlple, digitized SAR data enters the compressor and compressed data exits. The

compressed data can then be transmitted to the ground station where the data is

decompressed, or stored for later transmission. A block diagram of the on-board raw

SAR data compression system is shown in Fig. 6.10.

Fig. 6.10. On-board law SAR data compression system block diagr.am.

The task is then to implement the raw SAR data compression system using the

Ballynuey 2PCI card. The input data and output data can come fi'om/to the PCI bus,
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and the SAR data compressor is simply a compression algorithm implemented using

the user FPGA resources.

To develop a CCE that will read/write data tolfrom the PCI FPGA, a finite state

machine (FSM) must be created to handle the comnrunications protocol. The r.eceived

data can then be processed by the user FPGA and sent back to the PCI FPGA for

leading by the host PC. Although this scheme will function, and will implement the

on-board raw data compression system model, a better implementation will separate

the PCI FPGA con.lmunications FSM and the SAR compressor. The main reason for

such a decision is that the PCI core FSM must lLln at 40 MHz to communicate with the

PCI FPGA. By breaking the system into two parts, two clock domains can be used,

one for the PCI FPGA communications and another for the SAR compressor. The

interconnection between the two clock domains is then implemented using

asynchronous FIFOs allowillg buffering of data in both directions with minimal

interfacing overhead. A block diagram illustrating the PCI FPGA communication

FSM, called the PCI core, and the SAR compressor, called the user core, is shown in

Fig. 6.1 I . This model is the one used for all implementations using the Ballanu ey 2 in

this thesis.

I
!
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I
¡
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PCI clock domain I User core clock dontain

PCI FPGA PCI core

FSM to
lead/write data

to/from
PCI FPGA

Usel core

FSM to
colnpfess

data

UseI FPGA

Fig. 6.11. Block diagram of the PCI core and user cor.e.

The entire raw SAR data development system Llsing the Ballynuey 2 PCI card

works directly with the host PC. For this thesis, software was written using the

Nallatech low-level drivers to write the SAR data test sets to the PCI FPGA, and read

the quantized data from it. This software also reconstructed the received data cr.eating

a new data file representing the reconstructed data. This reconstruction step would be

implemented as part of the SAR ground station, while the CCE would directly read

data from the A/D converter aboard the satellite.

6.3 FPGA Implementation of BAQ

The FPGA implementation of BAQ implementation serves two pul'poses in this

thesis. Firstly, it will provide an objective means of evaluating the performance of the

new l-D wavelet-BAQ as both will be implemented in the same environment.
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Secondly, as the wavelet-BAQ requires a BAQ for the quantizarion of the MRA

coefficients, any implementation of BAQ could be largely reused.

6.3.1 Implementation Considerations

The BAQ is sinply a block based quantization scheme, where the quantizer is

adapted to each block. By implementing the quantizer discussed in Section 6.1 , the

quantization is a simple comparison to the threshold 0.9816o. using this reduced

cornplexity for the quantization, three issues are left. Firstly, the data from the A/D

converter is fl'om the interval [0,255] and has a lnean of 12'/.5, and not 0. Secondly,

the determination of the quantization threshold using the average magnitude statistic.

And last, how to calculate the necessary statistic without first buffering an entire block

of data.

The first issue of removing the mean is not complex in appearance, however to

avoid the use of floating-point numbers, some concessions are necessary. The choice is

then what integer should be subtracted to nrake the samples zero mean, with the only

logical choices being 128 and I 27. Although both have the same magnitude error fi-om

the true mean, subtracting 128 will effectively change the sample to a 2's complement

signed number.

The second and third issues are related in that they correspond to calculating the

appropriate threshold for the block of range samples. In the Matlab implementation of

¡
I
I
I
¡
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the BAQ algorithm, the standard deviation was estimated for each block as it was

quantized. To do this in hardware would require the buffering of an entire block of

samples before it could be quantized, which is not an attractive perspective as the

dcsired implementation is to have minimal bLrffering. An alternate approach is to r¡se

the property of slowly changing variance in both range and azimuth directions of the

raw SAR data by r,rsing the standard deviation of the previous block to calculate the

quantization threshold. The first block in a scene to be compressed would then be

assigned a pre-defined threshold default, and each subsequent block would use the

statistic calculated fi'om the previous block.

This approach has been used for the Magellan mission to venus [KwJo89], and

was found to make very little SQNR difference, but results in substantial memory

reductions. The question still remaining, is how to calculate the standal'd deviation in

an efficient way.

In [KwJo89], the average magnitude was used instead of the variance to determine

the quantization level for the SAR data blocks. As discussed in Section 6.1.1, the

standard deviation o is related to the average magnitude lll UV

o = l.zslxl (6.11)

and the threshold å for the 2-bit quantizer is then

¡
I
!
I
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b = 0.e816( t.2slxl) (6.18)

The calculation of Eq. 6.18 is still a floating-point operation, and is not desirable for

on-board computation. An alternative is to have all possible thresholds pre-computed

and stored in a look r-rp table where each value in the look r,rp is equal to

Lurlil = 10.9816(1.2si) )

where I is the address in the look up table and corr-esponds to i.

The calcr-llation of lXl is tne sum of the nragnitude of each sample for a data bìock

divided by the number of samples in the block. To reduce the cornplexity in the

calculation of lxl , a sum of the magnitude of each sample coulld be calculated with

only the most significant N bits of the sum used as the address thereby diving the sum

by the block size. This is the approach used in [KwJo89], but is only accurate for block

sizes that are powers of two. To accommodate any sized block size, the address of the

look r,rp table could be the sum of the magnitude and the look-up table would be

programmed with

(6.1e)

(6.20)r ilTt,r _ | 0.98r6( 1.25i)S 
IþutLúr _L__B __l
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where S is the sample magnitude accumulator size in bits minlrs the number of

look-up table address lines and B is the number of samples per block. By

proglamming the look up table in this way, a free running accumulator can be used to

progressively calculate the magnitude sum. When the appropriate number of samples

have been sumnted, corresponding to the block size, the accumulator value would then

be used to load a new threshold couesponding to Eq. 6.20. The purpose of S in

Eq. 6.20 is to allow the use of any sized accumulator and any sized look-up table, two

parameters which ale implementation depenclant.

Fig. 6.12. Block diagram of BAQ hardwar-e irnplernentation.

The hardware implementation of the BAQ algorithm can then be described in five

steps, as shown inTable 6.2.

!
T
I
I
I

Sign bit

Sample rnagnitude

Block counter
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Table 6.2 BAQ algorithm f'or hardware implemenration.

Step Description

ì Read range data sample, 1 at a time.
Increment a counter for each read.

2 Subtract 128 from each sample.

a
J Add the magnitude of the sample to an accumulator.

4 Compare the magnitude of each sample to the cllrrent threshold.
Represent the data as:

00 if magnitude is < threshold and sign is 0
01 if magnitude is > threshold and sign is 0
10 if magnitude is < threshold and sign is 1

11 if magnitucle is > threshold and sign is 1

5 If the counter has reached the block size, clear the counter and road
a new threshold from the look-up table usinq the accumulator as
the address.

6.3.2 Implementation Using the Ballynuey Z pCI Card

The algorithm of the BAQ hardware implementation discussed in the Section 6.3.l

is easily implementable as either a sequential ol a pipelined implementation. Both

irnplementations are possible, however, the pipelined irnplementation has the added

benefit of increased throughput due to the inherent parallelism at the expense of

increased intelfacing overhead. Additionally, the pipelined approach has the benefit of

being able to run slower than a comparable sequential irnplementation. Consider the

criteria of processing data at" 64.5 MS/s. For a pipelined implernentation, the pipeline

must read in the data at 64.5 MS/s, thereby operating at 64.5 MHz and independent of

the number of pipeline stages. In the sequential implenientation, the entire algor-ithm

must be run on a piece of data befole the next data arives. This then implies an
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operating frequency of 64.5 MHz tinres the number of FSM stages in the

implernentation. For a given implementation, the pipeline architecture presents greater

room for frequency expansion.

Pipelined irnplementations of algorithms are very amenable to FPGA

implementations due to the ability to place parallelisrn where needed, and therefore the

pipelined approach will be used to implement the hardware BAe model. The

pipelined irnplementation of the BAQ algorithm presented in Table 6.2 can be broken

down into three pipeline stages as shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 Pipelined BAQ algorithrr

Pipeline
stage Description

I Read range data sample, 1 at a time and subtract I28 fi.om each
sample.
Inclement a counter for each read.

2 Add the magnitude of the sample to an accumulator.
If the cor¡nter has reached the block size, clear the counter and
load a new threshold from the look up table for the address
corresponding to the accumulator.

a
J Compare the magnitude of each sample to the threshold.

Represent the data as:

00 if magnitude is < threshold and sign is 0
01 if magnitude is > threshold and sign is 0
10 if magnitude is < threshold and sign is 1

1 l if magnitude is > threshold and sign is I

Each of the pipeline stages communicates with the next stage via an 8-bit data bus

and a 1-bit enable signal. At reset all pipeline stages are disabled and will not process

any data. The pipeline is then filled from stage 1 to stage 3, where at each stage data is

I
¡
¡
I
I
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processed and driven on the data bus, and if valid data is driven on the bus the enable

ìine is also activated. This allows the pipeline to fill r,rp and empty out as data

sequences pass though. Clear and Ioad signals are also added frorn the block counter to

the magnitucle accumulator and the threshold register respectively. When the block

colìnter ìs eqr-ral to the block size, the block counter will clear the rnagnitude

accumulator and load the current output of the look up table into the threshold register.

As the nragnitude accumulator is connected to the address bus of the look up table,

there is always data at the input to the threshold register, but the input only registered

when the counter drives the load signal. In the event that the accumulator is greater

than the N aclclress lines of the Iook-up table, only the N most significant bits of the

accumulator will be used to drive the look-up table address bus.

To rnap the pipelined BAQ algorithm in the Ballynuey 2 target platform, the

algorithm must be implemented as a user core to interface with the PCI core discussed

in Section 6.2.1. As aresult, an additional pipeline stage will be necessary to write the

¡
I
I
I
I

Stage 2

SubtracL
128

Srm'.lo

nragnitude
accumulatol'

2N Look
up tableN most significant

Fig.6.13. Pipelined irnplemenrarion of BAQ algorithrn.
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BAQ codewords from the user core to PCI core FIFO. The ZBT RAM will be used to

store the threshold look up table. Becallse the RAM is late-late-read RAM, two

additional stages are needed as the appropriate threshold value will appear two clock

cycles after the address is registered. As a result, the block counter will activate the

accumulator clear signal when the block counter reaches the block size, and then

activate the load signal two clock cycles later. An additional requirement, due to the

interface with the PCI core, is the ability to stall the pipeline if the user core to pCI

core FIFO becomes full. Each pipeline stage is fed with the FIFO full signal, which

will instruct each stage to stall and not perform their task until the signal is

deactivated. A block diagram of the pipelined irnplementation of the BAe algorithm

targeted for the Ballynuey 2 PCI card is shown in Fie. 6. 14.

FIFO bus FIFO bus

Fig. 6.14. Pipelined implernenrarion of BAe on rhe Ballynuey 2 pcl card.

The VHDL code BAQ core developed for this thesis is given in Appendix D. From

the code, there are two generic parameters that are passed to the core, CounterWidth

¡
I
I
I
¡

Stall pipeline
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and BlockSize. These two parameters change the size of the magnitude accumulator,

which subsequently changes what signals drive the 17-bit ZBT address bus and the

value where the block counter will generate the clear signal. These two settings exist

because for different raw SAR data test sets there may be different block sizes. As a

result of changing the block size the maximum value of the counter., defined as l2l

tin.les the block size, will dictate the counter size necessary. With the counter size

defined, only the most significant l7 bits are driven to the ZBT ad,üess bus, where the

ZBT RAM is programmed according to Eq. 6.21.

6.3.3 FPGA Implementation of MRA

Using the polyphase decomposition of a filter described in Section 6.1, the MRA

analysis can be efficiently performed by the filtering of even and odd samples, thus

removing the need for unused arithmetic and downsampling. The basic MRA analysis

aìgorithm block diagram shown in Fig. 6.4 can be further simplified using the MRA

filter identity

ãlnl = (*1),,h[-n) (6.21)

resuìting in the figure shown in Fig. 6.15, for an lt filter of length 4. The only

parameter left to define are the coefficients of the

¡
I
I
I
¡
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Fig. 6.15. Polyphase implernentation of a MRA filter of length 4.

Defining the filter coefficients is not as evident as it may appear since the filter

coefficients for the chosen Daubechies-2 wavelet are all rational numbers and. as

pleviously stated, the desired CCE is an integer only cornputing r-nachine. To provide a

solution to this problem, recall that the approximation coefficients are given by

hsalt + hTal* * 1 + h2al¡ *, + h3ct\ * 3 (6.22)^t _
"k -

Consider then, that if the

-h'
tl - ¿ffien

î' coefficients are lifted [Meye01] by a facror for L so that

/t ¡ O , t ¡ lì n , , n\noaik+ ht'ayk*, * ltr'alo*r+ lt3'al¡r*3)
^l -ttÁ -
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By choosing an appropriate lifting factor, the new filter coefficients iz' will all be

integer. Once the polyphase convolution is complete, the resulting A I and, Dl signals

can then be obtained by a simple division by L.

Implementing these filter coefficients effectively involves determining the factor

Z which will give the best representation. To facilitate the removal of the factor, the

logical factor would be a power of 2. The use of a signed 9-bit number essentially

creates a positive or negative fraction over 256 for the coefficients and provides for

adequate accuracy to the originals. The lifted coefficients for the db-2 wavelet are

shown in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4 Daubechies-2 fìlter coefficients and lified coefficients

Coefficient
index

;
tx coefficients Lifted h

coefficients

Value of lifted
coefficient

0 0.4829629131 114 0.484375

I 0.8365163031 214 0.8359315

2 0.2241438680 5l 0.2226s625

3 -0.129409522s aa
-JJ -0.1289062s

With all aspects of the integer only algorithm defined, the last step is a decision o¡

the architecture. As with BAQ, the basic choice is between a sequential or pipelined

architecture. The polyphase MRA is inherently pipelined, with the filtering of the

incoming data, and when added to the previous decision about a pipelined BAe, the

logical choice is also a pipelined MRA. Using the polyphase MRA, the resulting

T

I
I
I
I
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transform will produce one approximation or detail coefficient at every clock cycle,

since no downsampling is necessary. The output of the polyphase MRA transformer

can then be directly inpr,rt into two BAQ modules, one to quantize the Al signal and

one to qr-rantize the Dl signal.

With all the architecture paraneters of the MRA transformer fixed, the hardware

it-nplementation can be discussed in more detail. As previously mentioned, the FIR

operation of the MRA is inherently pipelined, and as such it makes sense to implement

it that way. There is still the issue of the delay necessary for the odd part of the filter. If

this delay is placed at the beginning of the pipeline, then once the pipeline is full, the

result from each of the four rnultipliers for approxinration and detail signal can be

summed together to produce the transformed coefficient. This eìiminates the need to

register individual multiplication and ensul'e that they are delayed by the proper

number of clock cycles.

This design choice then simply requires an additional sorter at the transformer to

place the odd samples into one pipeline and the even samples into the other. A block

diagram for the hardware implementation of the db-2 MRA transformer is shown in

Fis. 6.16.

I
!
I
f
I
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Splitter

-0"2k+2

Fig. 6.16. Haldware implementation of polyphase MRA fìlter of length 4.

The systern consists of first splitting the block of range data into even and odd

salrples. These samples are then fecl into the multiplier pipeline where they are

multiplied with the 9-bit filter coefficients. Once the mulriplier pipeline is full, one

approxinÌation or detail coefficient will appeal at every clock cycle. That is to say that

with an input data rate of -R , each of the even and odd data streams will be R/ Z and, so

too will be the approximation and detail signals. Since the coefficients are 9-bits the

output of the rnultiplication will be l7-bits. The BAQ must rhen be configured ro

quantize 17-bit data. The BAQ used in the wavelet-BAQ is identical to the BAe

previously discussed except that the pipeline stage to subtract 128 from each sarnple

has been removed. VHDL code for the wave-BAQ implementation is listed in
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Appendix D. A cornplete block diagrarn of the 1-D wavelet-BAQ irnplementarion is

show in Fis. 6.17.

As with the BAQ, the wavelet-BAQ has several generic parameters that allow the

customization of the irnplementation. These parameters are the multiplier coefficients,

the data with the mr,rltiplier output, the size of the BAQ accumulator and the block

size. As this implementation uses only the db-2 wavelet, the mr-rltiplier coefficients

used are those from Table 6.4.The multiplier output is also fixed to l7-bits as this is

the required number of bits for the mlrltiplication of an 8-bit and 9-bit number. The

choice of 17-bits is also enough to store the sum of the four rnultiplier results, but

would have to be expanded if more than four multiplications were summed.

The last parameters to specify are the BAQ accumulator and the block size. Both

of these parameters are chosen to reflect the data set used, as the block size for the data

sets are different. As with the BAQ, the accumulator is chosen to be large enough to

hold block size number of 17-bit numbers, the top 16-bits of the accumulator are then

used as the address lines for the ZBT-RAM LUT. Because the l-D wavelet-BAe

implernentatioti uses 2 BAQs to quantize the MRA coefficients, two look-up tables are

I
¡
I
I
¡

al
q ft(uÙ t: ¿(t

Fig. 6.17. VHDL Lnplernentation of wavelet-BAO

Spltter MRA
analysis
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necessary. This is easily accommodated as there are two banks of ZBT RAM on the

Ballynuey 2 PCI card. Both banks are programmed with the same look up rable

con'esponding to Eq. 6.20. Table 6.5 Iists the block size and accumulator width for

each of the test sets used in this thesis.

Table 6.5 Block size and counter width fbr pr.e-conclitioned test sets.

Test set
Total

samples per
range line

BAQ
block size

Accumulator
widrh (birs)

Er -22089PS 11088 1 386 2l
El-25224P5 11232 1404 27

E2-5551PS 11232 1404 21

Rt -24576PS 13416 1677 27

R1-249t 9PS 13416 t617 27

Summary

With the development of the 1-D wavelet BAQ of Chapter 5, the last step was its

implementation in hardware. Ideally, a raw SAR data developrnent kit would be used

as the target for the irnplementation, but unfol'tunately these are not available. The 1-D

wavelet BAQ, and the BAQ alone, were therefore implemented using the Ballynuey 2

PCI carrier card from Nallatech.

The implementation of the algorithms had the criteria of a low cornplexity integer

only arithmetic CCE, with minimal memory requirements. Because of the

disallowance of floating-point math, a direct implementation of the Matlab 1-D

I
I
T

T
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wavelet-BAQ was not possible and a t'e-examination of the l-D wavelet-BAQ

aìgorithrn was necessary.

To implernent the BAQ in low complexity hardware, the calculation of the

quantizer thresholds was performed using the average magnitude statistic, instead of

the standal'd deviation, and the statistic was calculated on the previous block of data.

To fr-rrther sirnplify the calculation of the quantizer threshold, all thresholds were

programmed into a look-up table addressed using the accumulated signal magnitude of

the block. The delayed calculation of the statistic was possible by the observation of

slowly changing signal power in both azimuth and range directions.

Likewise, with the implementation of the 1-D wavelet BAQ thele was the need to

optimize some procedures for the chosen architecture. A significant reduction in

cornputation, and a subsequent increase in performance was possible using the

polyphase decornposition of the MRA analysis algorithm. This technique allows the

clirect calculation of the MRA coefficients from a convolution without the need for a

downsampling. An additional issue with the MRA implementation was the use of

integer filter coefficients. This issue was resolved by lifting the coefficients by 256,

essentially making thern signed fractions over 256. The numerator of the lifted

coefficients was then used in the calculation, thereby making it an integer only

operation.

t
I
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In the previous chapter the I -D wavelet BAQ algorithnt was implemented as a low

compìexity CCE in Xilinx FPGA hardware. This irnplemenration is the nlajor work of

this thesis, and it is the focus of this chapter to evaluate the implernentation. This

chapter will compare the l-D wavelet BAQ CCE against the BAQ CCE using merrics

in both the signal domain and plocessed image domain.

This chapter begins with a review of current metrics for raw SAR data

compression in an attempt to determine the best subset of metrics to evaluate the I -D

wavelet BAQ. Using the chosen metrics, the results of the BAQ and I -D wavelet BAe

irnplementations run on the five pre-conditioned raw SAR data sets will be analyzed.

Using the metrics, an evaluation of the l-D wavelet BAQ will be made to determine its

relative n.lerits and shortcomings. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion on

some of the operating parameters of the FPGA implernentations.

7.1 Metrics for Raw SAR Data Compression

When evaluating a raw SAR data compression technique, both the signal domain

and the processed image domain must be considered as the statistics in the signal and

image domains are quite different and metrics used in one domain are not always

applicable in the other. The basic test rnodel used in the literature for evaluatins a new
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raw SAR data complession techniqr-re is to measure the effect of the qllantization in the

signal donain and then if the signal domain results are promising, process both the

ot'iginal and reconstructed data set to compare them in the image domain. A block

cliagrarn of the typical raw SAR data compression technique evalnation environment is

shown in Fig 7.1 .

Original image Reconstructed image
Fig' 7.1. Evaluation environment for SAR clata complession techniques (fi.orn [DuCu94]).

The standard signal domain metric used by almost all papers discussing raw SAR

data compression is the SQNR. There have been several studies discussing only SAR

data metrics and their ability to evaluate the effects of quantization [DuCu92],

[DuCu94], IMcCS98].

¡
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Another area where SAR data netrics are used is to evaluate SAR processors by

their effects on the resulting SAR irnages. Several papers have been written in this area

[ArVE99], [Harr87], [HOCC88], and these proposed metrics are also applicable in

evaluating the changes to the processed SAR images due to quantization of the raw

SAR data.

7.I.1 Metrics in the Signal Domain

To evaluate the effect of the quantization of the raw SAR data [DuCu92],

[DuCu94] have suggested the following rnetrics:

(1) Comparison of the data mean, standard deviation, kurtosis and entropy of the

ot'iginal and quantized SAR data. These can be used to highlight any changes

in the data statistics.

(2) The signal to quantization noise ratio (SQNR) and peak signal ro quanrizarion

noise ratio (PSQNR). These global metrics give relative rìeasures of the error

in an absolute sense and are useful in comparing results of encoding between

different data sets with different statistics.

(3) Cornparison of the histograms of the original and quantized, d,ata sets. This will

highlight any changes in the probability distribution due to rhe q¡antization.

The histogram of the error is also useful as it will highlight the pr-obability

distribution of the error due to quantization.

I
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(a) An examination of the phase error as a technique which produces severe phase

distortion may be unusable. The phase information in the raw SAR data is usecl

by the SAR processor to focus the processed SAR image and in interferometry

[McCS98].

7.L.2 Metrics in the SAR Image Domain

To evaluate the quality of the processed sAR image, [ArvE99], [HarrgT'ì, and

[Ducu94] have proposed the following sAR image domain merrics:

(1) Comparison of the data mean, standard deviation, kurtosis and entropy of the

SAR images. These statistics can be used to highlight any changes in the dara

statistics.

(2) The SQNR and PSNR of the SAR images. These global nretrics are accepred

by [Ducu94], but strongly rejecred by both [ArvE99] and [HarrgT] clairning

the quantization of the raw SAR data degrades the SAR image produced frorn

the original data by non-linear distortion, linear distoltion, and additive noise.

The linear noise then irnplies correlation between the SAR images from the

original and quantized data, which violates the assumptions made by seNR

and PSNR.

(3) Comparison of the SAR image histograms from the original and quantized data

sets. Examining the histograrns will highlight any changes in rhe probability

I
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distribution due to the distortion in the signal domain. The histogram of the

errol is aìso useful as it will hightlight the probability distribution of the error

due to qr,rantization.

(4) Cornparison of the l-D and 2-D image spectra of the SAR images from the

original and quantized data sets to highlight any discrete frequency artifacts,

differences in bandwidth ancl differences in frequency content. The 1-D and

2-D spectra of the error image can also be examined to show whether the error

is gleater for high or low frequency image conlponents.

(5) The normalized integrated side lobe ratio (NISLR) is a normalized version of

the integrated side lobe ratio (ISLR) which is the ratio of the total energy

returned fionr a point to the energy contained outside the mainlobe. The

normalizing factor addresses the problem of the ISLR in comparison of

quantized data which decreases the energy on the mainlobe and sidelobes.

It was the conclusion of [DuCu94] that the single most important metrics are the

image domain SQNR and the signal domain SQNR as they give a nleasure of the

severity of the unstructured error due to quantization. The SQNR is not a perfect

solution as noted by [ArVE99] and [Harr87], since it is a global rrìeasure and gives no

information about the spacial location of the el'l'or or indication to the extent to which

the errot effects the end use of the image. Therefore, in order to gain additional

information about the characteristics of the elror, [DuCu94] suggest using: (i) the data

I
I
¡
I
T
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statistics of the raw data and image data, (ii) comparisoll of the histograms, (iii) error

images, and (iv) irnage spectra.

These conclusion are rìor rejected by [ArvE99], [Harr87], lHoccgg] except for

the use of the SQNR on image data. These researchers assert that while the SNQR in

general is higher for visually superior images, a given value of SQNR does not

indicate a corresponding leveì of image quaìity and may be misleading. They believe

that the NISLR is a metric that should be included in any measlìre of SAR image data.

7.2 Design of Experiments

7.2.1 Metrics

Although an exhaustive analysis using all possible metrics would be ideal, this

thesis will limit the metrics to only a few. The nretrics chosen reflect the most common

metrics used in the literature, and focus mainly on the performance in the signal

domain.

For this thesis, the signal domain SQNR quantization gain, entropy, phase error

and histogram analysis will be used as metrics along with the image domain SeNR

and PSNR and histogram analysis. The histogram analysis will investigate the original

and reconstructed histograms by presenting figures along with the variance of the

erfor.

I
¡
I
¡
!
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7.2.2 BAQ

To irnplement the BAQ CCE discussed in Chapter 6 using the Ballynuey 2PCI

card, the BAQ core was implemented as a user core and combined with the PCI core.

The cornplete VHDL description was then synthesized using Leonardo Spectrum

2002b21 and irnplemented using the Xilinx ISE 4.2iSP2 place-and-roure rools. The

user FPGA was then programmed using the resulting FPGA bitstream using the

Nallatech Iow-leveì drivers.

With the BallynLrey 2 programmed with the implementation of BAQ, each of the

five pre-conditioned raw SAR data test sets was in-turn written to the PCI FPGA with

the resulting codewords read. Since each codeword represents the 2-bit BAe

codeword and the 18-bit accumulator value corresponding to the threshold, a

reconstructed data file could be created.

With the reconstructed data files created, the metrics described in Section '/.2.1 can

be calculated.

7.2.3 Wavelet-BAQ

As with the BAQ, the 1-D wavelet-BAQ core must be first combined with the pCI

core for implementation on the Ballynuey 2 PCI card. The toplevel design is then

synthesized r-rsing Leonardo Spectrum and implemented using the Xilinx

place-and-route tools. The resulting bitstream is then programmed to the user FpGA of
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the Ballynuey 2 using the Nallatech low level drivers. Each of the five test sets are

then in-turn written to the PCI FPGA and the resulting quantized MRA coefficients

codewords are read. The data file can then be reconstructed by first reconstructing the

MRA coefficients, then applying the MRA synthesis algorithm to reconstruct the

signal domain data. Both of these steps wereprogran'ìmed in C and run on the resulting

data file read from the output of the PCI FPGA. With the data sets reconstructed after-

the l-D wavelet-BAQ, the metrics described in section J .2.1 can be run.

7.3 Experimental Results

7.3.1 BAQ

7.3.1.1 Signal Doruain

Signal domain results of the five pre-conditioned test sets quantized using the

FPGA implementation of the BAQ-2 algorithm are shown in Table 7.1 These results

are compared with the BAQ-2 algorithm programmed in Matlab. The purpose of

presenting these results is simply to verify that the FPGA-BAQ performs as expected,

that way it can be used as an appropriate benchmark for the performance of the I -D

waveÌet-BAQ FPGA implemenration.

As can be seen from Table 7 .1 , the SQNR of the FPGA BAQ-2 is nor as high as rhe

Matlab BAQ-2, performing, on average,0.2 dB lower than rhe Matlab BAe. This is

to be expected as the FPGA BAQ-2 does not calculate the standard deviation of each

I
I
I
I
I
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block before quantizing it. The quantization gain is slightly higher for the FPGA BAQ,

on average 0.13 ViV highel than the Matlab BAQ, again an artifact of the late

estimate of the block variance. Although the FPGA BAQ gain is slightly higher, it is

not a significant gain.

Table 7.1 SQNR of the FPCA BAQ f'or theBl-22089P5,81-25224PS, E2-5551PS, Rl -24919P5
and Rl-24576PS test sets compared the Matlab BAQ.

Test set

SQNR in dB
o?

Quantization gain -;L
6ín*

FPGA
BAQ-2

MatLab
BAQ-2

FPGA
BAQ-2

MatLab
BAQ-2

Mean 9.35 9.52 0.902 0.889

E1-22089PS 9.36 9.60 0.912 0.899

El-25224P5 9.68 9.80 0.931 0.908

E2-5551PS o1A 9.36 0.9r3 0.888

R1-24919PS 9.25 9.41 0.880 0.811

R1-24576PS 9.20 9.45 0.875 0.814

An analysis of the FPGA BAQ histograms also show the expected results, as

shown in Fig. J.2, and complete histograms in Appendix F. The histogram inFig.7.2

shows the four reconstruction levels of the quantizer and its variation as the signal

statistics change. Comparing this to the histogram of the same data set but qr,rantized

using the Matlab BAQ-2, shown in Fig. 7.3 with complete histograms shown in

Appendix F, shows virtually the same shape. Numerical results from the calculation of

the entropy and phase error for the FPGA BAQ-2 and Matlab BAe-2 is shown in

Table1.2.

I
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Table T.2Entropy,andphaseerrorof theFPGABAQfortheEl-22089P5,F'1-25224pS,E2-5551pS,
R I -249 i 9PS and R I -24576PS test sets compar.ed the Matlab BAe

Test set

Entropy in bits Phase error variance

FPGA
BAQ-2

Matl-ab
BAQ-2

Matlab
BAQ-2

FPGA
BAQ-2

Mean 5.49 5.58 0.1 0l 3.561

E1-22089PS s.90 5.92 0.1 00 3.534

E1-25224P5 5.70 5.81 0.099 3.555

E2-5551PS J.5Z 5.36 0. 101 3.519

R1-24919PS 5.26 5.31 0.1 03 3.613

Rr-24576PS 5.26 < A,) 0.104 3.615

The entropy of the FPGA ancl Matlab implernentations of BAQ are very similar,

with an average difference of only 0.09 bits, making it a fairly insignificant difference.

The phase error variance is the first numerical result that very strongly emphasizes the

difference between the Matlab and FPGA implementations. These numbers are even

more pronounced when examining the phase error histograms, as shown in Fig. 7.4

and Fig. 7.5 with complete histograms of all test sets shown in Appendix F. The

magnitude of the phase error is directly related to the lack of precision in the

calculation of the block standard deviation and subsequently the quantizer threshold.

From the data in Table 7.1, Table 7.2, and the histogram figures cornparing the

FPGA BAQ-2 to the Marlab BAQ-2, it can be concluded rhar the FpGA BAe-2

produces data consistent with the Matlab BAQ-2 and can be used as a benchmark

representing the performance of a hardwale BAQ. This conclr-rsion can be made as all

data presented comparing the two implernentations produce near identical results.

!
I
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I
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7.3.2 Wavelet-BAQ

7.3.2.1 Signal Domain

using the 1-D wavelet-BAQ developed in chapter 6, seNR results and

qLìantization gain for each of the pre-conditioned test sets are shown in Table 7.3, with

entropy and error variance for the test sets is listed in Table 1.4 and, Table 7.5

respectively.

Tabfe 7.3SQNRof rheFPGAMRAcorefbrtheEl-22089ps,Fl-25224p5,E2-555tps,Rt-24919ps
and R1-24576PS test sets compared to BAe and the Shannon Bound.

Test set

SQNR in dB
o?

Quantization gain -;L
6 r'nn

FPGA
BAQ-2

FPGA
wavelet-
BAQ-2

FPGA
BAQ-2

FPGA
wavelet-
BAQ-2

Mean 9.35 8.95 0.902 0.860

E1-2208gPS 9.36 8.14 0.912 0.861

El-25224P5 9.68 9.32 0.931 0.888

E2-5551PS 9.24 9.07 0.913 0.869

R1-24919PS 9.25 8.81 0.880 0.839

R I -24576PS 9.20 8.78 0.875 0.836

In analysing the results in Table 7.3 it immediately appears that the 1-D wavelet-

BAQ perforrì'ìs worse than BAQ as indicated by its consistently lower numerical

results. The sQNR of the wavelet-BAe is on average 0.4 dB lower than the BAe, as

is the quanlization gain with is on avel'age0.42lower. These numbers are not entirely
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LlllsLlprising considering that the Matlab implementation of the 1-D wavelet-BAe

discussed in Chapter 5 did not find any wavelet which had sr-rperior SeNR than BAe.

Thble 7.4 Entropy of the FPGA BAQ for the E1-22089P5,81-25224ps, E2-5551ps, Ri-249lgpS ancl
Rl -24576PS test sets compaled the Matlab BAe.

Test set
Original FPGA BAQ-2 FPGA wavelet BAQ-2

Entropy Entropy A Entropy Entropy A Entropy

Mean 7.41 5.49 1.92 7.28 0.13

Er-22089PS 1.47 s.90 1.51 1.35 0.12

E1-25224P5 7.62 5.10 1.92 7.53 0.09

E2-5551PS 7.11 5.32 1.19 6.99 0.12

R1-2491gPS 1.43 5.26 2.11 7.28 0.15

R I -24576PS '7 
^1 5.26 2.16 7.21 0.r5

The entropy results present some interesting results suggesting higher information

content in the wavelet-BAQ data than the BAQ data. These numbers are consistent

with the histograms of the reconstructed wavelet-BAQ data sets as shown in Fig. 7.6,

with complete histograms for all data sets shown in Appendix F. When comparing the

wavelet-BAQ histograms to the BAQ histograms it is evident that the wavelet-BAe

histograrn is much closer to the original histograrn than the BAQ histogram. The

question is whether this is to due to a change in the noise statistics. This does appear to

be the case when examining the entropy of the error signal and the variance of the

phase error', shown for both the FPGA BAe and FPGA wavelet-BAe in Table 7.5

I
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Fig.7.6. HistograrnoftheEl-25224PStestsetquantizedwithFPGAwaveler-BAe-2.

The error data shown in Table 7.5 shows only slightly higher noise energy for the

wavelet-BAQ compared to the BAQ for all test sets. This elevation in noise is also

visible when examining the error histogram and phase error histogram as shown in

Fig. 7.6, with complete histograms for all test sets shown in Appendix F. The

wavelet-BAQ error histogram is more of a Gaussian shape compared to the

rectangular shape of the BAQ. This can be attributed to the fact that the quantization is

perfolmed in the transform domain for the wavelet-BAe.
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Tabfe 7.5 Errol entlopy and phase error variance of the FPGA BAQ for the E1-22089pS, El-25224p5,
E2-5551PS, Rl-24919PS andRl-24516PS test sets conlpared rhe Marlab BAe.

Test set

Entropy of error in bits Phase error variance

FPGA
BAQ-2

FPGA
wavelet-
BAQ-2

FPGA
BAQ-2

FPGA
wavelet-
BAQ-2

Mean 5.49 5.88 3.567 3.880

E1-22089PS 5.90 5.94 3.534 3.887

El-25224P5 5.10 6.08 3.5s5 3.843

E2-5551PS 5.32 5.51 3.519 3.860

R1-2491gPS 5.26 5.92 3.613 3.901

R1-24576PS 5.26 5.91 3.615 3.91 0

The phase erl'or histogram is also somewhat different for the wavelet-BAe

compared to the BAQ. The wavelet-BAQ phase error histogl'am is larger and more

spread out, which is reflected by its increased variance.

0.025

à 002

!
G
oIr o.ols

0.01
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0-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150
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Fig. 7.7. Error histoglam of tlre E|-25224P5 test ser quantized with FPGA wavelet-BAe-2.
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nsistently performed better than the wavelet-BAe in all metrics except

ld be noted however that the difference between the BAe and the

only marginal.

7.3.2.2 Image Domain

To efficiently analyze the effect of the signal domain quantization, the image

domain metrics are also necessary. The SQNR and PSQNR image domain metrics for

the BAQ and wavelet-BAQ FPGA implernentations are shown in Table '1.6 for all test

sets.
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Table 7.6 Lna-ee domain SQNR and PSQNR of the FPGA wavelet-BAQ fbr rlie El -22089pS,
El-25224P5, E2-5551PS, Rl-24919PS and Rl-24576PS test sets compared the FPGA BAe.

Test set

SQNR in dB PSQNR in dB

FPGA
BAQ-2

FPGA
wavelet-
BAQ-2

FPGA
BAQ-2

FPGA
wavelet-
BAQ-2

Mean 8.41 1.46 57.11 56.1 5

E1-22089PS 7.04 4.48 56.13 53.51

El-25224P5 10.r6 9.1 1 s9.06 58.01

E2-5551PS 9.36 8.51 58.61 51.83

R1-24919PS 1.71 1.83 s5.1 6 s5.03

R 1 -24576PS 1.12 1.29 56.59 56.r5

The results in Table 7.6 show that the SQNR and PSQNR is lower for the waveler-

BAQ than BAQ for all test sets. These numbers are consistent with the histograms of

the error signal as shown in Fig. J .9 and 7.I0, with histogralns for all test sets shown i¡

Appendix F. The error histogram shows that the wavelet-BAQ variance is only slightly

larger than the BAQ erlor variance.

The results of the analysis in the image domain is similar to the signal domain,

whereby the wavelet-BAQ has consistently performed worse than the BAe. This

statement is justified by the image and signal dornain metrics which show no

improvement over BAQ. That being said, the deficit is small in all cases and allows for

the possibility of implovement if an optimal waveret for sAR is used.

I
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7.4 Implementation Results

Both the BAQ

pl ace-and-route tools.

irnplementations.

and wavelet-BAQ were

This section describes some

implen-rented using the Xilinx

of the parameters about these two

7.4.L BAQ

The BAQ core easily fits in

the implementation as shown in

the Virtex-600E illustrated by the floorplanner view of

Fig 7.11.

:_toplevel "toplevel"
Hl tlrl o"oarrnro . údeleÍifo'

ÐetaÍnHFO -deleftfo'

aA Qt oR E l' E A Q-tu æ_3 3 54._ t g_a_45_ I za 744'
toplevel "Primitives"

Fig.7.l2. BAQ floorplannel legend

Fig. 7.11. Floolplannel view of BAQ.
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The floorplanner view shows the logic block allocation to each of the top level

instantiated components. The two circled blocks are the data FIFOs and the uncircled

block in the upper right quadrant is the BAe. As can be seen by the large empty

spaces, the BAQ implementation takes a very small amount of space.

The synthesis report on the implementation specifies a maximurn user core clock

frequency of 91.4 MHz, which is close to the actual timing report maximum clock

frequencv of 59.90 MHz.

7.4.2 Wavelet-BAQ

As with the BAQ implementation, the wavelet-BAQ implementation comes

nowhere close to filling the entire FPGA. The implementation does utilize more of the

FPGA resources than BAQ, as expected. The floorplanner view of the irnplenrentation

is shown in Fig.7.13. The floorplanner shows all logic blocks used by the design and

how they are allocated. The two circled blocks represent the two FIFOs used to

connect the user core to the PCI core, whereas everything else corresponds to the

wavelet-BAQ implementation. By far the largest use of the logic has gone to the

multiplier section of the wavelet-BAQ. This is not unexpected since multipliers do

occupy more space than adders

T
I
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I
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"toplevel"
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7.14. wave-BAQ fl oorplanner legend.Fig'

The maximum clock frequency reported by the place-and route tool for the

wavelet-BAQ is 52.47 MHz, slightly higher than the BAQ. This is expecred since

there are more logic blocks in the wavelet-BAQ.

7.5 Summarv

The 1

compafed

and image

-D wavelet-BAQ FPGA implementation developed in

to the BAQ FPGA implementation using several metrics

dornain. Analysis in the two domains is necessary as both

Chapter 6 was

in both the signal

domains are used
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by researchers. Both the FPGA BAQ and FPGA wavelet-BAQ were progranlmed inro

the user FPGA of the Nallatech Ballynuey 2 PCI card for compression of the five pre-

conditioned raw SAR data sets. The results of the experirnents in both the signal and

irnage domain was that the wavelet-BAQ performed consistently worse than the BAe.

This finding, while disappointing, is not unexpected given the previous results in

Chapter 5. AlthoLrgh the BAQ was superior, the difference between the BAe and

wavelet-BAQ was small for all metrics, leaving the possibility fol impr.ovement if an

optimized wavelet is developed specifically for SAR.

¡
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8.1 Conclusions

Motivated by the developrnent of a high throughput CCE for the compression of

raw SAR data with the prospect of surpassing the performance of BAQ, this thesis

designed and irnplemented a l-D wavelet-BAQ.

The intent was not the development of an improved raw SAR data compression

algorithm alone, but also the implernentation of the algorithm in low complexity

hardware. Throughout the development of the CCE, tests were run on five

pre-conditioned raw SAR data sets using all standard wavelets in Matlab, in an

atternpt to determine the best wavelet basis. It was in doing this extensive testing that it

was found that none of the standard wavelet basis produced an SQNR performance

greater than BAQ. The different wavelets showed very little variation with all

wavelets between Daubechies-1 to Daubechies-44 differing by a maximum of onìy

0.09 dB for 2 bits/sample quantization. Throughout these tests it was determined that

the best performing wavelet was the Daubechies-2 wavelet.

Using the db-2 wavelet, the 1-D wavelet-BAQ algorithm was implemented in

Xilinx hardware where the CCE perforrned on average 0.4 dB worse than BAQ on all

test sets. The results of the CCE showed similar results in both the image and signal

C PTE

ffi
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domain, performing consistently worse than the BAQ. Although these results were

discouraging, the difference between the BAQ and wavelet-BAQ was relatively small

presenting the possibility for improvement if a wavelet can be found, or developed,

that is better suited to the raw SAR sisnal.

With the successful hardware implementation of a low cornplexity raw SAR data

compression algorithm with the potential for surpassing BAQ, it is concluded that the

objectives of this thesis have been accomplished.

8.2 Contributions

This thesis and the research done towards its completion has provided the

followi ng contributions :

1 . Extensive testing of 104 standard MRA wavelet basis in Matlab showing that

no standard wavelet provides superior SQNR performance than BAe.

2. The development of a new raw SAR data pre-conditioning technique for

reduced dynamic range test sets that produces superior quality test sets than the

MDA pre-conditioning technique.

3. The implementation of a I-D wavelet-BAQ algorithm in low complexity

hardware for the cornpression of raw SAR data. This technique did not provide
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an SQNR greater than BAQ, but does have the potential to surpass BAQ if an

optimal wavelet can be found.

8.3 Recommendations for Future Work

Based on the work done in this thesis, the following recornmendations are

suggested fol'future work in this area:

1. The development of an optimal wavelet for the compression of raw SAR data.

2. Deternrination of the optimum MRA resolution for a given wavelet.

3. Investigation into additional wavelet techniques such as wavelet packets and

the lifting technique.
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Appnxux A
CuenacTpRrsrrcs oF THE

RADARSAT.I A¡{D ERS.I RIuens

Table 4.1 Characterists of the Radarsat-1 IRLLA91] and ERS-l [Arte91] radars.

Radarsat-1
(Standard Mode)

ERS-1
(Image Mode)

Radar Frequency (f. ) 5.3 GHz 5.3 GHz

Relative platform speed ( V" ) 7402 m/s 1497 nls

Platform Heighr (Il) 800 krn 785 km

Antenna height (A¡r,) 1.5 m lm

Antenna length (A¿ ) 15m l0 m

Beam incidence angle (0,, ) 20-49" 23"

Pulse bandwidrh (Bp ) 11.6 17.3 30 MHz I5.5 MHz

Sampling frequency (/" ) 12.9 r 8.5 32.3 MHz 18.96 MHz

Pulse repetition frequency (frrr) l2l0-1390H2 1680 Hz

Time duration of pulse (tr, ) 42.0 ¡t"s 37.1 ps

Ground swath width ( Wn ) 100 km 100 km

Azimuth resolution (ô, ) 25m 30m

Ground range resolution (ôcpc) 28m 30m

A/D converted bits A
I bits 5 bits

VQ wordsize A
I bits 5 bits

Compression technique none none

Downlink channel bandwidth 105 Mbits/s 105 Mbils

-A-l -



Apppunrx B
Raw SAR Darn TEsr SBrs

There are 5 raw SAR data test sets used in this thesis provided by the Alaska SAR

facility. Details of the 5 original test sets and the 5 pre-processed test sets are shown in

Table B'1 and Table 8.2. Thumbnails using a 4x4 averting aperture of the processed

aniplitude images of the pre-processed test sets are shown in Fig. B.l to Fig. 8.5.

Histograms of all test sets are shown in Fig.8.6 to Fig.8.16.

Table 8.1 Details of the raw SAR data tesr sets

Test set Radar
Bits per
sample

Complex
samples per
range line

Range lines

El-22089R ERS-1 3L 5544 26624

E1-25224R ERS-1 3L 5616 20390

E2-5551R ERS-2 3L 5616 18119

R1-24576R RADARSAT-1 16 6708 64498

R1-24919R RADARSA}1 16 6708 64904

Table 8.2 Details of the pre-processed SAR data test sets.

Test set Radar
Bits per
sample

Spline
offset

Quantization
block size

E1-22089PS ERS-1 256 0.08 I 386

El-25224P5 ERS-1 256 0.08 702

E2-5551PS ERS-2 256 0.08 702

R1-24576PS RADARSAT-1 256 0.3 3354

R1-24919PS RADARSAT-1 256 0.3 3354
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R¿¡ry SAR Daîa Test Set.l
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Fig. 8.1. Processed amplirude image of E1-220g9ps dara ser.
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R¿¿ry SAR Dztu Te .11 Sets
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Fig.8.2. Processed amplitude image of E1_25224p5 data ser.
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Ra¡, SAR Duî¿t Test Sets
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Fig.8.3. Processed amplitude image of E2_5551pS dara set
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Ã¿¡ry S,4R Dutu Tcsr Scrs

Fig.8.4. Processed amplitude image of Rl-245l.6p5 data set.
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Rarv S,4R Dltu I'e.çt Set.l

Fig.8.5. Processed amplitude image of R1-24919p5 data ser.
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R¿¿x, SAR Duta Te.çt Sers
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Thble 8.3 Statistics of the original and cubic spline pre-processed data from the E I -220g9R tesr ser.

Statistic Original Pre-processed

Entropy /l <')A.JL 7.41

Redundancy 0.48 0.53

Standard
deviation

16.37 133.68

o factor 8.11

Kurtosis 1.44 r.39

Skewness 1.16 1.14

Mean 0.001 0.005

Talrfe 8.4 Statistics of the original and cubic spline pre-processed data fiom the Et-z5z241tesr set.

Statistic Original Pre-processed

Entropy 4.69 7.62

Redundancy 0.31 0.38

Standard
deviation

t6.61 1 35.1 5

o factor 8.14

Kurtosis 1.55 t.48

Skewness t.20 t.17

Mean 0.001 0.01

-B-12-
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Table B.5Statisticsoftheoriginat andcubicsplinepre-plocesseddatafromtheE2-555iRtestser

Statistic Original Pre-processed

Entropy 4.04 7.11

Redundancy 0.96 0.89

Standard
deviation

16.01 132.04

o factor 8.25

Kurtosis 1 1,1 1.25

Skewness 1.09 1.09

Mean 0.001 0.01

Table 8.6 Statistics of the original and cubic spline pre-processed data fr-om the R I -24576R tesr set.

Statistic Original Pre-processed

Entropy 3.64 7.43

Redundancy 0.36 0.57

Standard
deviation

8.06 133.84

o factor 16.60

Kurtosis r.53 t.3l

Skewness 1.19 t.13

Mean 0.00 0.00
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Table 8.7 Statistics of the original and cubic spline pre-processed data from the R I -249 I 9R tesr ser.

Statistic Original Pre-processed

Entropy 3.63 7.42

Redundancy 0.37 0.58

Standard
deviation

8.06 133.71

o factor 16.60

Kurtosis 1.52 1.36

Skewness 1.19 r .13

Mean 0.00 0.00

- B-14 -
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c.1 Pseduosimulated Processor (resampleCCSDspline.m)

%resampleccsDspline Resamples the dynamic rang.e quantization on
%SAR computer capable signal- data.
% [CCSDout] = RESAMPLECCSDspIine (filename, filestruct,
%origbits,numbits,offset,debug) creates a file called
%FTLENAME. RESAMPSPLINE.CCSD containing alternating I/ e samples where
?ãa|'a rac:mnl aÄ!sÐa¡'r,feu to NUMBTTS from oRrcBrrs using cubic spline
%interpolation and an offset of OFFSET.
%

% F]LESTRUCT is a structure of
% IF]LEHEADER RECHEADER SAMPLES-PER-REC NUMREC].
? Tho i nnrrl_fi 1,',.¡,*urrrê FILNAME will be read using a file header of FILEHEADER
%bytes, a and a record length of RECHEADER + 2*SAMPLES_PER_REC.
%

%

% Enter a value of 1 for DEBUG if you wlsh
%wi11 enable dat.a [CCSDout.] output.
%

%

function ICCSDout, daLaout] =
resampleCCSDspline ( filename, fifestruct, origbits, numbits, offset, debuq)

fileheader = filestruct(1) ;
recheader = filestruct(2) ;
Samnl ês nêr rê. = f i Iacl- r"^+- / ? \Lruuu\J,/,
numrec = filestruct(4) ;

Lo enter debug mode. This

debugmode = 0;
if nargin == 6

if debug == 1

debugmode
rìrlen^rrf -
dataout =

end

= 1:
zeros ( 2 *samplesJer_rec*numrec, 1 ) ;
zeros ( 2 *samplesJer_rec*numrec, 1 ),.

end
if - ((numbits > 0) & (numbits <= g))

t'NUMBITS must be between 1 and B bits,l
roj_ rrrn -

end

if ((numlcits-origbits-1) < O)

['NUMBITS must be greater then ORTGBfTS'l

-c-l-
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rol_ rrrn.

end

CCSD_filename = [filename,, .CCSD' ] ;
CCSD_file = fopen(CCSD_filename,'r' ) ;

if (CCSD_file == -1)
CCSD File?

CCSD_filename = [filename,' .D,];
CCSD trle = fopen(CcSD_filename, ,r');
if (ðcsn-rtr" -- -1)

CCSD_fifename = [filename,, .raw, ] ;
CCSD_file = fopen(CCSD_filename,,r, ) ;
if (CCSD_file -- -1)

[ 'Could not open CCSD file, ]
return

el-se
resamp_filename = [fi1enafrê,, .RESAMPSPLINE.raw, ] ;
copyfile( [fi]-ename,' .in' l, Ifirename,' .RESAMpspLrNE.in' ] ) .

copyfile( [filename,' .fmt'], tfirename, ' .REsAMpspLfNE.fmt'l );
end

el se
resamp_fifename = [filename,' .RESAMPSPLTNE.D, ] ;
copyfile( [fi]-ename,' .L' l, Ifirename,' .RESÄMpspLrNE.L' ] ) ;

end
^t ^^

resamp_filename = [ filenafrê, ' .RESAMPSPLfNE . CCSD , ] ;

end

fseek(CCSD_fi1e, O,' bof ' ) ;

div_fiIe = fopen(resamp_fifename,'w' ) ;

headerdata = fread(CCSD_f ile, fifeheader, ,uchar,),_
fwrite (div_file, headerdaLa,' uchar' ) ;

% Is file ASF

Þarts =

fori=
rf

end

linspace (0, 1-, 2^numbits+1 ) ;

1 : numrec
(mod (i, 100 ) == 0 )

['Processing Line',num2str(i), of ' .num2sf rlnrrmro¡\ Iu! \ rru¡LL! ee / I

headerdata
frn¡ril-cl¡lì.t

recdata =
outdata =

-^^l-È- -IçUUALA -

= fread(CCSD_f iIe, rechead.er, 'uchar, ) ;
_fi1e, headerdata,' uchar' ) ;

f read (CCSD_f i1e, 2 *samplesJer_rec, 'uchar , ) ;
recdata;

recdata- ( 2 ^oriqbj_t s-I) / 2 ;

-c-2-
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x = 1:1:2*samples3er_rec;
nev/data = spfine (x, recdata,x+offset) ;

ne\¡/data = ne\Àrdata-min (newdata) ;
newdata = newdata. /max(newdaca¡ ;

recdata = quantiz (newdata,parts (2: length(parts) _1) ) ;

if debugmode == 1
ccsDout ( ( (i-1) *2*samplesjer-rec+1) : (i*2*samples3er-rec) ) = recdata,.
dataout ( ( (i-1) *2*samplesJer_rec+l) : (i*2*samplesper_rec) ) = outdata,.

end

fwrite ( div_file, recdata, ' uchar ' ) ;
end

fclose (CCSD_file) ;
fclose (div_file) ;
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c.2 MRA Wavelet Analysis (MRA_analysis.m)

%MRA_analysis performs a 1D MRÀ t.ransform.
% [a1, d1 ] = MRÀ_anlysis (a0, wavelet ) performs
analysis %transform on AO usign the wavefet
returns the %approximation A1 and details Dl-
I

the muftiresolution
WAVELET. The functlon
, at the next resolution

function Ia1. d1] = MRÀ_anlysis (aO, wavefet)

size_aO = Iength(aO);
if (mod(size_a},2) -= 0)

['a0 must have dimensions of a power of
rêi- trrn.

end

th, Sl = wavelet_filters (wavelet, ,analysis,
if (length(h) == 0)

['Wawefet ,,wavelet, ' unknown,]
end

a1 = wave_conv (a0, h, ,analysis ' ) ;
d1 = wave_conv(aO, g,'anafysis' ) ;

2')

);

-c-4 -
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c.3 MRA Wavelet Synthesis (MRA_synthesis.m)

%MRÀ_synthesis performs a lD MRA reconstruction.
% tAO I = MRÂ-synthesis (a1 , d1 , wavef et ) perf orms the mu]tiresolut.ion
%analysis reconstruction on A1 and Dr- usign the waveret WÀVELET. The%function returns the annrowimar-fq¡¡ [Q, at the next. resolution.
z

function Ia0¡ = MRÀ_synthesis (a]-,dl,wavelet)

srze_a1 = size(a1);
size_dl = size(d1);

if (size_al -= size_d1)
[ 'a1 and d1 must have the same dimensions, ]

ra1_rrrn -

end

th, Sl = wavelet_filters (wave1et, 'synthesis, ) ;
if (fensth(h) -= 0)

['l¡Iavelet',wavelet,' unknown' ]
end

vr'ave_conv (al-, h, ,synthesis , ) ;
wave_conv(d1, S,' synthesis' ) ;

a0+d0;

-c-5-
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c.4 Wavelet Convolution (wave_conv.m)

ä\r'Jave-conv performs a 1D convofution using a specified wavefetfilter.
?wave_conv(sample, f if t.er, type) convol-ves SAMPLE wrth FfLTER andreturns %the result. RES. The RES returned wilf always start. withindicies 0 and %end at an index (sample_fen) . The value of TypEspecifies with synthesis %or analysis which wil_l determine if ho rsthe l-eft or right of %filter. This value of TypE also specifieswhether RES should be %upsampled by 2 or downsampfed bv 2.

function Ires] = wave_conv(sample, filter, type)

f i-lt.er_len = length (f i1t.er) ;
sample_size = size(sample) ;

if (strcmpi (t]ape, 'analysis,) -- 1) %wavel-et decomposì_tion (hO onright )

res = w_convr (sample, filter) ;

if (mod(filter_len,2) == O)
res = res (filter_fen:2 : length(res) ) ;

el-se
res = res(filter_1en_1:2:lengrth(res) ) ;

end

el-seif (strcmpi (cype, '

sample_size = size
if (sample_size(I)

uped_sample =
e1 se

uped_sampÌs =
end

synthesis') == l-) % (hO on l-ef t side of f if ter)
(sampl-e) ;

>= sample_size(2) )

zeros ( 2 *sample_size ( 1

zeros ( 1, 2*sampfe_size

) ,1);

(2));

uped_sample ( 1

res = w_convr
res = res(1:2

el se
error ( [ 'Error

end

:2 :2*IengLh (sample) ) = sample;

(uped sample, filter) ;*length (sampfe) ) ;

:.n t\æe ', type, ' unknown'l ) ;

-c-6-
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C.5 Convolution (w_convr.m)

%w_convr performs a 1D convolution
%w_convr(sample,fiftere) convofves SAMPLE with FfLTER and returns the
%resul-t RES.

function Ires] = rr_conv(sample, filter)

sample_len = length(sample) ;
filter_len = length(filter) ;

sample_size = síze (sample);
filter_size = size (filter) ;

if (sample_size(1) > sample_size(2) )

res = zeros (sample_len+fil_ter_1en_1, 1) ;
series-head = sampre-ren-1 : -1- :sample-len- (fifter len-1) ;
series_head = mod ( series_head, sample_1en) +1,.
series_head = series_head( filter_len_1: _1:1) 

;
series_tail = sampfe_]en: sample_1en+ ( fifter_len_1 ) _1;
ser j-es_tai1 = mod (series_tai1, sampJ_e_len) +1;

sample = [sample (series_head) ; sample; sample (series_tail) ] ;

if ( filter_s ize(2 ) > filter_size (1 ) )

filter = fi1fcr'
end

ef se
res = zeros (1, sample_1en+filter_len_1) ;

series head = sample_1en-1 : -1 : sample_len_ ( filter_len_1 ) ;
series_head = mod ( series_head, sample_1en) +1;
serres_head = series_head( filter_len_1 : _l- : 1) ;
series_tail- = sample_len: sample_len+ ( filter_ten_1 ) _1;
series_tai1 = mod ( series_tail , sample_Ien) +1;

sample = [sample(series_head) sample sample(series_tai1) ] ;

if (filter_síze(L) > filter-size(2))
f i_l-ter = f if ter' ;

end
end
res_l-en = sample_len+f ilter_len-1 ;

f or i = 1: res_l-en
res ( i ) = sum( sample ( i : i+filter_ren-1 ) . *fif ter ( filter_len : -r_ : 1 ) ) ;end

-c-1-
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C.6 Wavelet Filters (wavelet_filtes.m)

%wavelet-filters returns the approprr-ate wavefet firters.
%th,gl = wavelet-filters(wavelet) returns the high pass waveletfifter G %and the 1ow pass filter H for the wavefet WAVELET. The
rfocnmnncit- i^- ^-
%reconstruction fi]ters can be chosen by setting TypE to:
Z ' analysys' : decomposition filter
% ' synthesis' : reconstructlon filter

f unction ih, Sl = wavelet_f ilters (wavel_et, type) ;

wavel-et = deblank(wawelet) ;

tld, hd, 1r, hrl = wfilters(wavelet);

92--------
=======_==========

===S= haar h/avelet
9-------_

-==if (strcmpi(wavelet,'haar' ) == 1)
if (strcmpi(type,'synthesis, ) == 1)

h = zeros (length(ld¡, 1¡ .

h (1) = O .'7 0'tL067 81186547 57 ;
h(2) = 0.107a0ü8L1,8654i5''t ;

g = zeros(length(hd),1) ;
s(1) = 0.101106181L8654757 ;

s (2) = -0. 701106'7 8118654i5i ;

el-seif (strcmpi (type, 'analysis') -= 1)
h = zeros (length(ld¡, 1¡ -

h(1) = 0.701L067811,8654757 ¡

h(2) = 0.70710678118 654757 ;

g = zeros (length(hd¡ ,1¡ -

s (1) = -0. 107I061 81L8654'15't ;
s (2) = 0.101]-06781,1,8654757 ;

end
%========

===Z= db2 tdaveler
ft ======== = === = = ========= ============= ========
===elseif (strcmpi (wavefet ,,db2,) -= 1)

if (strcmpi (ttape, ,synthesis') -= 1)
h = zeros (length(ld), 1) ;
h(1) = 0.48296291314469025;
h (2 ) = 0.8365163 03i3i46899;
h(3) = 0.224L4386804l-85?35;
h(4) = -0. !2940952255092L45¡

g = zeros (length(hd) ,1) ;
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s (1)
s (2)
s (3)
s (4)

- o . r29 409 52255 09 2L45 ;

- 0 . 2247438680418573 5 ;
0 . B3 65163 03731 46899 ;
-0 . 4829 62913a4469 025 ;

(length (hd) ,1) ;
.48296291,314469025;
B3 6s1-63 0313'7 46899 ;
.2241,4386804185735;
.129 409 5225509 21,45 ;

elseif (strcmpi(ttape,'analysis, ) -= 1)
h = zeros (lenqth(ld¡, 1¡ -

h (1) = -0. L2940952255092145;
h(2) = 0.22414386804185735;
h (3 ) = 0. 836s163 0313i 46899;
h(4) = 0.48296291314469025;

g = zeros
s(1) = -0
s(2) = 0-
s(3) = -0
s(4) = -Q

end

Repeated for all wavlets

else
error( ['Error! Wavelet

end
',wavelet, ' not found'l )

-c-9-
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c.7 Error Due To coefficient euantization (MRA_error.m)

?MRÀ_error calculates the error after a
%specific level (j ) and reconstruction
?coefficienLs.
z
%[aO-r] = MRÀ_error(a0,1evef, numbits, wavelet) reconstructs A0 from%level LEVEL using MRÀ and the wavelet I^IAVELET usrng the coefficients%quantized using NUMBrrs. aO_r is the reconstructaon.
z
"ó rf the revef is specified as -1, the maximum fevef is descended.

function Ia0_r] = MRÀ_error(a0,level. numbits, wavel_et)

length_aO = lengrth(aO) ;

if ( (levef > ffoor (Iog2 (lensth_aO) ) ) I (tevet < 0) )level = f l-oor (Iog2 (length_aO) ) ;
end

tSl = MRÀ_decomp (aO, fevef,wavelet) ;

mean_vec = zeros (level+l-, 1)
var_vec = zeros (l-evel+1, 1) ;

S_len = length(S);

%% Phase l-: Cafculation of Mean and standard
coefficient block.

pos = Q;
for i = 1:fevel

Aj_1en = fength (S) /2^t;
mean_vec (i) = mean(S (pos+1:pos+Ai_1en) ) ;
var_vec (i) = std(S(pos+1:pos+Ai_1en) ) ;pos = pos+Aj_len;

end

mean_vec (level+1) = mean (S (pos+1:pos+Aj_len)
var_vec (1eve1+1) = std(S (pos+1:pos+Aj_1en) ) ;

%% Phase 2: euantization of coefficients

Sr = zeros (size (S) ) ;

lPartition Codebookl = Maxlfoyd(2^numbits) ;Partitlon = partition(2 :2^numbits), ;
Codebook = Codebook';

MRÀ decomposition to a
by quantizing the

deviation of each

t;
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pos = 0;
g^-- llUI -L = I: -LEVE-L

A;_len = lengrh (S) /2^iì
if (var_vec(i) -- 0)

Icomp_index comp_decomp_data] = quantiz (S (pos+1:pos+Aj_fen) _
mean-vec (i) , Partition. *var_vec (i) , Codebook. *var_vec (i) ) ;(pos+1 :pos+Ai_1en) = comp_decomp_data + mean_vec (i) ;

Sr (pos+1:pos+Aj_1en) = S (pos+1:pos+Àj_len) ;end
pos = pos+Aj_1en;

end

if (var_vec(1ewef+1) -= O)
Icomp_index comp_decomp_data] = quantiz (S

mean_vec (level+1) , partition. *var_vec (level+1)
+1) );

Sr (pos+1 :pos+Aj_1en) = comp_decomp_data +
el se

Sr (pos+l:pos+Aj_len) = mean_vec (level+l) ;
end

aO_r = MRÀ_recorÌ(Sr, level,wavelet) ;

(pos+1 : pos+Aj_1en) -
, Codebook. *var_vec (1evel

mean_vec (leve1+i I ;
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C.8 Block Adaptive Quantization (baqCCSD.m)

%baqCCSD Performs a bfock adaptiwe quantization on B-bit SAR comÞuteï
%capable signal data.
% [ ccSDout ] = BAQCCSD ( F]LENÀME, FTLESTRUCT, ABLocK, RBLocK, NUMBrrs , DEBUG )

% creates a file called FILENAME.BAe.ccsD containing alternating
Z I/Q samples where data is comnressed f ô I\TIIMRITS (then

decompressed) using BAe.
z
% FfLESTRUCT is a struct.ure of
Z IFILEHEADER RECHEADER SAMPLES-PER-REC NUMREC].
% The inputfile FTLNAIVJE will be read using a file header of
% FILEHEADER bytes, a and a record
% length of RECHEADER + 2*SAMPLES pER REC.
z
? The BAQ blocksize is ABLOCK samples in the Azj-muth direction and
% RBLOCK samples in t.he rang'e direction.
%

% Enter a va]ue of 1 for DEBUG if you wish to enter debug mode. This
% wifl enable data ICCSDout] oucpuc.
z
z

function
I CCSDout ] = baSCCSD ( f ilename, f ilestruct, ablock, rblock, numbits, debug)

tl- = cputime;

fileheader = fifestruct (l-) ;

recheader = fifestruct (2 ) ;
samn-ìês nêr rêc = filoqj_rrr¡t- /?\u! ue u \ J / /

numrec = filestruct(4) ;

debugmode = 0;
'ì f nãr-in -- Ávrrr __ v

if debug == 1

debugmode = 1;
CCSDout = zeros (2*samplesjer_rec*numrec, 1) ;

end
end
if - ( (numbits > 0) & (numbits <= 8) )

['NUMBfTS must be between 1 and B bits,l
return,-

end
if (mod (samples3er_rec*2 , rblock) -= O )

[ 'Blocksize must be multipfe of dataset ' ]
retLrrn;

end
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CCSD_filename = [filename,' .CCSD' ] ;
CCSD_file = fopen (CCSD_fifename , 'r') ;
i-f (CCSD-fi1e == -1)
CCSD File?

CCSD_f rl-ename = [f ilename, ' .D'] ;
CCSD-file = fopen(CCSD-filename,,r, ) ;
if (CCSD_file -- -1)

CCSD ftfename = [filename,' .raw' ] ;
CCSD file = fopen(CCSD-frfename, ,r,);
if (CCSD_fite -- -1)

[ 'Could not open CCSD file, ]
return

ef se
baq filename = [filename,, .BAe_',num2str(numbits),, .raw, ] ;copyfile( [filename, '-in'], Ifirename,' .BAe_',num2str(numbits),' .in,1 ¡;copyfile( [fi]ename,' .fmt'1, Ifilename,' .BAe-',num2str(numbits), ' .fmt']

);
end

^l ^^grSe

baq filename = [filename,' .BAe_',num2st.r(numbit.s),, .D, ] ;

copyfile ( [ fifename,' . L' ], I firename,' . BAe_', num2str (numbits ),, . L, ] ) ;
end

else
baq filename = [filename,'.BAe_

end

baq f i-1e = fopen(baq_f ilename, 'w') ;

num2str (numbits),' .CCSD' I ;

õwrrce t,ate Header
headerdata = fread(CCSD_fiIe, fileheader,,uchar
fwrite (baq file,headerdata,'uchar, ) ;

);

% PASS 1 : Calcufate Mean Matri-x
['PASS 1 : Ca]-culate Mean Matrix'l

õ.LS I]-l.E AS¡'

mean_mat = zeros (cej-l (numrec/abf ock)
block_mat = ones (ceil (numrec/ablock)
rblock) . * (rblock*abl-ock) ;

block_mat (ceil (numrec/ablock) , : )

abfock. *ffoor (numrec/ablock) ) ;

, 2 * samples__per_rec / rblock )

,2*samples3er_rec/

rbfock. * (numrec-
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% PASS 2 : Calcufate Standard Deviation Matrix
[ 'PASS 2 : Ca]-culate Standard Deviation Matrix' l
SD_mat = zeros (cei1 (numrec/ablock), 2*samplesjer_reclrblock) ;

fseek (CCSD_fi1e, fileheader,' bof ' ) ;

for i = l-:numrec
f seek (CCSD_f il-e, recheader, 'cof ' ) ;

for j = l-: sampf esJer-rec*2/rblock
recdata = f read (CCSD_f ile, rblock, 'uchar' ) - 1-2'l .5;
recdata = recdata - mean_mat(floor( (i-1) /abfock) +I,t);
SD-mat (floor( (i-1) /ablock) *1, j ) = sum( [SD_mat.(floor ( (i-L) /

ablock) +1, j ) ; recdata .^21) ;

end
end

SD_mat = sqrt (SD_mat. / (block_mat-1) ) ;

% PASS 3 : Perform Compression/Decompression
['PASS 3 : Perform Compression/Decompression' ]

IPartition reconstruction_base] = Maxl,loyd(2^numbits) ;

Partition = Partition(2 :2^numbits)' ;
reconstruction_base = reconstruction_base',-

feaal-/r-r-qn fil^ filalro¡Äor 'X^f ').

for i = 1:numrec
headerdata = fread(CCSD_file,recheader,'uchar' ),-
fwrite (baq_file, headerdata,'uchar' ) ;

for j = 1:sampfes-per_rec*2/rblock
recdata = fread(CCSD_file,rblock,'uchar' ) - I2'l .5;

I comp_index comp_decomp_data ]

quantj-z (recdat.a, Partit.ion. *SD_mat ( floor ( ( i-1) /
ablock) +1, j ), reconstruction_base. *SD_mat ( f loor ( ( i-1 ) /ablock) +I, j) ) ;

fwrite (baq fi1e, floor (comp_decomp_data+127 .5),'uchar' ) ;

if debugmode == 1

CCSDout ( ( ( (i-f-) *samples3er_rec*2) + ()-1) *rblock+1) : ( ( (i-
1) *2*samples3er_rec)+j *rblock) ) = f f oor (comp_decomp_data,+1,2'l .5) ¡

eno
end

end

fclose (CCSD_file) ;
ç^t ^^^ /L-- €i 1^\!uruSc lldLrrl-el ./ ,-

f, - ^ñ,,fì-^.u¿ - LPULT]LLç,
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C.9 l-D Wavelet BAQ (wavebaqCCSD.m)

%waveletbaqCCSD Performs a wavelet domain bl-ock adaptive quantizatron
%on 8-bit SAR computer capable signal data.
% [CCSDout]
% WAVELETBÀQCCSD ( FILENAME, FTLESTRUCT, RBLOCK, NUMBITS ,

U I^]AVELET, NUMLEVEL , DEBUG )

% creates a fil-e cal-l-ed FILENAME.WAVBAQ.CCSD containlng alternating
Z I/Q sampJ-es where data is compressed to NUMBITS (then
% decompressed) using 1-D Ï¡jawel-et BAe.
%

ä t lL.EiS'l'RUC'l' l-s a st.ructure ot
Z IFTLEHEADER RECHEADER SAMPLES-PER-REC NUMREC].
% The inputfile FILNAME wil_l be read using a file header of
% I,'ILEHEADER bytes, a and a record
? length of RECHEADER + 2*SAI{PLES pER REC.
z
% The BAQ blocksize is RBLocK sampfes in the range direct.ion.
z
% Enter a value of l- for DEBUG if you wish to enter debugr mode. This
% will enable data [CCSDout ] oucpuc.
%

z

function ICCSDout, Rawout] =
waveletbaqCCSD ( f i lename, f i 1es truc t, rblock, numbi ts,
wavelet , numlevel , debug )

t1 = cputime;
f il-eheader = f ilestruct (l-) ;

recheader = fifestruct (2) ;

samplesjer_rec = f ilestruct (3) ;

numrec = filestruct(4) ;

debugmode = 0;
I € ---^] - -- 

tr! llatuflr -- I

if debug == 1

debugmode = 1;
CCSDout = zeros (2*samplesjer_rec*numrec, 1) ;
Rawout = zeros (2*samples__per_rec*numrec, 1) ;

end
end
if - ( (numbits > 0) & (numbits <= B) )

['NUMBTTS must be between 1 and 8 bits,l
return;

end
if (mod (samples3er_rec*2, rblock) -= O )

['Blocksize must be multiple of dataset']
ret.urn;

end
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CCSD_fifename = [filename,' .CCSD' ] ;

CCSD_file = fopen(CCSD_filename,'r, ) ;
if (CCSD-file == -1) Z rs file ASF
CCSD File?

CCSD_filename = [filename,, .D' ] ;

CCSD_file = fopen(CCSD_filename,,r, ) ;
if (CCSD_fiIe -- -1)

CCSD_f ilename = [f i]-ename, ' .raw'l ;

CCSD_file = fopen(CCSD_frlename,'r, ) ;
lf (CCSD-fi1e == -1)

[ 'Cou1d not open CCSD file' ]

return
el se

baq firename = [filename,' .I^]AVEBAe_',num2str(numbits),, .raw' I ;
copyfile( [filename,' .in'], Ifilename,' .WAVEBAQ_',num2str(numbits),' .in
l);

copyfile( [filename,' .fmt'], Ififename,' .WAVEBAQ_',num2str(numbits) ,, .f
mt'l);

end
^t ^^gf ùe

baq filename = [filename, '.h]AVEBAe_,,num2str(numbits), , .D,I;

copyfile([filename,'.L'], Ifilename,'.WAVEBAe_',num2str(numbit.s),'.L']
);

end
el se

baq filename = [filename,' .WAVEBAe_',num2str(numbits),' .CCSD, ] ;
end

baq_file = fopen(baq_filename,'w' ) ;

%Write Fil-e Header
headerdata = fread(CCSD_fi1e, fifeheader, 'uchar') ;
fwrite (baq_fi1e, headerdata,'uchar' ) ;

for i = 1:numrec
headerdata = fread(CCSD_file, recheader,'uchar' ) ;
fwrite (baq_file, headerdata,' uchar' ) ;
for j = 1:sampfesJer_rec*2/rbJock

recdata = fread(CCSD_fi1e,rblock,,uchar' ) - 1"2j .5;

aO_r = MRÀ_error (recdata, numlevel, numbits, wavelet) ;
fwrite (baçf i1e, f loor (aO_r+L27. 5 ) , 'uchar' ) ;
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if debrromocle == 1

CCSDout ( ( ( (i-1) *samplesjer_rec*2) + (j-1) *rblock+1) : ( ( (i-
1) *2*samples3er_rec) + j *rblock) ) = f loor (a0_r'+1,2'l .5) ;

Rawout ( ( ( (i-1) *samplesjer_rec*2) + (t-1) *rblock+1) : ( ( (i-
1-)*2*samplesjer_rec)+j*rbf ock) ) = recdaLa+L2'l .5;

end
end

end

fclose (CCSD_file) ;
fclnqath¡n fi lo\

Fa - ^^,,F.i-^-u¿ - LPULrrrrs/
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D.l Block Adaptive Quantization Core (baq_core.vhd)

_L tÐrarv _1.ts.L_L ;

use TEEE. STD-LOGTC-1164.ALL;
use reee.numeric st.d.al-l;

entity BAQ_Core is
Genori c I

BlockSize : integer :='702¡
Accumul-atorWidth : integer := L1;
DataWidth : integer := B;
MagrStatDef : integer := 0;
DefaultSigma : integer := 45

);
Port (

DataTn : in std_logic_vector(Datal/üidth-l- downto O);
DataEmpty : in st.d_logic;

DataOut. : ouL std_logic_vector(1 downto 0);
DataReady : out std_1ogic;
StallPipe : in std_logic;
Magstat : out std-logic-vector(Accumulatortrrlidth-1 downto o) ;

LUT_AddrBus : out std_logic_vector(16 dov"nto O) ;
LUT_DataBus : in st.d_logic_vector(31 downto O);

CLK : in std_logic;
Reset : in std_logic

);
end BAQ_Core;

architecture Behavioral of BAe_Core is

signal Threshofd : unsigned(Datawidth-1 downto O);

signal Pipe3Enable, Pipe4Enable, pipe5Enable : std_loqic;
signal Pipe3Data, Pipe4Data, pipe5Data : signed(Datawidth-1 downto 0);

signal Dataload : std_logic;

constant CounterMatch : unsigned(11 downto 0) i=
TO_UNSTGNED (BlockSize+1, 12\ ;

constant Addrsaturation : unsigned(Accumul-atorwidt.h-1 dor,^,rrito 0) :=
(others => '1') ;
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constant ThreshofdDefault : unsigned(DataWidth-1 downto 0) :=
TO-UNSTGNED ( De f aul tSigma, DataWidth ) ;

constant MagSLatDefaulL : std_1ogic_vector (Accumulatorwidth-l- downto
O ) : = STD-LOGIC-VECTOR (TO-UNSIGNED (MagStatDef , Accumulatorwidth) ) ;

sional BlockCounf êr ' unsionedlll dov,'nto 0);r ! yr:qr

qianal T,TiT Addr . lnsionedlAccumulatorwidth-1 downto 0);

begin

ni*^1 i'^^ cf

pipe2: process (CLK, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = '1') then
Pipe3Data <= (others => '0' ) ;

Pipe3Enabfe <= '0' ;

elsif rising-edge (CLK) then
if (DataEmpty = '1') and (StaflPipe = '0') then

Pipe3Data <= SIGNED(DataIn) ;

PiPe3Enable <= 'L'¡
el-se

Pipe3Enabfe <= '0' ;

end if;
end if;

end process pipe2;

pipe2a: process (CLK, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = '1') then
Dataload <= '0' ;

BlockCounter <= (others => '0' ) ;

LUT_Addr <= (others => '0') ;

MagStat <= MagStatDefault;
elsif rising-edge (CLK) then

if (DataEmpty = '1') and (StallPipe = '0') then
if (BlockCounter = CounterMatch) then

Dataload <= '1' ;

Magstat <= STD-LOGIC-VECTOR(LUT-Addr) ;

BlockCounLer <= (others => '0') ;

LUT_Addr <= (others => '0') ;

el- se
Dataload <= '0' ;

BlockCounter <= BlockCounter +1-;

LUT_Addr <= LUT-Addr +

UNSIGNED (abs (SIGNED (DataIn) ) ) ;

end if;
end if;

end if;
end process pipe2a;
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LUT-AddrBus <= STD-LOGIC-VECTOR ( LUT-Addr (Accumulatorwidth- 1 downto
Accumulatorwidth-17 ) ) ;

prpe3: process (CLK, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = 1') then
Prpe4Enable <= '0' ;

Pipe4Data <= (others => '0,) ;
elsif rising_edge(CLK) then

if (Pipe3Enabfe = '1') and (Srallpipe = O') then
plpe4Data <= pipe3Data;
Pipe4Enable <= '1 ;

eI Se
Pipe4Enable <= ,O 

;

end if;
end if;

end process pipe3;

pipe4: process (CLK, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = '1') then
Prpe5Enable <= ,0' 

;
Pipe5Data <= (others => '0') ;

ef sif rising_edgre (CLK) then
if (Pipe4Enable = '1') and (Stallpipe = ,0,) then

pÌpe5Data <= pipe4Data;
Pipe5Enable <= '1 ì

el se
Pipe5Enable <= '0 i

end if;
ond 'ì f .

end process pipe4;

pipe4a: process (CLK, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = '1') rhen
Threshold <= ThresholdDefault ;

elsif rising_edgre (CLK) then
if Dataload = ,1' then

Threshold <= UNSTGNED(LUT_DataBus (Datawidth-1 downto
0));

end if;
anÄ ì f.

end process pipe4a;

pr-pe5: process (CLK, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = '1') rhen
DataOut <= (others => '0') ;
DataReady <= '0';
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elsif rising_edSe(CLK) then
j-f (Pipe5Enable = ,1 ) and (SLallpipe = 'O') then

DataReadY <= '1' ;

Dat.aOut(1) <= prpe5Data(DataWidth_1) ; __Transfer sign
if (UNSIGNED(abs(pipe5Data) ) < Threshold) then

Dat.aOut (0 )

el se
DataOut(0) <= '1-'¡

end if;
e1 se

DataReadY <= '0' ;
end if;

anÄ i f.

end process pipe5;

onrf Ralr¡r¡i ara I .
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D.2 l-D Wavelet BAe Core (mra_core.vhd)

library IEEE;
use TEEE. STD_LOGIC_II6 4. ALL ;
use ieee. numeric_std. all ;

entrty MRA_Core is
Generic (

BlockSize : integer := 702;
Accumulatorwidth : integer := 2-7;

Defaultsigma_À. : integer := 45¡
MagStatDefA : integer := O;

Defauftsigma_D : integer := 45;
MagStatDefD : integer := O;

WaveDatafntvidth : integer := B;
WaveDat.aOutlrtidth : integer := L-7 ;
WaveCoeffwidth : integer := 9;
h0_coeff : integer := O;
h1_coeff : integer := O;
h2_coeff : integer := 0;
h3_coeff : int.eger := O

);
Port- (

userDatarn : in std-rogic_vector(waveDatarnrrvidth-1 downto 0) ;UserData_RDen : out std logic;
UserData_Empty : in std_logic;

UserDataOut : out std_logic_vector(1 downto O);
UserData_WRen : out std_logic;
UserData_Ful1 : in std_1ogrc;
Magstat-A : out std-logic_vector(Accumuratorwidt.h-1 downto o) ;MagStat-D : out std-logic-vector(Accumulatorlrlidth-1 downto 0) ;ADturn : out std_logic;

ZBTl_Addr : out std logic_vect.or(l-6 downto O);
ZBTl_Data : in st.d_Iogic_vect.or(31 downto O) ;

ZBT2_Addr : out std_logic_vector(16 downto 0);
ZBT2_DaLa : in std_loglc_vector(31 downto O);

User_CLK : in std_logic;
CLKdiv2 : in std_logic;
Reset : in std_logic

);
end MRÀ_Core,-

archi-tecture Behavioral of MRA Core rs

component Wavefet_Core is
Gener.ic (
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DaLaInWidth : integer,.
DataOutWidth : integer;
CoeffWidth : integer;
h0_coeff : integer;
h1_coef f : int.eger;
h2_coef f : integer,.
h3_coeff : integer

)¡
Port (

Datarn : in std-I0gic-vector(lrJaveDatarnwidth-1 downto o) ;Dat.a_Empty : in std_Iogic;

DataoutA : out std-rogic_vector(lrraveDataoutwidth-1 downto o) ;DataoutD : out std-rogic-vector(vrlaveDataouLWidth-l downto o) ;Data_Ready : out std_logic;
Stallpipe : in std_logic;

CLK : in std_logic;
CLKdiv2 : in std_Iogic;
Reset : in std_logic

);
end component;

component BAe_Core is
Generic (

Bl-ockSize : integer;
Accumulatorwidth : integer,.

DataWidth : integer,.
MagStatDe f :, integer ;

Defaultsigma : integer
);
Port (

Datafn : in std-rogic-vector(riiraveDataout.width-1 downto o) ;DataEmpty : in std logic;

DataOut : out std logic_vector(1 downto O);
DataReady : out std_1ogic;
Stallpipe : in std_logic;
Maqstat : out std-logic_vector(Accumulatorr/úidth-1 downto o) ;

LUT_AddrBus : out std logic_vector(16 downto O);
LUT_DataBus : in std logic_vector(31 downto O);

CLK : in std_logic;
Reset : in std_logic

)¡
end component;

siqnal Wavel-etData_Enabl-e : std logic;
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^; --^lÞ l9lra f
â i ^- - l-rg1]aI

^.i ^--lÞfg1]aI

Rocìn

Dat.aoutA, DataoutD : std-l-ogic_vect.or (waveDataoutwidth-i_
0);
BAQ_Enable : std logic;
n^hhn-ts-^,,!^ ^^ñ*ñ-uurulJua Lau u uâ / L utLLuud Ld.tju t.lJ
BAQ_A_Ready, BAQ_D_Ready :

notCLKdiv2 : std_logic;
StallPì-pe : std_f ogic;

: st.d_logic_vector(1 downto O) ;
std logic;

StalÌP:-pe <= UserData_Fuf 1;
notClKdiv2 <= not CLKdiv2;

== Component Instantiation
hICORE: Wavelet_Core

Generic Map (

DatalnWidth => WaveDat.afnl^tidth,
Dat.aOutWldt.h => WaveDataoutwidth,
Coeffwidth => Wavecoef fwidth,
hO_coeff => hO_coeff,
h1_coeff => h1_coeff,
h2_coeff => h2_coeff,
h3_coeff => h3 coeff

)

Port Map (

DataIn => UserDataIn,
Data-EmptY => InlaveletData_Enable,
DataOutA => DataOutA,
DataOutD => DataOutD,
Dat.a-Ready => BAQ_Enable,
StallPipe => Stallpipe,
CLK => User_CLK,
CLKdiv2 => CLKdiv2.
Reset => Reset

);

BAQ_A : BAQ_Core
Generic Map (

BlockSize => BlockSize,
Accumulatorlllidth => AccumulatorWidth,

DataWidth => WaveDataoutwidtn,
MagStatDef => MagStatDefA,

DefaultSigma => Defaultsigma_A
)

Port Map (

DataTn => DataOutA,
DataEmpty => BAQ_Enable,
DataOut => CompDataOutA,
DataReady => BAQ_A_Ready,
StallPipe => Stallpipe,
MagStat => MagStat_A,
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LUT_AddrBus => ZBTl_Addr,
LUT_DataBus => ZBTl_Data,
CLK => CLKdiv2,
Reset => Reset

);

BAQ_D : BAQ_Core
Generic Map (

Bl-ockSize => Bl-ockSize,
Accumulatorwidth => AccumulatorWidth,

Datalnlidth => WaveDataOutWidth,
MagStatDef => MagStatDefD,

DefaultSigmâ => Defaultsigma_D
)

Port Map (

DataIn => DataOutD,
DataEmpty => BAQ_Enable,
DataOut => CompDataOutD,
DataReady => BAQ_D_Ready,
StallPipe => Stallpipe,
Magstat => Magstat_D,
LUT_AddrBus => ZBT2_Addr,
LUT_DataBus => ZBT2_DaLa,
CLK => CLKdiv2,
Reset => Reset

);

-- ñ-^-l- trn.l trqM E'r¡mav!IUII-

FSMl: process (User_CLK, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = '1') rhen
UserData_RDen <= '0' ;

IrVaveletData_Enable <= ,0' 
;

elsif falling_edge (User_CLK) then
if (UserData_Empty = '0 ' ) and (Stallpipe = ,O') then

UserData_RDen <= ,I' 
;

WavefetData_Enable <= ,l-' 
;

ef se
UserData_RDen <= '0' ;

WaweletData_Enable <= '0' ;

end if;
anÁ i f.

end process FSM1;

-- ñ-^r- End FaM Fr¡maDGç^ _--*

BFSM1: process (User_CLK, RESET)
variabfe ADturn_var : std_Iogrc;
begin

if (RESET = '1') rhen
UserData_WRen <= ,0, 

;

UserDataOut <= (others => ,0,) 
;
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ADturn_var :='0';
elsif rising_edge (User_CLK) then

rf (UserData_Fulf = ,0') then
if (ADturn var = ,O ) and (BAe_A_Ready = ,1,) then __

Read A number
UserData_lVRen <= ,L, 

;
UserDataOut <= CompDataOutA;
ADturn_war := 'L';

elsif (ADturn var = '1') and (BAe_D_Ready = ,1,) then _
- Read D number

UserData_WRen <= 'L' ;
UserDataOut <= CompDataOutD;
ADturn_var :='0';

^t ^^ç¿ Þg

UserData_üIRen <= '0' ;
end i f:

e1 se
UserData_l¡IRen <= '0, ;

end if;
end if;

ADturn <= ADturn_var;
end process BFSM1;

end Behavioral;
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D.3 Wavelet Block (wavelet_core.yhd)

-La-orary tEiEEi ;

use ïEEE. STD_LOGf C_L164.ALL;
use ieee.numeric_std. a1l ;

entrty Wavelet_Core is
Generic (

Datalnldidth : integer := B;
DataOut.Width : integer
Coeffwidth : integer := g.

hO_coeff : integer := O

h1_coeff : integer := 0
h2_coeff : integer := O

h3_coeff : int.eger := 0

);
Port (

Datarn : in std-logic-vector(Datarnwidth-1 downto o);
Data_Empty : ln st.d_logic;

DataoutA : out std_logic_vector (Dataoutrnridth-1 downto o )DataoutD : out std-1ogic-vector (Dat.aoutwidth-i riornmj_ o o l
Data_Ready : out std_fogic;
StallPipe : in std_logic;

CLK : j-n std logic;
CLKdiv2 : in std_Iogic;
Reset : in std_J_ogic

);
end Wavefet_Core;

architecture Behavioral of lVavelet_Core is

component Coef fMultiplier_Core is
Generic (

Datalnwidth : integer := B;
DataOutWidth : integer := L.l;
Coeffwidth : integer := 9;
hOA_coeff : integer := O;
hlA_coeff : integer := O;
hOD_coeff : integ.er := O;
hlD_coeff : integer := 0

);
Port (

Dataln : in signed(DataInl^IidLh_1 downto O) ;
Data_Empty : in std_logic;
DataOutAo : out signed(Dat.aOutWidth-1 dor,r,nto O)
DataOutDO : out signed(DataOutl¡lidth_1 downto O)
DataOutAl- : out signed(DataOuthlidth_1 downto O)
DataOutDl : out signed(DataOutWidth_1 downto 0)
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Data_Ready : out std_logic;

Stallpipe : in std_logic;

C.LK : an std_logic;
Reset : in std_logic

);
end component.;

srgnal oddDatarn, EvenDatarn : signed (Datarnlrlidth-1 downto o ) ;signal oddDataoutAO, oddDataoutDO, oddDataouLAl, oddDataoutDl :
sÍgned(DataOutWidth-1 downto O) ;
si-gnal EvenDataoutA0, EvenDataoutDo, EvenDataoutAl, EvenDataoutDl :sÌgned(DataOuil.¡lj_dth-1 downto O) ;
signal OddData_Ready, EvenData_Ready : std_logric;

sì-gnal OddData_Empty, EvenData_Empty : std_logic;

signal notClKdiv2 : std logic;

begin

notClKdiv2 <= not. CLKdiv2;

-- 
ô^-ñ^h^a-Èl*^!-*!l 

-L'çurttfrulÌell L t_ItS tanE. Aa C AOn = = = = = = == = = = = :

odd_mult : Coef fMultiplier_Core
Generic Map (

Dat.alnWidth => DataÏnwidth,
DataOutWidth => Dataoutwid.th,

Coeffwidth => Coeffwidth
hOA_coeff => hO_coeff,
h1A_coeff => h2_coeff,
hOD_coeff => -h3_coeff,
h1D_coeff => -h1_coeff

)

Port Map (

Datafn => OddDataIn,
Data_Empt.y => OddData_Empty,
DataOutAO => OddDataOutAO,
DataOutDO => OddDataOutD0,
DataOutAl => OddDataOutAl,
DataOutDl => OddDataOutDl.
Data_Ready => OddData_Ready,
StallPipe => Stallpipe,
CLK => notClKdiv2,
Reset => Reset

);

even_muf t. : Coef fMult.iplier_Core
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Generic Map (

DatafnWidth => DataInwidth,
DataOutWidth => Dataoutwidt.h,

CoeffVvidth => Coeffwidth
hOA_coeff => h1_coeff,
hlA_coeff => h3_coeff,
hOD_coeff => h2_coeff,
hlD_coeff => h0 coeff

)

Port Map (

DataÏn => EvenDataIn,
Data_Empt.y => EvenDat.a_Empty,
DataOutAO => EvenDataOutAO,
DataOutDO => EvenDataOutDO,
DataOutAl => EvenDataOutAl,
DataOutDl => EvenDataOutDl,
Data-Ready => EvenData_Read.y,
StallPipe => Stallpipe,
CLK => notClKdiw2,
Reset => Reset

);

== Front. End FSM
FSM1: process (CLK, RESET)

variable EvenData_Dat.arnstalf : signed (Datarnwidth-1 dol^,rnto o) ;variable EvenOdd : std_logic;
variabl-e FirstOdd : signed(DataInWidth_1 downto O);
varlable First.Even : signed(Datarnldidth-1 downto o) ;
variabfe FirstOddload : std_logic;
variabfe FirstEvenload : std_logic;
variable onewait : std_logic;
begin

if (RESET = ' 1') rhen
OddData_Empty <= '0' ;
EvenData_Empty <= ,0, 

;
OddDataIn <= (others => 'O') ;
EvenDatafn <= (others => ,0,) 

;
EvenData_DataÏnStaff := (others => ,0,) 

;
EvenOdd := ,0, 

;

FirstOddl-oad:='1';
FirstEvenload := ,I,;
Firstodd := (others => ,0,);
FirstEven := (others => ,0,) 

;
onewart :='0';

efsif rising_edge(CLK) then
if (Data_Empty = ,l_,) and (Stallpipe = ,0,) then

if (EvenOdd = '0,) then __ even numlcer
EvenData_Empty <= ,1' 

;
EvenDataln <= EvenData_DatafnStall- ;
EvenData_DataInStalf : = SIGNED (UNSIGNED (DataÏn)

r28) ;
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EvenOdd := '1' ;

if (FirstEvenload = ' 1,) then
FirstEven := SIGNED(UNSÌGNED(DataÏn) _ L2B);
FrrstEvenload:= '0';

eno 1I;
e1 se

OddData_Empty <= 'I' ;

OddDataln <= SIGNED(UNSIGNED(DataIn) _ L2B);
EvenDatafn <= EvenData_DatafnStall;
EwenOdd:='0';
if (FlrstOddI,oad = '1,) then

F¡_rstOdd := STGNED(UNSTGNED(DataIn) _ I2B);
FrrstOddload:='0';

eno 1I ,.

end if;
el-se

if (EvenOdd = 0') and (FirstEvenload = ,0,) then
EvenData_Empty <= ,L,;
EvenDataln <= EvenData_DataÏnSt.all- ;
EvenData_DataInStall : = First.Even;
EvenOdd := '1,';
FirstEvenload := 'i_,;

elsif (EvenOdd = '1') and (FirstOddload = ,0,) then
OddData_Empty <= '1-' ;
OddDataÏn <= FirstOdd;
EvenDataln <= EvenData_DataInStall ;
EvenOdd:='0';
FirstOddload:= ,1,;

ef se
if (onewait = 'O ) then

onewait := ,1_';
else

EwenData_Empty <= '0' ;
OddData_Empty <= '0, ;

end if;
end if;

end if;
end if;

end process FSM1;

== Back End Framer =======

B_DOREG: process (CLKdiv2, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = ' 1') rhen
DataOutA <= (oLhers => '0') ;
DataOutD <= (others => ,O') 

;
Data_Ready <= '0' ;

el-sif rising_edge (CLKdiv2 ) then
if (OddData_Ready = '1') and (EvenData_Ready = ,1, ) then
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DataoutA <= std-logic-vector (EvenDat.aoutAO + EvenDataoutAl+ OddDataOutAO + OddDataOutAl);
DataoutD <= std-logic-vector(EvenDataoutDo + EvenDat.aoutDl+ OddDataOutDO + OddDataOutDl);
Data_Ready <= '1,' ;

else
Data_Ready <= ,0, 

;
onÄ ì f.

pnd i f.
end process B_DOREG;

end Behavioral;
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D.4 coefficientMultiplierBlock(coeff_multiplier_core.vhd)

library IEEE;
use IEEE. STD_LOGIC_1,I64.ALL ;
use r_eee . numeric_std. all;

entaty CoeffMultiplier_Core is
Generic (

Datalnwidth : integ'er := B;
DataOutWidth : integer := 1_'7;
Coeffwidth : integer := 9;
hOA_coeff : integer := O;
h1A_coeff : integer := 0;
hOD_coeff : integer := O;
h1D_coeff : inteqer := 0

);
Port (

Datafn : in signed(Datalnl^lidth_1 downto O) ;
Data_Empty : in std_logic;
DataOutAO : out signed(DataOutWidth_1 downto 0)
DataOutD0 : out. signed(DataOutWidth_1 downto O)
DataOutAl : out signed(DataOutWidth_1 downto O)
DataOutDl : out signed(DataOutWidth_1 downto 0)
Data_Ready : out std logic;

Stallpipe : in std_fogic;

eLK : rn std logic;
Reset : in std_1ogic

)¡
end Coef fMultiplier_Core ;

architecture Behavioral of CoeffMultiplier_Core rs

signal Pipe2Enable, pipe3Enable : std logic;
signal Pipe2Data, pipe3Data : slgned(Datarnwidth-1 downto 0);

begin

--========= Pipeline St.ageS ===================

pipel : process (CLK, RESET) -- Read In Dat.a
begin

if (RESET = ,1') rhen
Pipe2Enable <= '0' ;
Pipe2Data <= (others => '0') ;

elsif rising_edgie (CLK) then
if (Data_Empty = '1') and (Stallpipe = '0,) thenpipe2Data <= Dat.aIn;
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Prpe2Enabl-e <= 'I, ;
el se

Pipe2Enabl_e <= 'O' ;
end if;

pnd i f.

end process pipel;

pipe2: process (CLK, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = '1') then
Pipe3Enabl_e <= '0, ;

Pipe3Data <= (others => 'O') ;
DataOutAO <= (others => '0') ;
Dat.aoutDO <= (others => ,0,) 

;
elsif rising_edge (CLK) then

if (pipe2Enable = '1,) and (Stalfpipe = ,0,) thenpipe3Data <= pipe2Data;
Prpe3Enable <= 'L,;
DataOutAO <=

TO_SIGNED (h0À_coef f , Coef fWidth) *pipe2Data,.
DataOutD0 <=

TO_S f GNED ( hOD_c oe f f , Coe f fWi dth ) * pipe 2DaLa ;
ef se

Prpe3Enable <= '0 ì

end if;
end if;

end process pipe2;

pipe3: process (CLK, RESET)
begin

if (RESET = ,1, ) rhen
Data_Ready <= '0' ;
DataOutAl <= (others => 'O' ) ;
DataOutDl <= (others => ,0,) 

;
elsif rising_edge (CLK) then

if (Pipe2Enable = ,1') and (pipe3Enable = ,1,) and(StallPipe = '0') then
Data_Ready <= 'L';
DataOutAl <=

TO_Sf GNED ( h1A_coe f f , Coe f fWidth ) * pipe3 Data ;
DataOutDl <=

TO_S IGNED ( hlD_coe f f , Coe f f Width ) * pipe3 Dat.a ;
else

Dat.a_Ready <= '0' ;
end if;

end if;
end process pipe3;

end Behavioral;
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Fig. 8.29. A I bit allocation flom the Rl -24919PS test set with Haar', db4, sym4, and bior6.8 wavelers.
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bit allocation from the R1-24919PS test set with Haar, db4, sym4, and bior6.8 wavelets.
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8,.3 Variance Ratio Results
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Fig. E'31. MRA variance ratio of the E1-22089PS test set with Haar, db4, sym4, and bior6.8 wavelets.
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Fig' 8.32. MRA variance ratio of theEl-25224PS test set with Haar, db4, syrn4, and bior'6.8 wavelets.
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Fig. E.33. MRA variance ratio of the E2-555 IPS test set with Haar, db4, sym4, and bior6.8 wavelets.
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8.4 SQNR Results for Standard Wavlet Basis

Table E.l SQNR of all standard wavelet basis in Matlab for the firsr 200 blocks of theBl-25224P5,
E2-555 1PS, and R1-24919PS compared to the Shannon Bound, BAQ, and the wavelet mean.

Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

El-25224P5 E2-555 1 PS Rr -2491gPS

2 a
J /l 2 a

J A
I 2 a /1

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.80 15.32 20.58 9.36 14.66 20.19 9.45 t5.02 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.13 t4.32 19.15 9.01 14.15 19.56 8.70 13.83 19.48

haar 9.59 14.96 20.56 9.42 14.14 20.30 9.12 14.44 20.32

demy 9.s3 14.90 20.49 9.40 14.72 20.28 9.08 14.39 20.25

db2 9.61 14.99 20.55 9.42 14.11 20.30 9.15 14.48 20.36

db3 9.57 14.93 20.52 9.43 14.10 20.28 9.1 I 14.42 20.33

db4 9.54 14.89 20.50 9.42 14.10 20.21 9.10 14.41 20.31

db5 9.55 14.91 20.51 9.40 14.72 20.28 9.10 14.41 20.29

db6 9.53 t4.90 20.50 9.40 14.13 20.30 9.08 14.39 20.21

db7 9.53 14.88 20.48 9.40 14.11 20.29 9.01 14.38 20.23

db8 9.52 14.88 20.48 9.40 14.10 20.29 9.07 14.37 20.23

db9 9.51 14.89 20.41 9.40 14.70 20.26 9.01 t 4.Jf 20.22

db l0 9.51 14.81 20.41 9.40 14.10 20.25 9.06 14.35 20.22

db1 I 9.50 14.81 20.43 9.40 14.70 20.27 9.06 14.35 20.23

db12 9.51 14.86 20.44 9.40 t4.10 20.26 9.06 14.35 20.22

dbl 3 9.51 14.83 20.44 9.40 14.71 20.26 9.06 14.36 20.21

dbt4 9.50 14.85 20.44 9.40 14.11 20.28 9.06 t4.35 20.20

dbl 5 9.50 t4.85 20.45 9.39 14.10 20.30 9.06 14.33 20.19

dbl 6 9.50 14.86 20.46 9.40 14.10 20.31 9.05 14.31 20.16
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Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

E1-25224P5 E2-5551PS R1-24919PS

2 a
J

A+ 2 3 4 2 J /1

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.80 15.32 20.58 9.36 14.66 20.19 o /< 15.02 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.13 14.32 19.75 9.01 14.15 19.56 8.70 13.83 19.48

db l7 9.50 14.81 20.49 9.40 14.70 20.31 9.04 14.32 20.16

db18 9.50 14.88 20.51 9.39 14.68 20.29 9.04 14.31 20.16

db19 9.49 14.85 20.48 9.39 14.68 20.21 9.04 1 À -^]+.J¿ 20.11

db20 9.50 14.86 20.44 9.39 14.69 20.26 9.04 14.32 20.18

db21 9.5l 14.86 20.42 9.40 14.10 20.28 9.05 14.33 20.11

db22 9.50 14.83 20.42 9.41 14.70 20.27 9.05 14.33 20.17

db23 9.50 14.85 20.44 9.41 14.11 20.21 9.05 14.33 20.11

dbz4 9.49 14.84 20.44 9.40 14.10 20.30 9.05 t+.55 20.16

db25 9.49 14.83 20.41 9.40 14.10 20.31 9.04 14.32 20.16

db26 9.50 14.85 20.46 9.40 14.11 20.31 9.04 14.30 20.14

db21 9.49 14.84 20.48 9.40 14.10 20.29 9.03 14.3r 20.14

db28 9.49 14.85 20.41 9.39 14.68 20.28 9.04 14.30 20.13

db29 9.49 t4.84 20.46 9.39 14.68 20.25 9.04 14.31 20.15

db30 9.49 14,84 20.43 9.41 t4.l1 20.28 9.04 14.31 20.15

db3 I 9.48 14.84 20.40 9.41 14,72 20.29 9.04 14.32 20.15

db32 9.49 14.84 20.41 9.41 14.10 20.21 9.05 14.31 20.15

db33 9.49 14.84 20.44 9.41 14.10 20.28 9.04 14.32 20.15

db34 9.48 14.83 20.42 9.40 14.69 20.30 9.03 14.31 20.14

db35 9.48 14.82 20.45 9.39 14.69 20.32 9.03 14.30 20.13

db36 9.48 14.81 20.41 9.40 14.10 20.30 9.02 14.29 20.12
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Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

Et-25224P5 E2-5551PS R1-24919PS

L a
J 4 2 J 4 2 a

J 4

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.80 15.32 20.58 9.36 14.66 20.19 9.45 15.02 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.13 14.32 t9.15 9.01 14.15 19.56 8.70 13.83 19.48

db31 o .4'7 14.83 20.45 9.40 14.10 20.29 9.03 14.29 20.11

db38 9.47 14.82 20.43 9.40 14.69 20.21 9.03 14.29 20.12

db39 9.46 14.82 20.44 9.40 14.69 20.26 9.03 14.29 20.12

db40 9.46 14.81 20.42 9.40 14.11 20.21 9.03 14.30 20.12

db41 9.47 14.82 20.43 9.40 14.11 20.29 9.04 14.30 20.13

db42 9.48 14.83 20.43 9.41 14.10 20.26 9.03 14.29 20.12

db43 9.47 14.83 20.43 9.40 14.69 20.29 9.02 14.29 20.11

db44 9.46 14.81 20.40 9.40 14.68 20.30 9.02 14.28 20.10

sym2 9.61 14.99 20.55 9.42 14.7 | 20.30 9.15 14.48 20.36

sym3 9.51 14.93 20.52 9.43 14.70 20.28 9.1 l 14.42 20.33

sym4 9.59 14.94 20.50 O /1')t.aL 14.13 20.31 9.10 14.42 20.31

syni5 9.56 14.92 20.50 9.40 14.71 20.29 9.10 14.41 20.30

sym6 9.57 14.95 20.52 o A'l 14.13 20.29 9.09 14.41 20.30

symT 9.56 14.92 20.53 9.4r 14.11 20.29 9.09 t4.40 20.29

symS 9.51 14.94 20.52 9.41 14.73 20.28 9.09 14.40 20.29

sym9 9.55 14.90 20.50 9.40 14.7 | 20.28 9.09 14.40 20.28

syml0 9.s6 14.94 20.51 9.41 14.73 20.29 9.09 14.39 20.28

syml l 9.55 14.91 20.51 9.40 14.11 20.29 9.08 14.38 20.26

syml2 o</ 14.88 20.51 9.40 14.71 20.21 9.09 14.39 20.28

sym 13 9.s5 14.89 20.48 9.41 14.72 20.29 9.09 14.40 20.29
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Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

E1-25224P5 E2-5551PS Rr -24919PS

2 a
J 4 2 a

J A+ 2 a
J A

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.80 15.32 20.58 9.36 14.66 20.19 9.45 15.02 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.13 t4.32 19.75 9.01 14.15 19.56 8.70 13.83 19.48

sym14 9.54 14.88 20.49 9.41 14.71 20.28 9.09 t4.39 20.28

sym 15 o <,1 14.90 20.49 9.40 t4.70 20.29 9.08 14.38 20.26

syml6 9.54 14.88 24.50 9.41 14.71 20.28 9.09 14.39 20.27

sym17 9.54 14.89 20.49 9.41 t4.11 20.26 9.08 14.38 20.21

sym 18 9.54 14.91 20.49 9.41 1 /l '7",
la. I L 20.28 9.08 14.39 20.27

sym19 9.s3 14.89 20.49 9.40 14.10 20.30 9.08 14.38 20.26

sym20 9.54 14.88 20.50 9.41 14.12 20.29 9.09 14.39 20.21

sym21 9.54 14.89 20.50 9.41 14.11 20.21 9.08 14.38 20.21

sym22 9.54 14.88 20.50 9.41 14.12 20.29 9.09 14.39 20.21

sym23 9.53 14.89 20.50 9.40 14.10 20.31 9.08 14.38 20.25

coifl 9.61 14.91 20.56 9.42 t4.14 20.31 9.12 14.46 20.35

coif2 9.s9 14.96 20.53 9.41 14.13 20.31 9.10 14.43 20.32

coif3 9.57 14.95 20.52 9.42 14.73 20.30 9.09 14.41 20.30

coif4 9.56 14.94 20.52 9.42 14.72 20.29 9.09 14.41 20.29

coif5 9.55 t4.93 20.51 9.41 14.73 20.28 9.09 14.40 20.28

bior1.3 9.50 14.83 20.43 9.32 14.62 20.19 9.0r 14.34 20.23

bior1.5 9.39 14.12 20.32 9.22 14.51 20.07 8.92 14.25 20.13

bior2.2 9.33 14.68 20.26 9.11 14.46 20.02 9.05 14.51 20.29

bior2.4 9.40 14.71 20.34 9.25 \A.JJ 20.11 9.10 14.54 20.33

bior2.6 9.39 14.74 20.31 9.23 14.53 20.08 9.08 14.52 20.30
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Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

El-25224P5 E2-5551PS Rt-24919PS

2 a
J A 2 aJ /1I 2 aJ 4

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.80 15.32 20.58 9.36 14.66 20.19 9.45 15.02 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.13 14.32 t9.15 9.01 14.15 19.56 8.70 13.83 t9.48

bior2.8 9.35 14.71 20.30 9.20 14.50 20.05 9.05 14.49 20.26

bior3.l 7.84 t3.07 1 8.61 1.11 t2.93 18.45 1.99 t a aa
I J.JJ 18.88

bior3.3 8.62 13.89 19.48 8.53 13.74 t9.28 8.56 13.97 19.41

bior3.5 8.79 14.09 19.61 8.69 t3.93 t9.46 8.69 14.11 19.53

bior3.7 8.83 14.13 19.12 8.73 13.91 19.50 812 14.15 19.57

bior3.9 8.85 14.15 19.72 8.13 13.98 19.52 8.13 14.15 19.56

bior4.4 9.50 14.86 20.42 9.34 14.65 20.23 9.06 14.38 20.27

bior5.5 9.38 14.11 20.31 9.22 14.50 20.08 8.85 t4.03 19.14

bio16.8 9.53 14.92 20.49 9.39 14.70 20.26 9.10 14.44 20.33

rbio L3 9.42 14.77 20.36 9.26 14.56 20.13 9.01 14.32 20.20

rbio1.5 9.29 14.62 20.22 9.13 1 /1 /la|--+L 20.00 8.90 14.20 20.06

rtsioZ.2 9.34 14.66 20.24 9.14 14.43 19.99 8.11 13.90 r9.60

rbio2.4 9.38 14.69 20.28 9.19 14.48 20.05 8.75 13.94 19.63

rbio2.6 9.35 14.66 20.25 9.16 14.45 20.04 8.12 13.91 19.60

rbio2.8 9.31 14.61 20.20 9.13 t4.42 20.00 8.69 13.81 19.56

rbio3.1 1.81 t3.02 18.54 7.69 12.82 18.36 1.14 12.19 17 .71

rbio3.3 8.59 13.84 19.41 ð.4J 13.61 19.19 7.84 12.92 18.45

rbio3.5 8.16 14.04 19.58 8.59 13.80 19.35 8.02 13.10 18.63

rbio3.7 8.82 14.09 19.64 8.63 I3.85 19.41 8.07 13.14 18.67

rbio3.9 8.82 14.09 19.66 8.64 13.86 19.42 8.08 13.15 18.69
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Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

E1-25224P5 E2-5551PS R1-24919PS

2 3 4 2 a
J 4 2 a

J 4

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.80 15.32 20.58 9.36 14.66 20.19 9.45 15.02 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.13 1 
^ 

a^l+.J z 19.15 9.01 t4.15 19.56 8.70 13.83 19.48

rbio4.4 9.53 14.88 20.46 9.35 14.65 20.22 9.01 14.34 20.22

rbio5.5 9.43 14.11 20.36 9.29 14.55 20.14 9.08 14.51 20.31

rbio6.8 9.55 14.92 20.49 9.39 14.69 20.26 9.03 14.33 20.20

Table E.2 SQNR of all wavelets in Matlab for the filst 200 blocks of the Ei-22089pS,
R1-24576PS, and the mean of all test sets compared to the Shannon Bound BAQ, and the wavelet mean

Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

E1-22089PS R1-24576PS Mean of all test sets

2 J A 2 a
J A+ 2 IJ 4

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 r8.06 24.08

BAQ 9.60 15.00 20.51 9.45 t5.02 20.42 9.52 15.00 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.24 14.56 20.16 8.94 14.28 20.09 9.11 14.49 20.11

haar 9.40 14.74 20.36 9.12 14.49 20.40 9.33 14.61 20.39

demy 9.35 14.10 20.30 9.05 14.41 20.28 9.28 14.62 20.32

db2 9.40 t4.75 20.36 9.13 14.53 20.43 9.34 14.69 20.40

db3 9.38 14.11 20.32 9.08 14.41 20.38 9.32 14.65 20.31

db4 9.37 14.69 20.30 9.01 t4.45 20.33 9.30 14.63 20.34

db5 9.36 14.70 20.31 9.08 14.45 20.32 9.30 14.64 20.34
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Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

E1-22089PS R1-24576PS Mean of all test sets

2 + 2 a
J 4 2 aJ 4

Shannon bound 12.04 r8.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.60 r5.00 20.51 9.45 15.02 20.42 9.52 15.00 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.24 14.56 20.16 8.94 14.28 20.09 9.11 14.49 20.17

db6 9.36 14.10 20.30 9.01 t4.43 20.28 9.29 14.63 20.33

db7 9.35 14.10 20.28 9.06 14.40 20.28 9.28 14.61 20.31

db8 9.35 14.69 20.26 9.05 14.40 20.28 9.28 14.61 20.31

db9 9.36 14.69 20.27 9.04 14.40 20.21 9.28 t4.61 20.30

db 10 9.31 14.10 20.29 9.02 14.38 20.24 9.21 14.60 20.29

db1 1 9.36 14.69 20.30 9.01 14.37 20.23 9.21 14.60 20.29

db12 9.36 14.69 20.30 9.02 14.31 20.23 9.21 14.59 20.29

db 13 9.35 14.67 20.30 9.03 14.36 20.21 9.21 14.59 20.28

db l4 9.35 14.66 20.27 9.03 14.36 20.20 9.21 14.59 20.28

db l5 9.34 14.61 20.21 9.03 14.35 20.19 9.26 r4.58 20.28

dbl 6 9.33 14.61 20.26 9.02 14.35 20.18 9.26 r4.58 20.21

db11 9.34 14.61 20.25 9.02 14.35 20.20 9.26 14.58 20.28

dbl 8 9.34 14.69 20.21 9.01 14.34 20.20 9.26 14.58 20.28

db 19 9.36 14.71 20.28 9.01 14.35 20.20 9.26 14.58 20.28

db20 9.37 14.10 20.31 9.01 14.35 20.19 9.26 r4.58 20.21

db21 9.36 t4.68 20.29 9.01 14.35 20.18 9.26 14.58 20.21

db22 9.35 t4.66 20.30 9.01 14.34 20.16 9.26 14.51 20.26

db23 9.34 14.65 20.28 9.01 14.33 20.16 9.26 14.51 20.26

dbz4 9.34 14.66 20.26 9.0r 14.33 20.14 9.26 14.51 20.26

dbz5 9.33 14.61 20.21 9.0r t4.34 20.16 9.26 14.51 20.21
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Re.tuIts of Matlttb lUuveIet-BAQ

I
I
¡
¡
I

Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

E 1 -22089PS R1-24576PS Mean of all test sets

¿ 5 /1 2 3 4 2 J A
I

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.60 r 5.00 20.51 o /< 15.02 20.42 9.52 15.00 20.42

Wavelet mean o 1,4 14.56 20.16 8.94 14.28 20.09 9.17 14.49 20.11

db26 9.34 14.68 20.25 9.02 14.34 20.11 9.26 14.58 20.21

db21 9.34 14.67 20.26 9.01 14.34 20.11 9.25 14.51 20.21

db28 9.34 t4.69 20.26 9.01 14.34 20.1 8 9.25 14.57 20.2',7

db29 9.35 14.68 20.21 9.01 14.34 20.17 9.26 14.51 20.26

db30 9.35 14.68 20.26 9.01 14.33 20.16 9.26 14.58 20.26

db3 I 9.34 14.66 20.21 9.00 14.32 20.14 9.26 14.51 20.25

db32 9.34 14.66 20.28 9.00 14.32 20.13 9.26 14.57 20.25

db33 9.33 14.64 20.21 9.01 14.32 20.12 9.25 14.56 20.25

db34 9.33 14.65 20.27 9.01 14.32 20.12 9.25 14.56 20.25

db35 9.33 14.66 20.25 9.01 14.32 20.14 9.25 14.56 20.26

db36 9.33 14.66 20.24 9.01 t+.55 20.15 9.25 t4.56 20.26

db3l 9.33 14.67 20.25 9.01 14.33 20.16 9.25 14.56 20.25

db38 9.33 14.67 20.25 9.00 t4.32 20.13 9.25 14.56 20.24

db39 9.34 14.65 20.25 9.00 14.31 20.12 9.25 14.55 20.24

db40 9.34 14.65 20.24 8.99 14.30 20.11 9.25 14.55 20.23

db41 o2A 14.64 20.26 8.99 14.30 20.10 9.25 14.56 20.24

db42 9.33 14.64 20.25 8.99 14.30 20.09 9.25 20.23

db43 9.32 14.64 20.26 8.99 14.30 20.10 9.24 20.24

db44 9.32 14.65 20.26 8.99 14.31 20.10 9.24 14.55 20.23

sym2 9.40 14.75 20.36 9.13 t4.53 20.43 9.34 14.69 20.40
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Re.sulr.s ol MutIub lUuvelet-BAQ

!
!
T
I
¡

Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

Er -22089PS R1-24576PS Mean of all test sets

2 a
J + 2 J ,,| 2 a

J A

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 r8.06 24.08

BAQ 9.60 15.00 20.51 9.4s 15.02 20.42 9.52 15.00 20.42

Wavelet mean O 1/1t.La 14.56 20.16 8.94 14.28 20.09 9.17 14.49 20.17

sym3 9.38 14.71 20.32 9.08 14.41 20.38 9.32 14.65 20.31

sym4 9.31 14.72 20.33 9.09 14.46 20.37 9.31 14.65 20.31

sym5 9.38 t4.72 20.31 9.07 14.44 20.31 9.30 14.64 20.34

sym6 9.36 t4.t I 20.33 9.08 14.46 20.35 9.30 14.65 20.36

symT 9.38 14.69 20.29 9.06 14.43 20.31 9.30 t4.63 20.34

symS 9.36 14.71 20.32 9.01 14.45 20.33 9.30 14.65 20.35

sym9 9.37 14.70 20.32 9.06 14.43 20.30 9.30 14.63 20.33

syml0 9.36 14.70 20.32 9.01 14.44 20.32 9.30 14.64 20.34

syml l 9.36 14.69 20.30 9.05 14.40 20.28 9.29 14.62 20.33

sym 12 9.31 14.69 20.30 9.06 t4.42 20.30 9.29 14.62 20.33

sym13 9.31 14.10 20.31 9.06 14.42 20.30 9.30 14.63 20.34

syml4 9.31 14.69 20.31 9.06 14.42 20.30 9.29 14.62 20.33

sym15 9.36 14.69 20.31 9.05 14.40 20.21 9.29 14.62 20.32

sym 16 9.31 14.10 20.31 9.06 14.42 20.29 9.29 14.62 20.33

syml7 9.36 14.69 20.32 9.05 14.41 20.29 9.29 14.62 20.33

symiS 9.36 14.71 20.29 9.06 14.43 20.30 9.29 14.63 20.33

sym19 9.36 14.70 20.31 9.05 14.40 20.27 9.28 14.61 20.33

sym20 9.31 t4.10 20.30 9.06 14.42 20.29 9.29 14.62 20.33

sym21 9.36 14.69 20.32 9.05 t4.41 20.29 9.29 14.62 20.33

sym22 9.36 14.10 20.31 9.06 t4.41 20.29 9.29 14.62 20.33
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Results tl Matlab Wttvelet-BAQ

I
I
I
I
¡

Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

E1-22089PS R1-24576PS Mean of all test sets

2 a
J 4 2 a

J 4 2 a 4

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.60 15.00 20.51 9.45 15.02 20.42 9.52 15.00 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.24 14.56 20.16 8.94 14.28 20.09 9.11 14.49 20.17

sym23 9.36 14.69 20.31 9.05 14.40 20.21 9.28 14.61 70.33

coif 1 9.39 14.15 20.36 9.13 14.51 20.41 9.33 14.69 20.40

coif2 9.37 14.13 20.34 9.10 t4.48 20.36 9.31 14.66 20.31

coif3 9.31 14.11 20.33 9.08 14.46 20.33 9.31 14.65 20.36

coil4 9.36 t4.l1 20.32 9.01 14.45 20.32 9.30 14.65 20.35

coif5 9.36 t4.l1 20.32 9.01 14.44 ZU.J ] 9.30 14.64 20.34

bior1.3 9.22 14.55 20.17 9.01 14.39 20.28 9.21 14.55 20.26

bior1.5 9.08 14.40 20.02 8.92 14.30 20.17 9.11 14.44 20.14

biorZ.2 9.15 14.49 20.09 9.06 14.53 20.14 9.15 14.54 20.16

biorZ.4 9.19 14.53 20.13 9.10 14.58 20.17 9.21 14.59 20.22

bior2.6 9.16 14.50 20.09 9.08 14.55 20.12 9.19 14.51 20.18

bior'2.8 9.12 14.46 20.05 9.05 14.52 20.01 9.16 14.54 20.15

bior3.1 1.66 t2.82 18.37 7.96 13.22 18.80 1.84 13.01 18.62

bior3.3 8.42 t3.64 19.21 8.54 13.91 19.45 8.53 13.83 19.36

bior3.5 8.59 13.83 19.41 8.61 t4.06 19.58 8.68 14.01 19.53

bior3;7 8.64 13.89 19.45 8.70 14.10 t9.61 8.72 l4.u) 19.51

bior3.9 8.65 13.91 19.41 8.70 14.10 t9.61 8.13 14.06 19.58

bior4.4 9.32 14.61 20.28 9.05 14.42 20.30 9.25 14.60 20.30

bior5.5 9.22 14.53 20.14 8.81 14.05 19.85 9.10 14.36 20.02

bio16.8 9.35 14.70 20.30 9.09 14.48 20.34 9.29 14.65 20.34
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Re.suIt.s of Matlub WuveIet-BAQ

I
I
!
I
¡

Wavelet basis

Test set SQNR in dB

E1-22089PS R1-24576PS Mean of all test sets

2 J /1 2 J I 2 a
J 4

Shannon bound 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08 12.04 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.60 15.00 20.51 9.45 15.02 20.42 9.52 15.00 20.42

Wavelet mean 9.24 14.56 20.16 8.94 14.28 20.09 9.tl 14.49 20.11

rbio1.3 9.32 14.65 20.21 9.00 14.35 20.24 9.20 14.53 20.24

rbio1.5 9.22 14,54 20.14 8.88 14.21 20.10 9.08 14.40 20.10

rbio2.2 9.09 14.43 20.04 8.11 13.96 19.14 9.00 14.28 19.92

rbio2.4 9.17 14.50 20.11 8.75 13.98 19.16 9.05 1 À a^
LA.JL 19.91

rbio2.6 9.16 14.48 20.09 8.12 13.94 19.12 9.02 14.29 19.94

rbio2.8 9.12 14.43 20.06 8.68 r3.90 19.67 8.99 14.25 r9.90

rbio3.1 7.65 12.83 18.42 7.12 12.19 t7.79 7.48 12.61 18.16

rbio3.3 8.40 13.62 19.24 1.84 12.93 18.56 8.22 13.38 18.91

rbio3.5 8.56 13.19 19.42 8.00 13.10 18.73 8.39 13.56 19.14

rbio3.7 8.6r 13.84 19.47 8.05 13.15 18.11 8.44 13.61 19.19

rbio3.9 8.62 13.85 19.48 8.06 13.16 18.78 8.45 t3.62 19.21

rbio4.4 9.28 14.63 20.23 9.01 14.39 20.26 9.23 I4.58 20.28

rbio5.5 9.20 14.51 20.10 9.06 14.52 20.11 9.21 14.51 20.20

rbio6.8 9.33 14.68 20.29 9.02 14.31 20.25 9.26 14.60 20.30
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Apppxorx F
Rnsulrs oF FPGA BAe AND Wnvnrnr-BAe

F.1 EL-22089PS Test Set Histograms
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Fig. F.1. Histogram of theEl-22089pS test ser quanrized with Marlab BAe-2.
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Re.sult.s o.f FPGA BAQ and Wave let-BAQ
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Histograrn of rheE|-22089PS test ser quanrized wirh FPGA BAe-2.
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Fig. F.3. Histogram of theEl-22089PS test ser quanrized with FpGA waveler-BAe-2.
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Results oI FPGA BAQ urtd Wuvelet-BAQ
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Fig. F.4. Error histoglam of rhe E]-220ggps resr ser quantized wirh FPGA BAQ-2.
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Fig. F.5. Error Histogram of the E1-22089PS tesr ser quanrized wirh FpGA Waveler-BAe-2.
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Re ,utlr.s oJ FPGA BAQ and Wuveler-BAQ
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Fig. F.7. Phase enor histoglarn of theEl-22089PS test set quantized with FPGA WavelerBAe-2.
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Resulr.ç oÍ FPCA BAQ und Wavele r-BAQ
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Fig. F.8. Image histogram
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of theEl-22089PS test ser quanrized wirh FPGA BAe-2.
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Fig. F.9. Inrage histogram of rheEI-22089PS test set quantized with FPGA Wavelet-BAQ-2.
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Re.sult.s ol FPGA BAQ und Wuvelet-llAQ
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Fig. F.10. Image en'or histograrn of theE|-22089PS test ser quantized

100 1s0

with FPGA BAQ-2
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I

Re .sult.s oI FPGA BAQ und Wuveler-BAQ ¡

F.2 EL-25224PS Test Set [Iistograms
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Fig. F.12. Hisrogram of theEl-25224PS test ser quanrized with Matlab BAe-2.
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Re sult.s oI FPGA BAQ and Wuvelat-BAQ
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APPENDIX F: APPEh*DIX F

Results oJ FPGA BAQ untl l4/uvelet-BAQ
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Fig. F.15. Error histogram of the El-25224P5 resr ser quanrized wirh FPGA BAe-2.
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Fig. F.16. Enor Histogram of the E1-25224P5 test set quantized wirh FPGA Wavelet-BAQ-2.
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Ilenlt.s oI FPGA BAQ und Wuveler-BAQ
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Re.sulr,s of'FPCA BAQ and Wuve ler-llAQ
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Fig. F.20. Irnage histogram of theEl-25224PS test set quantized with FPGA WavelerBAe-2
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Result.s TI FPGA BAQ uril Wuveler-BAQ
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Fig. F.21. Image error histogram of the E1-25224PS test set quantized with FPGA BAQ-2.
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Fig.F.22. Image error histogram of theEl-25224PS test ser quanrized with FPGA WavelerBAe-2.
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Re.utlr.s oI FPGA BAQ und Wu,elct-BAQ

F.3 E2-5551PS Test Set Histograms
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Re.sult.ç t¡f FPGA BAQ und Wuvelet-BAQ
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Fig. F.25. Histograrn of the E2-555 1PS test ser quanrized wirh

100 150

FPGA Wavelet-BAQ-2.
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Re.tulrs oI FPGA IIAQ und Wuvela:-BAQ
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Fig. F.26. Error histogram of rhe E2-555lPS tesr ser quanrized wirh FPGA BAe-2.
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Fig. F.27 . Error Histogram of the E2-555 l PS test set quanrized with FPGA Wavelet-BAe-2.
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Rentlrs oI FPGA BAQ and Waveler-BAQ
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Fig. F.28. Phase error histogram of the E2-555 1PS test set quantized with
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Fig. F.29. Phase error histogram of the E2-555 I PS test set quantized with FPGA Wavelet-BAQ-2.
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Re.sulrs oI FPGA llAQ and Wuvelet-ßAQ
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Fig. F.31. Image histogram of the E2-5551PS test set quantized with FPGA Waveler-BAQ-2.
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Resulr.s o.f FPGA BAQ und Wuvelet-BAQ
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Fig. F.32. Image erlor hisroglam of the E2-5551PS test ser quanrized wirh FPGA BAe-2.
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Fig. F.33. Lnage error histogram of the E2-555 lPS test set quantized with

100 1s0

FPGA Wavelet-BAQ-2.
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Re.îults ú FPGA BAQ und Wuveler-BAQ

F.4 RL-24576PS Test Set Histograms
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Result.s of FPGA ßAQ untl Waveler-BAQ
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Fig. F.36. Histogram of the R1-24576PS test ser quanrized with FpGA wavelerBAe-2.
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Result.s oI FPGA BAQ utd Wut'elet-DAQ
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of the R1-24576PS test set quantized with FPGA BAQ-2.
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Fig. F.45. Histoglam of the Rl-24919PS test ser quantized with Matlab BAe-2.
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